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SBE Turnout Light But Good 
Companies Say 
Traffic Sparse, 
Quality High 
by Alan Carter 

Denver CO ... Attendance at the third 
annual Society of Broadcast Engineers 
(SBE) national convention was not what 
some exhibitors hoped for, but many 
reported they made good contacts for 
sales. 
The key phrase exhibitors used to de-

scribe attendance during the show held 
here 22-25 September was "quality but 
not enough quantity." 
Attendance excluding exhibitors to-

taled 1874, according to SBE figures. Of 
that, 646 were admitted with guest 
passes. Exhibitor registration was 503 for 
the more than 400 companies repre-
sented in the show. (The Rocky Moun-

tain Film & Video Expo held jointly with 
the SBE show reported registering 920 
people for the exhibits.) 
Comparing SBE registration this year 

with that of 198Z attendance dropped by 
a little more than 300 from the approxi-
mate 2200. 
The SBE convention also included 31 

technical sessions addressing issues 
such as AM improveme. and digital 
technology, the expanded AM band, 
and audio processing and the NRSC 
standard. 
SBE President Jack McKain, in an in-

terview during the convention, said he 
was pleased with the evolution of the 
national show. 
A spot demographic check of prelimi-

nary registration indicated the show 
drew "heavy" local traffic and attendees 
from all states except the Northeast, ac-
cording to McKain. He attributed the 
lack of people from the Northeast to the 

EPA Monitoring PCBs 
by Charles Taylor 

Washington DC ... The Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) isn't fooling 
around with its enforcement beginning 
1 October of a 1985 directive restricting 
the presence of polychlorinated 
biphenyls, or PCBs, in large and small 
high-voltage broadcast capacitors. 
A station found in noncompliance 

could face fines as high as $25,000 a day 
in addition to mandatory cleanup costs, 
which can run into six figures. Other op-
tions include jail sentences and public 
apologies in full-page newspaper ads. 
PCBs are present in most pre-1980 ra-

dio and TV transmitter power trans-
formers and high-voltage capacitors. 
They most commonly were used as in-
sulating oil in some capacitors and as 
heat-transfer fluids. 
The EPA directive states that large and 

small high-voltage PCB capacitors are 
prohibited in a station unless the equip-
ment is off limits to the general public, 
is open only to authorized personnel 
and is contained in an enclosed room, 
according to Ralph Justus with NAB's 
Science & Technology department. 
Where the equipment is present, ap-
propriate signs must be posted. 
The EPA already requires equipment 

marking, record keeping, quarterly in-
spections and registration with local fire 
department personnel, Justus said. 
While the EPA apparently won't exert 

a great deal of effort to enforce broad-
casters' compliance, the threat of EPA 
disciplinary action in the face of non-
compliance should be incentive enough, 
he said, aside from environmental con-
cern. The agency does have the right to 
inspect a station. 

WC. Alexander 
Director of Engineering 

Crawford Broadcasting Company 

"It's important that all stations get up 
to speed with the regulations," Justus 
said. "One thing that we're particularly 
concerned about is proper disposal. 
Broadcasters can most effectively or-
ganize this at the local level by encourag-
ing a number of stations to get together 
and dispose of the PCB equipment col-

(continued on page 14) 

concurrent IEEE conference in Washing-
ton, DC, and Radio '88 that was held the 
previous week in Washington. 
McKain said he had "some very 

spirited feedback" on the show from ex-
hibitors indicating they were "happy and 
satisfied" with the traffic. 
This was the first show SBE organized 

under the direction of a show manage-
ment firm, a process McKain said would 
continue. He also said the society may 
hire a publicist for next year's show 
planned in Kansas City. 
Among exhibitors interviewed, Jam-

pro's Alex Perchevitch said the show was 
more successful for him than Radio '88. 
He found more people "really talking 

(continued on page 2) 

After months in the field, the 
1 kW solid-state passed the test 

"We are very pleased with the 

superior sound and performance of the 
1 kW solid-state Continental transmitter:" 

"The new transmitter has a "cleaner" 
sound, better than any other stereo 

station on the AM band in this market 
by a wide margin." 

"The reliability has surpassed that of 
its predecessor, in fact, we have 

installed our sixth new Continental transmitter." 

For information on any of Continental 
Electronics' family of reliable transmitters, contact: 

varian@ 
continental electronics division 
P.O. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227 
Telephone: 214-381-7161 FAX: 214-381-4949 
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FCC Clears Up 
Remote Rules 
Washington DC ... The FCC issued a 
clarification last month to rules pertain-
ing to broadcast station transmitter re-
mote control operations, specifically ad-
dressing dial-up remotes. 

Dial-up remote control equipment al-
lows authorized personnel to take trans-
mitter readings and make changes in 
operation from any telephone. 
However, engineers complained that 

the rules were vague about the use of tel-
ephone line remote control. The FCC 
does require that a specified operator 
have final control of the transmitter and 
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) 

monitoring. 
Among the points addressed in the 

clarification, the Commission noted that 
when a dial-up telephone circuit is used 
for transmitter remote control, the sta-
tion licensee must ensure that the dial-
up circuit remains available at all times 
for the exclusive use of the duty operator. 
As an alternative, the station can pro-

vide a means for the operator to inter-
rupt or preempt any other telephone ac-
cess to the remote control equipment at 
the transmitter. 
The clarification also stated that the 

station licensee may employ a method, 
independent of the basic dial-up circuit, 
that enables the duty operator to turn 
the transmitter off. 
Possible methods include, the FCC 

suggested, the use of interruptions to 
program audio, a second dial-up circuit, 
microwave studio-to-transmitter links 
(STLs) or continuous radio frequency 
cueing and control. 
The clarification stated that dial-up tel-

ephone circuits, dedicated telephone cir-
cuits, special remote pickup unit (RPU) 
cue and control or microwave channels, 
and other systems are acceptable for 
metering, adjustments and control of 

(continued on page 3) 
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Attendance Down at SBE Show 
(continued from page I) 
about things." But he added, "I didn't 
expect there to be a whole lot of folks." 
Gary Crowder of Gentner Electronics 

said the company made "good quality 
contacts" but called them "sparse!' Look-
ing to next year's convention, Crowder 
expected better attendance, adding that 
Denver may not have been a good loca-
tion to draw people. 

Bill Ammons of CRL also did not think 
Denver was a good location and 
expected Kansas City to draw more 
people. Even though he thought at-
tendance was not sufficient, Animons 
said he made "some good quality 
leads." 
Jack Williams of Pacific Recorders & 

Engineering was another who said the 
number of attendees was down but the 
people there were talking seriously with 
his company's representatives. He 

praised SBE for scheduling less conflict 
between exhibit floor hours and en-
gineering sessions. 
Williams said the two-hour opening 

"it was quieter than we 

had hoped for. The 

quality is great, but 

the quantity leaves 

something to 

be desired." 

recention needs to be organized to attract 
more people, and if attendance overall 
does not increase, SBE needs to recon-
sider keeping the exhibit hall open for 
three hours on the last day. 

Neil Glassman of Bradley Broadcast 
was disappointed that the show did not 

seem to draw a "significant nat:onal au-
dience." 

"It was quieter than we had hoped for," 
Glassman said. "The quality is great, but 
the quantity leaves something to be 
desired." 

Harrison's Martin Burns said he made 
"several good solid leads." But he doesn't 
expect to have a booth in Kansas City; 
rather he will work through bfflths of 
Harrison's dealers. 
Art Constantine of Fidelipac Corp. 

said even though the traffic was "incredi-
bly low ... we in fact made sales and in-
fluenced future sales." 

Eric Small of Modulation Sciences said 
he was disappointed in the lack of turn-
out from California. Based on the atten-
dance in Denver, after being in St. Louis 
for the previous two years, Small charac-
terized the convention as a "super 
regional show." 

NEWS BRIEFS 
NAB Staffers Join ATTC 

Washington DC ... Two members of 
NAB's Science & Technology depart-
ment are leaving to join the industry's 
Advanced Television Test Center 
(Alit). 
Ed Williams, who is director, broad-

cast systems engineering, and Ben 
Crutchfield, who is director, special en-
gineering projects, will start work for 
the ATTC in mid to late October, ac-
cording to ATTC Executive Director Pe-
ter Fannon. 
Williams will oversee transmission 

and propagation testing for advanced 
television development, Fannon said. 
Crutchfield will work on the develop-
ment of the test center's testing pro-
gram. Crutchfield is chairman of the 
FCC's Advisory Committee on Ad-
vanced Television Service Working 
Party for ATS Evaluation and Testing. 
The departure of Williams and 

Crutchfield leaves three openings in 
NAB's Science and Technology depart-

ment. NAB Chief Scientist Tom Keller re-
cently left to work with Broadcast Tech-
nology Partners (BTP) on FMX promo-
tion. 
NAB Science & Technology VP 

Michael Rau said he is aggressively in-
terviewing to fill the slots. He said one 
of the positions would focus on radio, 
the second on television and the third 
be devoted to a mixture of convention, 
lab and government relations work. 

Westwood, WNEW-A1 Sign 
New York NY ... Westwood One has 
signed a definitive agreement with 
Sillerman Acquisition Corp. for acquisi-
tion of 50% interest and operating con-
trol of WNEW-AM. 
Westwood One will begin operating 

the station upon completion of FCC and 
other regulatory approvals, and comple-
tion of Sillerman's acquisition of 
Metropolitan Broadcasting. 
The companies entered into a letter of 

intention on 28 June. According to the 

terms of the proposed partnership 
agreement, Westwood One will be-
come managing partner and have oper-
ational control of the station. 

WCBlei Returns to Airwaves 
Baltimore MD ... WCBM, which ran 
into financial undoing earlier this year, 
returned to the air 28 August under the 
guidance of a court-appointed receiver. 
The AM station went dark in May 

and was assigned a receiver to bring it 
back on the air, entertain bids and set-
tle debts. The FCC ordered that the sta-
tion return to the air by 15 September. 
The station is airing an oldies format 

and has 10 on staff, eight of whom 
were employed by the station before its 
May shutdown. 
According to GM Bob Bloom, three 

bids have been made for WCBM, and 
Bennett Gilbert Gaines, the receiver, is 
currently negotiating with the offerers 
Bloom did not know who had put in 

bids nor how much they offered. 

• Mike 
• Line 
• Phono 
• Mixing 
• Matching 
• Metering 
• Monitoring 
• Processing 
• Distribution 
• Rack Mounting 

328 W. Maple Ave. 
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

Horsham, PA 19044 • ( 215) 443-0330 • FAX ( 215) 443-0394 jçJi 

Class A FMs 
Encouraged 
Washington DC ... Class A FM broad-
casters showed a "very significant 
demonstration of support" at Radio '88 
for a proposed across-the-board power 
hike for Class As, according to an at-
torney' representing the group. 
The New Jersey Class A Broadcasters 

Association sponsored a suite during 
the radio show at which the group 
demonstrated with a computer simula-
tion how the power hike would affect 
individual stations. 
The FCC issued a proposed rule 

making, under Docket MM 88-375, in 
July that would allow Class A FMs to 
increase their power from 3000 to 6000 

It asked for comments on whether 
the increase should apply across the 
board or only for those that can meet 
increased separation distances, as the 
NAB has suggested. Comments are 
due 22 November and reply comments 
22 December. 

"Almost without exception, (those at the 
suite) were supportive," said Ken Keane, 
a Washington attorney with Wilner Cst 
Scheiner who represents the New Jersey 
group. 
Robert McAllan, president of Press 

Broadcasting and a Class A owner in 
the New Jersey Group, also was en-
couraged by contact at the convention. 

"I do know that every Class A that 
came through (the suite) indicated they 
would take advantage (of the power in-
crease)," McAllan said. 
McAllan stood by the New Jersey 

group's original position that the hike 
should be across the board. "We think 
it is vitally important that all Class A 
broadcasters have the right to share in 
any power increase," McAllan said. 

In its oppostion to the New Jersey 
proposal, the NAB argued increased 
separation distance requirements are 
necessary to reduce the effect of the 
power increase in existing stations. 
He said it is not the New Jersey 

group's intent to create a new class of 
broadcasters. 
McAllan predicted a "fairly good 

showing" from Class A stations in the 
comment filings. 
Neither McAllan nor Keane would 

reveal specific plans the New Jersey 
group has for garnering support before 
the filing deadline. 
Keane said the New Jersey group en-

courages all Class A broadcasters to file 
comments with the Commission in fa-
vor of the across-the-broad power in-
crease. 
"We are asking Class As to make 

their voice heard," Keane said. 
For information on Docket MM88-375 

from the FCC, contact Jay Jackson at 
202-632-9660. 
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Felker Defends Interference Plan 
by Alan Carter 

Denver CO ... FCC Mass Media Bu-
reau Chief Alex Felker during the Soci-
ety of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) conven-
tion here in September defended a Com-
mission proposal that would allow sta-
tions to accept interference as part of 
negotiated agreements. 
Recognizing opposition broadcasters 

have heaped on the idea, Felker, how-
ever, said allowing broadcasters to 
negotiate interference arrangements is "a 
way of letting the real world impinge 
upon the assignment process." 
Through a policy of negotiated inter-

ference, Felker said stations could ac-
count better for local conditions, rather 
than under existing circumstances where 
blanket policies are set forth. The Com-
mission, he added, would consider the 

applications as major modifications and 
be the final arbitrator. 
Broadcasters have not taken to the idea 

too kindly. Many argue that one prob-
lem in broadcasting is unwanted inter-
ference, and approving arrangements 
that allow for interference is not the 
proper way to proceed. 
But Felker maintained that adjusting 

coverage area by mutual agreement 
might actually help the interference sit-
uation. "What AM really needs is some 
slight weeding out of stations," Felker 
said. "Maybe by allowing licensees to 
reach agreements and weed out some of 
these less viable stations, it's a way of im-
proving quality," Felker said. 
The Mass Media Bureau chief rea-

soned that the Commission has tried 
to strike a balance between quantity 
and quality, and negotiated interference 

may be a way to improve the qual-
ity. 

Felker acknowledged the strong oppo-
sition which has surfaced against the 
idea, and said that the term "negotiated 
interference" might have been a poor 
choice to describe an idea he feels could 
benefit many stations. 

In context of the AM band expansion 
from 1605 to 1705 kHz, Felker said the 
Commission faces the same quality and 
quantity tradeoffs. 
Whatever approaches are approved in 

establishing the expanded band—more 
daytimers, more clear-channel stations, 
national licensing—Felker said it was an 
opportune time to develop new ideas. 

"It's a new band, there are no receivers 
out there yet. We've got to think expan-
sively, we've got to think creatively," he 
said. 

FCC Clarifies Dial-up Remote Rules 
(continued from page 1) 
broadcast station operations. 
The FCC further noted that authorized 

personnel including the chief operator 
may obtain technical data and adjust the 
tranmission system by telephone from 
any location. However, the document 
added, this does not negate the require-
ment that stations have a designated 
operator on duty at a fixed posi-
tion. 
Jim McNally, acting chief of the FCC 

engineering policy branch, said the 
clarification spelled out the conditions 
under which dial-up remotes can be 
used. 

"It says essentially that broadcasters ei-
ther have to have the line dedicated 
solely for the use of a control operator 
or they have to have some alternative 
path to the transmitter that they can use 
to get in if they need to," McNally 
said. 
John Leonard, president, Gentner 

Electronics RF Product Division, a com-
pany that manufacturers dial-up remote 
systems, said the company is pleased 
with the clarification because it tells 
broadcasters how they can operate, as 
opposed to the original ruling that only 
told broadcasters what they could not do 
in relation to dial-ups. 

The Leader Delivers . . . Again 
NBC Sports used 37 Telos 100 hybrids as part of their sophisticated 

communications system at the Olympics. Did they select Telos because 
its trans hybrid loss is about 20dB better than the hybrids of other 
manufacturers? Was it Telos' reputation for reliability and after-sale 
support? After all, these hybrids will serve the network in permanent 
installations after the games in Seoul. 

Call your Bradley professional today for details on the complete family 
of Telos hybrids and accessories. Whether you need one or 37 hybrids, 
isn't it time you experienced the pleasure of great phones') 

Call Toll Free 800-732-7665 

BRADLEY 
BROADCAST 
SALES 

Where Service and Engineering Make the Difference 

8101 Cessna Avenue • Gaithersburg. Maryland 20879-4177 
MD& DC: 301-948 Of,;(1• FAX 301 330-71)8 

Leonard said hardware cannot provide 
a fail-safe measure to ensure the tele-
phone line is always available. "You en-
sure a dial-up circuit being available by 
the way you install equipment and man-
age a system," Leonard said. 

For information on the clarification, 
which is FCC listing 88-194 4460, contact 
Jim McNally at the Commission, 202-
632-9660. 

IEEE Focuses 
on Key Issues 

by Charles Taylor 

Washington DC ... About 150 par-
ticipants shared views on topics rang-
ing from boosters to low-loss AM an-
tennas at the 38th annual Institute of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
(IEEE) Broadcast Symposium here 22-
23 September. 
Attendance at the seminar rivaled 

past years, an accomplishment in 
view of the symposium's scheduling 
between both NAB's Radio '88 in 
Washington and the Society of Broad-
cast Engineers conference in Denver. 
Five papers were presented at the 

conference, including a study on 
'Practical Considerations for the Im-
plementation of a Reliable Syn-
chronous FM Booster," by Ed An-
thony with Broadcast Electronics Inc. 
One issue Anthony addressed was 

various methods to interconnect the 
studio, main transmitter site and 
booster site. 
At the booster station, a way must 

be found to transmit the station pro-
gram material, either in the form of 
composite stereo, or discrete left and 
right channels, he said. Some form of 
frequency locking information must 

(continued on page 19) 

15 Console Models 
mono or stereo 

Add true on air reliability with these solid, dependable studio favorites. Every 
mixer preamp in the 150A, 250A, and 350A series consoles is selectable 
for a high or low (microphone) level input. Line, monitor, cue, and headphone 
amplifiers are all on plug-in boards. Audio quality is excellent! The Series 
250A consoles feature ladder-type, step attenuators with cue detent and 
telephone-type roller cam key switches for silent, reliable channel selection. 

, Five Channel Stereo 
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Eight Channel Stereo 
Model 8S150A 

$3695 

Ten Channel Stereo 
with Penny & Giles 

Vertical Faders 
Model 10S350A 

$6195 
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Ten Channel Stereo 
Model 10S250A 

$5995 

For more information, contact your local Broadcast Electronics diStributor, or write for brochure. 

Prices USA only, 
115V, 60 Hz, 
FOB factory exclusive 
of sales or use tax. I=E BROADCAST ELECTRONICS INC. 
4100 N. 24th ST., PO. BOX 3606, OUINCY, II_ 62305, (217) 224-9600. TELEX 250142, FAX (217) 224-9607 
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Lost in a Convention Whirlwind 
by Judith Gross 

Falls Church VA ... If it's Friday, this 
must be Denver! Or are we still in DC? 
After two conventions in ten days it's 

nearly impossible to keep the sequence 
of events straight. Let's see, did I meet the 
owner of this business card at Radio '88, 
or was it out in Denver at the SBE? It's 
all a great big blur. 
The close timing of the two shows 

didn't have exactly disastrous results for 
either, but it's interesting to note the con-
trasts between the two. 

Radio '88's east coast location helped 
lure some of the major players in en-
gineering, the group managers and such, 

while the western venue of the SBE at-
tracted from every locale except the 
northeast. 

Lots of companies were at both shows, 
which made for hectic set-up and tear 
down. Gentner played it smart and 
cloned its booth so one could make it out 
to Colorado while the other traveled back 
to Salt Lake City from DC. 

*** 

So now the question comes, could 
there be a way to combine the two, or 
parts of the two shows, to avoid having 
engineers and companies choose, or shell 
out the bucks for both? 

Well, the NAB's fall show still attracts 

Announcing 
the Ideal Marriage 

in lThnsrnitter 
Control 

Now you can have both: the reliability of full-time studio remote 
control with the convenience of dial-up. Advanced Micro-Dynamics 
introduces the ARC-16, its new16-channel transmitter remote con-
trol system. 

With the studio controller you have a constant link to your trans-
mitter. Any problem can be seen at a glance—and corrected with a 
touch of a button. 

With the telephone speech unit, you can monitor and control the 
transmitter from any location. If the transmitter goes out of limits, 
it calls you —without affecting the full-lime studio control. 

The ARC-16 is designed for maximum flexibility, so you add just 
the pieces you need, when you need them. Enjoy the dual control 
of studio and dial-up now, or select only one and add on later. It 
expands easily to more channels, or even additional sites. 

Call us for more information on the ARC-16. It might just be 
your pedal match. 

Advanced Micro-Dynamics, 7 Lomar Drive, Pepperell, MA 
01463 (617) 433-8877. 1-800-255-8090 

Advanced_____ 
 _micro-dynamics inc. 
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mainly programming and management 
types and draws around 5000 or more. It 
also sports glitzier elements, such as the 
radio networks wooing affiliates, and the 
city of choice has to be able to accommo-
date the larger number of attendees and 
offer some glamour, which can translate 
to expensive hotels and such. 
The ,SBE, on the other hand, purposely 

tries to keep costs down for attendees 
and draws about a third of the numbers 
who attend the NAB's gathering. The 
idea there is to pick a venue with less ex-
pensive hotels in a central location of the 
country. 
Then there are the exhibitors, some of 

«die 

whom want to show their 
wares to engineers only, 
but many of whom need 
to reach the GM or PD or 
talk to all three. 
And don't forget that the 

NAB's radio show is for ra-
dio only while the SBE 
convention includes both 
radio and TV. What to do? 
Well there has been lots 

of chatter about all of this 
recently, on all sides, and 
a plethora of compromises 
has surfaced. 
One exhibitor said why 

not combine the two 
shows ... either put 
them both together or 
choose a common locale 
and share an exhibit hall. 
Another favors a com-

promise: take the NAB's engineering 
seminars and move them to the SBE con-
vention, restoring the NAB's fall show for 
programming and management. 
Sounds like a workable solution. The 

NAB doesn't try to spread itself too thin 
among industry factions, it gets a guaran-
teed enthusiastic audience for its en-
gineering seminars, the SBE has an ex-
tra draw for its convention and gets the 
added boost of NAB endorsement. 
Well the SBE seems to like the idea of 

some kind of joint venture here; they've 
already talked over some possibilities 
with NAB Science & Technology VP 
Michael Rau, who says he's open to ideas 
as well. 
What's next? Stay tuned. 

of lights and placing green bills and sil-
ver coins upon green felt tables to be 
swiftly whisked away. Please Gandar, the 
fall shows are enough without looking so 
far ahead to the next spring's NAB! 

Heard some great radio in Denver 
while at the SBE show. The idea of 
"progressive" formats, or what we used 
to think of as progressive, is not dead out 
in the Rockies, I'm happy .to report. 
Also listened to KHOW-AM, Fred 

Baumgartner's station, playing music in 
stereo. It sounded terrific, and I especially 
liked the station's promotional tag line, 
"Songs you do 't hear on FM." 

I see too many trade shows 

*** 

In spite of the sparse attendance, the 
seminars and exhibits at the SBE show 
had lots to offer. Tell you all about it next 
issue. 
Meanwhile, just thought you'd like to 

meet Gandar, the wizard conjured up by 
the NAB at Radio '88 to let us know what 
radio's future has in store. 
He really didn't have much to say about 

the future of the technology no great 
predicitons for DAT or digital transmis-
sion and such. 
But he looked into his crystal ball and 

saw large numbers of people wearing lit-
tle plastic badges flocking to a desert city 

Speaking of AM stereo, WNBC, one of 
the first stations to go stereo (but not pro-
mote it too well) is switching from Kahn 
ISB to C-QUAM, now that Enunis has 
the reigns. 
And Chrysler must believe in AM ste-

reo, because the company is discontinu-
ing mono AM radios. From now on, it 
will be AM and FM both in stereo all the 
way. 
Target Tuning made a good showing at 

Radio '88. The Moonachie, NJ company 
(just had to squeeze that city in some-
how) reports that AM stereo Ti's are in 
production. 
Simulcasting may become a way of life 

for Infinity Broadcasting. No, not AM 
and FM, but between cities. First they 
simulcasted bad-boy-shock-jock Howard 
Stern's morning show on New York 
City's K-Rock (WXRK-FM) into the city of 
Brotherly Love (WSYP-FM, Philadel-
phia). 
Now the Washington DC area (where 

Stern got his start) will be treated to 
Stern's raunchy style on WBMW-FM. Just 
thought I'd remind you, Howard, the 
FCC Commissioners live around 
here. And they tune into radio every now 
and then. 
Heard something interesting? Spill your 

guts to Earwaves. Write PO Box 1214, Falls 
Church VA 22041, or call me at 703-998-
7600. Best tidbit of the month wins a coveted 
Radio World mug. 
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Harris Plus Allied • 
What It Really Means 
by Roy M. Ridge 

Richmond IN ... When anything hap-
pens in an industry that changes the sta-
tus quo, it's natural for people to ask 
"How are the changes going to affect 
nie?" 
There are two questions that always 

seem to come up about Harris' acquisi-
tion of Allied Broadcast Equipment. But 
the order in which they're posed often 
changes, depending on who's asking. If 
I'm talking to a customer, he'll usually 
ask: 
"Why are you changing something 

that works?" and 
"Flow are the 
changes brought a-
bout by the Harris  Editorial 
acquisition of Allied 
going to affect the industry?" 

If it's a manufacturer, the order of the 
questions is usually reversed. 
Regardless of the order, they're fair 

questions, coming from the two groups 
of people who are most important to our 
business, suppliers and customers. And 
they deserve a direct answer. 
No, we're not going to tell you that 

things won't change at all. We will 
change, but then—and this is impor-
tant—we always have. 
One of the key reasons for our own 

success is the fact is that Allied has con-
tinued to evolve and change as the ra-
dio industry has grown and changed. 
Many of the services we offer today, and 
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many of the products we sell, didn't 
exist two years ago. Yes, change is 
always risky, but not to change is risk-
ier. 
What the Harris/Allied combination 

gives us are the resources to manage 
change in a way which I sincerely 
feel will be not only good for us, but 
beneficial for the industry as a whole 

It gives Allied something we really 
needed to fully serve our customers 
—a broad-based line of transmitters and 
RF products, including advanced tech-
nology, high efficiency transmitters that 
nobody else has equalled. 

Harris has truly 
impressive engi-
neering capabilities. 
And as part of 
Harris, which has a 

strong commitment to field service and 
24-hour technical assistance, we have the 
people and resources to serve all of our 
customers better. 
From a business standpoint, the merg-

ing of resources also made great sense 
for us in addressing the international 
market—and this will certainly benefit 
many of the manufacturers we represent 
as well. Everybody wins. 
Some of the rumors of "big" changes 

really just amount to "fine-tuning," 
which will make things run smoother for 
both companies. For example, you'll find 
it easier and faster to reach 7our Harris 
salesperson, because he's now reachable 
through the Allied toll-free telephone 
network. 
But I can also honestly tell customers 

and manufacturers alike that some 
things are not going to change. Before 
the acquisition, you could call Allied 
and choose from any of over a dozen 
suppliers of broadcast consoles and 
mixers. You still can. And before the 
acquisition, you could place an or-
der with a Harris field salesperson, or 
call your local Allied office. You still 
can. 
We've been very successful as radio's 

"supermarket" of products, and Harris 
has no intention of tampering with our 
success formula. Allied is absolutely 
not going to become a "one-brand" 
shop. 
In fact, the trend in businesses to-

day is going the other way. For example, 
did you know that you can walk into 
Sears today and see brands like RCA, 
Sony and Panasonic alongside Kenmore? 
Well, we're putting the finishing touches 
on Allied's 1989 Catalog right now, and 
I can tell you it will offer more prod-
ucts from more suppliers than ever be-
fore. 
So while Harris and Allied are to-

gether, we're also going to retain our in-
dividuality. Harris Broadcast will still be 
manufacturing in Quincy, and we at 
Allied will still be right here in Rich-
mond and in the regional offices, work-
ing to build our business by serving the 
radio industry the best way we know 
how. 

Roy Ridge is the founder and president of 
Allied Broadcast Equipment. Allied's toll free 
number is 800-622-0022 

Time For 
A Change 

Now that Radio '88 is behind us, it's time for the NAB to reevaluate it's fall 
radio show. 

The radio convention has become an amalgamation of sales, programming, 
management and a smattering of engineering which has evolved largely as the 
result of historical and political concerns: 

Originally the NAB held a programming and managément show, then added 

engineering after its merger with the NRBA. 
Now the NAB is caught in the trap of having two shows for radio: it's spring 

show which is engineering-oriented and shared with TV, and the fall show, 
which is trying to appeal to all factions of the radio industry. 
As long as the spring show continues to grow and remains attractive to en-

gineers and technical equipment ex-
hibitors, the fall show will always be 

unable to attract the numbers of ex-

hibitors and attendees needed to 
make it a huge success. 
The NAB is faced with two alterna-

tives. It can build up the fall conven-

tion and make it radicis greatest show. 
Or it can wind down the radio show and put its efforts elsewhere. 

If it decides that the fall show is worth the effort, the NAB should turn to 

the idea of splitting off radio from its spring show and having two conventions: 
one for TV and a separate one for radio. 

An annual, radio-only convention for engineering, management, program-
ming and sales held on a major scale each fall would surely attract a large num-
ber of attendees and exhibitors from all over the world. 

There are exhibitors who would chose to participate in both the radio and 

TV shows and others who could target the faction of the industry most desira-
ble to them. 

The other alternative is to downgrade the fall show via compromise with other 
groups such as the SBE, relinquishing the engineering seminars or other aspects. 

If the NAB doesn't want to make a wholehearted commitment to a radio-only 
convention, this second choice might be best for the industry in the long run. 
But all signs from the past two fall radio conventions point to the need for 

a change. Perhaps it's time the radio industry had it's own full-fledged,major 
convention. —RW 

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers' 
Forum (Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters 
received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space 
permits. 

More on translators 

Dear RW: 
Of late, there has been much written 

about the alleged abuse of translators but 
very little has been printed about the un-
derlying causes of the problem. Present-
ly, the FCC is considering rule changes 
intended to resolve the issue. I think that 
this is an appropriate time to shed some 
light on a major factor that has con-
tributed to the proliferation of FM trans-
lators. 
Complaints of competition from trans-

lators seem to be most prevalent in the 
Southwest, and the Tucson market is 
cited as a prime example of abuse. Tuc-
son is rather unique in that half this 
metro area of 600,000 presently has no FM 
broadcasting station above 99.5 Mhz on 
the dial. The entire upper half of the FM 
band is presently unused except for 
translators! Clearly, this is a spectacularly 
inefficient use of available spectrum. 
A major cause of this inefficiency is a 

1972 treaty between the U.S. and Mexico. 
This treaty set aside dozens of valuable 
channels for use in Mexican border towns 
that are simply too small and im-
poverished to support the facilities that 
have been reserved for them. Examples: 
Sasabe, Sonora (pop. 5,000) has four re-
served channels. Naco (pop. 5,000) also 
has four. Sonora (pop. 12,000) has five, 
and Nogales (pop. 160,000) has eight. Of 
these 21 allocations, only three are on the 

air. What's worse, not only are these un-
used channels going to waste but their 
adjacent channels must also be protected. 
When it was enacted, this treaty un-

doubtedly had the wholehearted support 
of American broadcasters who realized 
that giving all this spectrum to Mexico 
would minimize future competition on 
our side of the border. 
The translators came into being to 

satisfy public demand for additional 
sources of programming. Translators are 
a loophole in the treaty in that they need 
not protect Mexican stations that don't ex-
ist. 
The solution to the problem is to 

renegotiate the treaty with Mexico and al-
low these unused channels to be placed 
into service by broadcasting stations in-
stead of translators. Possibly, American 
broadcasters could use the Mexican allo-
cations until such time as Mexican broad-
casters daim them. If the channels ever 
are used by Mexico, the American sta-
tions could directionalize away from the 
border. Not only would this plan permit 
many new stations to be operated but it 
would allow existing stations to upgrade 
their facilities. The listening public would 
benefit from California to Texas. 
The status quo benefits nobody except 

present station owners who dislike com-
petition. 

Paul S. Lotsof, Manager 
KAVV (FM) 
Benson, AZ 
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AMPLITUDE COMPONENT MONITOR 

The Instrument No FM or TV Station can Afford to be Without! 

What is an AMPLITUDE COMPONENT MONITOR? The 
ACM-1 is a precise AM noise meter which connects to the RF sample 
on an FM transmitter or television aural carrier. A digital string display 
with 20dB of range exhibits AM noise for precise transmitter tuning. 
It interfaces with any remote control to sample and then read back 
a stable indication of AM noise. An adjustable alarm threshold can 
signal the station operator when AM noise has increased beyond a 
level you determine will cause reception problems. The nature of AM 
noise measured can be examined by the engineer with the oscilloscope 
output. Audio and data outputs are provided. 

by is it said of the ACM-1 that this is the first product no 
FM station can afford to be without since the advent of audio pro-
cessing? For many years, FM broadcasters have turned to audio pro-
cessing for better signals... a tailored sound for programmers... 
improved signal to noise ratio for engineers. In short, a good founda-
tion for bigger audiences and more sales. Your signal path, however, 
does not end at the output terminals of your processing system! The 
STL, transmitter, transmission line, antenna, various impedance 
matches, atmospherics and terrain all play a part in the consistency 
of your FM signal. Now television operators, with the marketing 
requirements for stereo and improved audio quality, are discovering 
the same important reasons to provide the finest audio and separation 
possible. 

The ACM-1 is designed to be a constant watchdog of the 
integrity of your potential RF signal. Natural shifts in transmitter tun-
ing, tube aging, interstage coupling mismatches and antenna problems 
will all increase the AM noise in your FM transmitter. And it often 
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goes undetected. (Except, perhaps, by station salespeople or manage-
ment who notice variations in the signal, but are told the station is 
putting out "full power".) In fact, proper ongoing detection of AM noise 
is a BIG problem. Most stations' modulation monitors are at the studios 
where AM noise cannot be read! Even current modulation monitors 
which are located at the transmitter site may not give an accurate 
indication of precise AM noise null, since the detectors used are located 
at the end of a coaxial cable rather than at the transmitter output. 
And, until now, product technology has not offered a way to read 
the AM noise at the studio, or to alert the engineer that the AM noise 
is reaching a level which will audibly affect the station signal. The 
AMC-1 does all this and more. . . 

It provides: 
— a precision tuning instrument for the engineer. 
— assurance of transmitted signal integrity for management 

and sales. 
— a constant readout for the programming staff that their 

"sound" remains consistent through the antenna. 

Engineering consultants in the field have long proclaimed the 
need to maintain consistent minimum AM noise. And we are now 
hearing a lot more talk among station engineers about controlling AM 
noise. After several years of planning and research, this is indeed music 
to our ears. 

Keep the Sound Consistent. . . with ACM-1! 
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Radio '88: Ups and Downs 
by Alan Carter 

Washington DC ... It wasn't the worst 
of times, but it wasn't the best of times 
for the radio industry at Radio '88. 
A record 6,529 broadcasters came to 

the nation's capital 14-17 September for 
the NAB's annual fall radio convention. 

Session.; focused on AM and FM tech-
nical improvements, new listenership 
surveys and regulatory issues for 
management, programming, sales and 
engineeii ng. 
More than 180 exhibitors, of which 

about 40 were manufacturers and distri-
butors of equipment, set up shop in 
37,000 square feet of floor space. 
While there were ups, there were also 

downs. 

Not quite ready 
The much touted and awaited "ulti-

mate radio" promised for the show was 
not finished. The design by New York 
consulting engineer Richard Sequerra 
was minus a working AM band and con-
tinuous tuning feature. 
However, work on the radio that will 

have the latest technological develop-
ments such as FMX, NRSC and AM ste-
reo continues. 
Radio broadcasters also used the con-

vention to rally forces for challenges both 
A'viers and FMers face in the coming 
months. 
A large contingent went to Congress 

lobbying for radio-only legislation, an 
idea to separate radio and TV issues in 
regulatory moves. 
While such a move could receive a 

positive response on Capitol Hill, several 
representatives taking part in a panel 
discussion warned that issues such as 
the Fairness Doctrine or programming 
could be tied together in a legislative 
package. 
FCC Chairman Dennis Patrick and 

NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts, in 
a one-on-one session, addressed owner-
ship rules and the renewal process. 

Patrick aired his frustration at AM's 
disadvantage to FM because broad-
casters can own an AM and FM but not 
two AM;. Patrick also asked for help 
from broadcasters in the Commission's 
move to clean up the comparative 
renewal process and remove application 
abuses. 

Who's listening 
In the area of listenership, broadcasters 

may have not heard exactly what they 
would have liked—especially in the AM 
arena. A national survey conducted by 
Bill Moyes of The Research Group found 
that AM has a tough battle to overcome 
listeners' habits of listening to FM and 
their perception that FM has better 
sound and programming. 
And according to the study, "AM ste-

reo" may be the wrong terminology to 
use on air. Apparently listeners do not 
believe AM can be in stereo, the study 
reported. To the average Joe and Joan lis-
tener, AM and stereo are a contradiction 
of terms. 
The survey suggested AM broad-

casters with stereo capabilities may be 

better off promoting their sound with 
the frequency, along the lines of "Stereo 
1330." 
With a booth to promote AM stereo, 

Don Wilson, en-
gineering manager 
for AM stereo 
broadcasting for 
Motorola, said the 
move by Chrysler to 
discontinue mono-
phonic AM radio 
was a significant 
step for AM stereo. 
Beginning in 1989, 
Chrysler will feature 
only AM stereo/FM 
stereo using Moto-
rola's C-QUAM sys-
tem. 
Wilson said it will 

take an industry-
wide effort to sell 
AM stereo to the public. He said it 
would take customers asking for AM ste-
reo receivers to get retailers to encourage 
manufacturers to make the radios. 
On another technological front, Broad-

cast Technology Partners (13TP) was 
promoting its FMX FM stereo coverage 
extension system. Tom Keller, a consul-
tant with BTP and a co-developer of 
FMX, was available to explain the system 
to broadcasters. Keller said broadcasters 
were responding positively. 
Among equipment manufacturers and 

distributors with exhibits, there was a 

seemingly reserved feeling of optimism. 
While exhibitors reported light traffic, 

many said those they met with were 
talking business. 

(From left) Patricia Diaz Dennis, Alex Felker, Al Martine and Gary 
Bruce listen to Ron Frizzell at NAB's Radio ' 88 AM rally. 

"There are people out generally look-
ing to buy," said Harrison Broadcast 
Products Manager Martin Burns. 
Radio Systems Sales Engineer Paul 

McLane said he found people at the 
show were there "to make decisions to 
buy." 
Radio Systems President Dan Braver-

man said since many broadcasters pres-
ent were programmers and managers, 
he found it a good opportunity to pro-
mote his DAT products. 

Fidelipac marketing VP Art Constan-

tine also noted that Radio '88 is an op-
portunity to reach managers and 
owners, whom he called the "financial 
decision makers." 
Tun Schwieger, Broadcast Supply West 

(BSW) Marketing VP, said while he ex-
pected engineering traffic to be light at 
Radio '88, he was pleased with his con-
tact with programmers and managers. To 
address that market, he displayed con-
soles and audio effects. 
For the following week's SBE conven-

tion where the audience would be en-
gineers only, Schwieger said BSW in-
tended to display "the most technical 
gizmos you can imagine." 

At the Northeast Broadcast Labs booth, 
sales manager Criss Onan said the com-
pany had seen a lot of people that don't 
attend the spring NAB convention. He 
noted a resurgence in clients who want 
systems installed as opposed to those 
who have staff engineers do the work. 

Still some problems 
While many exhibitors highlighted the 

positive in answering questions about 
the show, some expressed their discon-
tent. 
"They've got to get the smaller market 

guys in here," said Bill Ammon, who is 
in charge of radio marketing for CRL. He 
said the "fluff and frills" door prize give-
aways offered by NAB were not enough 
to draw people onto the convention 

(continued on page 9) 

Digital Will 
Change Radio, 
Experts Say 

by Charles Taylor 

Washington DC ... Attendees of Ra-
dio '88's Digital Radio Station Semi-
nar heard not only about how the 
new technology can be utlized today, 
but about how its future applications 
might soon change many dominant 
elements of station operation. 
Close to 80 engineers participated 

in the eight-hour session which in-
cluded seven speakers and a panel 
covering topics ranging from digital 
storage and editing/production to the 
use of DAT and CD. 
Frank Sullivan with New England 

Digital in White River Junction, VT, 
outlined a future radio station that 
utilizes digital technology for storage, 
studio editing, production and special 
effects. 

In the near future, Sullivan said, all 
music, news, commercials jingles and 
effects could be digitally formatted 
and available through an audio li-
brary. 

"I envision a disk jockey sitting at 
a touch screen accessing the material 
that all the digital suites—production, 
news and editing—have put together 

" 

Charles Bates (I), Mike Sirkis. Steve Bellinger, Rick Cruz and NAB's Stan Salek discuss dig-
ital inroads in radio. 

on a central audio store Sullivan said. 
"Computers will be an integral part of 
the digital radio station. Bits and bytes 
will replace vinyl and tape." 
The system, he said, will provide in-

stant access to a large central data base, 
and allow the sonic benefits of high-
quality digital audio, unheard-of speed 
and with editing, an end to the cut and 
splice era. 

"It will be a non-destructive editing en-
vironment," Sullivan said. "Safety copies 
won't be necessary and all can be 
reviewed and altered any number of 
times without destroying the original au-
dio. You'll be able to edit down as fine 
as 1/100,000th of a second." 

Digital storage 
Digital storage was also discussed in 

the seminar, by James Tucker with 
Broadcast Electronics Inc., who outlined 
a "perfect storage device wish list." 

"I'd like to tell you I'm here to in-
, 

troduce a new storage device. Unfor-
tunately, I'm not," he said. "The right 
storage device isn't really here yet." 
Tucker's ultimate storage machine 

would allow instant access to in-
dividual stored cuts, forward and re-
verse jog for locating positions, "cut 
and paste" capability for editing, 
durability and the ability to record at 
real time, he said. It also would in-
clude a removable component, such 
as a disk or tape, to allow unlimited 
storage. 
Tucker also outlined the pros and 

cons of CD and DAT as storage me-
dia. 
CD allows for high storage volume, 

low cost to produce large quantities 
and fast access to tracks, however, is 
not recordable and is subject to 
mechanical failures with its spinning 
disk drive, he said. 
DAT's low cost and writable format 

(continued on page 10) 
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Products Track Industry Trends 
Washington DC ... The NAB's fall ra-
dio show is not usually a time for major 
technical product introductions. But Ra-
dio '88 became the exception to this rule 
when several companies chose the con-
vention to unveil new gear. 
Some 181 companies exhibited at the 

show and about 40 were technical equip-
ment vendors. The mid-Atlantic location 

Target Tuning showed its frequency-locked ra-
dios. 

lured several companies who normally 
don't exhibit at this convention. 
There was also no evidence that the 

Society of Broadcast Engineers conven-
tion, held less than one week later in 
Denver, kept exhibitors from attending 
either show. 

Digital, that buzzword of the industry 
over the last few years, was again the fo-
cus of many product introductions and 
enhancements. 
The NAB held a digital seminar for en-

gineers concurrently with the conven-
tion, and its large attendance was am-
ple proof that interest in the new tech-
nology has not waned. 
Although engineering attendance was 

not high (only 160 registered as en-
gineers) many of those who did attend 

were engineering group managers and 
directors of engineering at stations in 
nearby major markets such as New York 
and Philadelphia. 

Digital leads the way 
Harris Corp., still immersed in publi-

city over its recent acquisition of Allied 
Broadcast Equipment, sported a Harris-
Allied sign at its booth. 
The company surprised the industry 

with the introduction of its DX-50, the 50 
kW extension of its digitally modulated 
transmitters for AM. There was a mod-
ule from the DX-50 at the show while 
work continues on the first production 
model, already sold to KFBK, the Group 

W station in Sacramento. 
Harris also unveiled a new line of 

transmitters for FM, three from the HT 
series, available in power levels from 3.5 
kW to 35 kW. Each one features a single, 
high efficiency tetrode in a standard 
quarter-wave cavity and each features 
Harris' solid state FM exciter, THE-1, in-
troduced at the NAB's spring show. 
Another strong, yet unusual, showing 
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in the digital category came from New 
England Digital, which has been trying 
to market its Synclavier and Direct-to-
Disk systems to radio stations. 

Los Angeles' KI1S-FM has been using 
a Synclavier and providing input as to 
its potential for radio use. Up until re-
cently the cost of the hard-disk based 
system has been prohibitive for most sta-
tions, but NED has plans to scale down 
a version specifically for radio station 
use. 

Best of the rest 
The majority of other product in-

troductions at Radio '88 reflect varying 
trends in the industry. 
Omega ' International has been 

responding to changes in the rules 
governing synchronous repeaters for FM 
and had information and products for 
stations interested in making use of high 
powered boosters. 
Studer showed its A730 CD player, a 

pro model incorporating improvements 
over past professional offerings and ben-
fitting from Studer's partnership with 
Philips. 
Tennaplex, in addi-

tion to showing its 
usual line of an-
tennas, deviated with 
a product designed to 
manage music librar-
ies by computer. 
The software sys-

tem and driver can 
control libraries on 
CD, DAT, hard disk or 
any combination of 
those, and program-
ming parameters as 
well as a music data 
base can be pro-
grammed in. The sys-
tem works on IBM or 
compatible PCs. 

Delta, which has 
been the first to respond to broadcasters' 
needs to monitor the NRSC standard, 
showed prototypes of two devices in the 
hopes of getting feedback from en-
gineers. 
One is a stereo noise generator to cre-

ate the USASI pulsed noise testing the 
NRSC signal requires; the other is a 
preemphasis monitor so stations can in-
sure compliance of their audio with the 

standard. 
Delta previously introduced a splatter 

monitor, also designed to help stations 
conform to the NRSC standard. 
Eventide introduced broadcast fea-

tures and effects to its Ultra Harmonizer 
which was unveiled earlier this year. 

Allied had the first showing of the 
Finial laser turntable, which plays vinyl 

records with a laser 
beam. 
CRL showed a re-

vamped AM receiver 
featuring wide band-
width, C-QUAM ste-
reo and NRSC deem-
phasis. The company 
also introduced an 
FM/TV monaural au-
dio processor. 
Harrison unveiled a 

new console, the AP-
100, or "air personal-
ity" model. 

Texar's processing 
equipment was dis-
played in the Gentner 
booth, with Gent-
ner's recent acquisi-
tion of the process-

ing company. 
Bradley Broadcast featured the Telos 

100 digital hybrid and also showed a 
portable Sony DAT player for profes-
sional use. 
And Motorola AM stereo announced 

that Chrysler has decided all of its cars 
manufactured from this point will have 
C-QUAM AM stereo in them, with 
mono AM radios being discontinued. 
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AM Losing to FM on Many Fronts 
by Alan Carter 

Washington DC .. The fact is the aver-
age listener to radio in the US is pretty 
picky when it comes to switching that 
dial from FM to AM. 
Two NAB surveys on AM reviewed at 

Radio '88 showed that AM broadcasters 
have an across-the-board battle in pro-
gramming, sound quality and lifestyle if 
they are going to hold their own with 
FM. 
When it comes to AM vs. FM, listeners 

choose FM by habit, because the pro-
gramming is perceived as superior and 
because the sound quality is better, ac-
cording to results from a survey of 1800 
listeners conducted nationwide by The 
Research Group of Colorado Springs, 
CO. 
A second study conducted by the 

Chicago-based research firm of B. Angell 
& Associates, and this summer submit-
ted by the NAB as part of its comments 
on the FCC's comprehensive review of 
AM technical standards, found current 
interference protection contours are 

Radio '88 
(continued from page 7) 
floor. 

Neil Glassman of Bradley Broadcast 
Sales said he had hoped more engineers 
would be at Radio '88, but the staff was 
able to spend more time talking with in-
dividuals. 
Auditronics Executive VP Steve Sage 

said he didn't come to Radio '88 with 
high expectations and said therefore that 
the show had been "positive" in that re-
gard. 

Sage, as several other exhibitors sug-
gested, thought the exhibits should be 
open for two full days rather than two 
and one-half days. The half day was a 
waste of time, he said. 

Still concerned about NAB's policy for 
guest passes at the radio show where ex-
hibitors are given a limited number 
based on the square footage of booth 
space, Sage said guest passes should be 
issued in the same manner as at the 
spring convention. They are sold at a 
minimum price. ' That worked well!' he 
said. "You don't have to pay for it unless 
it's used!' 
At first NAB was not going to issue 

guest passes at Radio '88 but changed its 
position when some exhibitors com-
plained. In the place of guest passes, 
NAB issued $50 discounts exhibitors 
could distribute. 
But Pacific Recorders and Engineering 

Jack Williams said NAB came up with 
"too little too late!' 
Without a guest pass or a discount, it 

cost $100 to get on the Radio '88 exhibit 
floor only. 

SCA RECEIVERS 
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7616 Burlington Omaha NE 68127 
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sufficient for co-chann. el AM stations but 
woefully inadequate for adjacent chan-
nels. 
The study also concluded that listeners 

generally accept much less interference 
on talk segments than they do on mu-
sic, and interference tolerance can vary 
according to the type of music a station 
plays. 

What's AM? 
To listeners, AM radio is weather, news 

and then music, said Bill Moyes, presi-
dent of The Research Group. 
Compare those findings to FM, and 

there is a different story. The word is mu-
sic for FM and listeners know what mu-
sic to find on which stations, he said. 

"(Listeners) know what's at 101 in their 
market and what's at 102 and 94," Moyes 
said. ''There's a corresponding lack of 
knowledge for many people ... about 
what's on different places on the AM 
dial!' 
Moyes said listeners just don't like 

what they hear or how they hear AM ra-
dio. 
"The first hurdle, or barrier, we have 

is programming ... and for every per-
son that is different!' Moyes said. 
"You've got to have programming that 
(listeners) like or you don't get any-
where!' 
Listeners also want good quality 

sound, which Moyes suggested could be 
accomplished by tackling three fronts: 

transmission, interference and receiver 
reception. 
Even AM stereo is a problem, the sur-

vey found. Listeners think of AM and 
stereo as a contradiction of terms. "AM 
is saying one whole thing to them about 
poor quality and stereo is saying all the 
good things!' Moyes explained. . 
The finding on stereo perception sug-

gests, Moyes said, that stereo on AM 
may have to be marketed differently 
from stereo on FM. Rather than saying 
Wyl stereo!' the right wording may be 
stereo and the station frequency or call 
letters, he added. 
A final "barrier" Moyes said AM has 

to overcome is that listeners have grown 
to like FM and turn to it by habit. When 
habit and satisfaction are high, the com-
petition has a tough battle to wage, he 
said. 

(continued on page 10) 
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Seminar Tackles Digital in Radio 
(continued from page 7) 
are plusses, while its fragility is a disad-
vantage. 

DAT/CD equipment 
Dick Wagner with Concept Produc-

tions in Roseville, CA., led a discussion 
on DAT/CD equipment and automation 
uses. Included was a comprehensive 
comparison of DAT with other transmis-
sion sources. 

First, he outlined the disadvantages of 
using DAT for airplay: its lack of cuing 
accuracy, lack of a wired remote and the 
mass of controls on a DAT's front panel, 
making its use impractical for live stu-
dios. Also, he noted that the two second 
time required to start the machine's 
drum rotating and lock onto the track is 
inconvenient. 
Advantages of the format, he said, in-

clude the smaller size of the DAT tape 
in comparison to a cassette or 101/2' reel-
to-reel tape; and the DAT's better fre-
quency response with no tape hiss and 
no base error. 
Compared to the CD, Wagner said 

DAT offered a more protected, easier to 
handle package. However, he noted the 
DAT is slower to cue and required peri-
odic head replacement. ' 
Over the hard disk, Wagner gave 

preference to DAT based on price. Typi-
cally, DAT costs between $1500 and 
$2000, and $10 for a two-hour tape. Hard 

disk drives range between $8000 and 
10,000, he said. 
"Hard disk, however, has instant ac-

cess, very unique editing capabilities and 
seems to be ideally suited at this time to 
production room use and for commer-
cial storage he said. 

In DAT versus half-inch beta, Wagner 
said that DAT takes less pre-roll time and 
the tape package is smaller, but DAT has 
less storage: two hours against half-inch 
beta's three hours. 

8 mm stacks up 
Still, three hours storage doesn't stack 

up against Wagner's final digital equip-
ment comparison, 8 mm, which offers 
12 hours capability. 
. The format also offers better frequency 

reponse, he said, faster cuing, and "the 
deck itself is more easily adaptable to 
random access!' But he also noted 8 
mm's biggest disadvantage, its tendency 
for tape dropout. 
Despite the advances that digital is 

bringing to stations, its applications 
won't simplify everything. The conver-
sion from analog to digital will likely be 
a slow, deliberate process for most sta-
tions, according to Skip Pizzi with Na-
tional Public Radio, who spoke on digi-
tal interconnection and communications. 
Studio wiring requirements, for exam-

ple, currently require AC power, audio 
and remote control hook-ups at most sta-
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tions. A digital station will require a 
more complicated hook-up that includes 
AC power, analog audio, digital au-
dio/electrical, digital audio/optical, trans-
port, electronics and synchronization 
control capability. 
But despite the increased wiring re-

quirements, a number of stations already 
have begun making an entry into more 
than just airing music over digital equip-
ment. In the seminar's final session, a 
panel described how digital is being 
used to its current fullest potential al-
ready. 
Rick Cruz with WQIO in Mt. Vernon, 

OH, who claimed his station was the 
first on the continent to use DAT on the 
air, said the station employs four DAT 
machines for music, commercials and 
promotions. 
Steve Bellinger with WDZ Radio/Sys-

temation in Decatur, IL, praised the 8 
mm format as the cheapest convenient 
storage facility. He figured that 300 songs 
stored on a single 8 mm tape (20-hour 
tape) cost about 3 cents a song. 

In comparison, DAT's typical tape 
would hold 40 songs at an average of 35 

cents a song; reel-to-reel averages 15 
songs at 40 cents a song with no random 
access; cart offers one song per tape for 
about $6; and hard disk two songs at $25 
per song. CD might offer two desirable 
songs on a pre-recorded disk at about $8 
per song. 
Charlie Bates with ITC/3M, discussed 

the company's digital cart machine, 
which he said offers an accepted, prac-
tical format with the new advantage of 
digital quality. 
Presentations within the digital radio 

station seminar also were led by Richard 
Cabot of Audio Precision in Beaverton, 
OR, on digital basics; Nick Richards of 
Harris Corp. in Quincy, IL, on digital 
AM transmitters; and Robert Zavrel of 
Digital R.F. Solutions in Santa Clara, CA, 
on proposed digital FM transmitter 
equipment. 
Zavrel explained the use of numeric 

oscillators, which use digital technolo-
gies to improve performance over other 
oscillators, to modulate FM signals. 
He outlined his company's NCMOTNI 

—number controlled modulated oscil-
lator—approach to direct digital synthe-
sis which he noted could result in a com-
pletely digital FM broadcast system, by 
providing digital performance all the 
way through the transmitter. 

Studies Reveal AM's Woes 
(continued from page 9) 
"The future of music programming in 

AM radio is not dead, but it has to be 
approached in the right way from a stra-
tegic standpoint," Moves said. 'Alterna-
tive formats really ho- ld some sensible 
victories, and we need to start thinking 
of those victories as sustainable victo-
ries!' 
Moyes, who owns AM and FM sta-

tions, said broadcasters with AMs 
should go after winnable victories. 
He suggested looking at the age 

groups listening to AM when consider-
ing a new format. 
The survey found that almost 60% of 

all listeners 55-64 listen to AM, with a 
steady decline to only 21.4% of those 
12-17. 
Moyes said an ideal target market 

would be listeners over 25 and, in par-
ticular, those over 35 because these are 
the groups AMers could best nurture 
and bring back to the band for the long-
term. 
"That's where you see the most peo-

pie in the church that you can preach to 
and bring home the victory," Moyes said. 

Inside radio 
From the Inside looking out, another 

study—of radio programmers— 
commissioned by NAB found 90% of 
this group believes radio stations sound 
too much alike. 
Conducted by Jon Perikhal and John 

Oakes of Joint Communications, 
Toronto, programmers also predicted a 
drop in listeners' loyalty because they are 
pressured for time and are becoming 
much more selective. 
How do radio programmers think they 

can keep their ratings? Give them more 
promotion money, according to the sur-
vey. 
Of more than 500 surveyed, 30% said 

a larger promotion budget would make 
their jobs easier; 26% said they needed 
more audience research information; 9% 
wanted more off-air promotion market-
ing, and 4% needed more time to get 
their jobs done. 
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nical standards, Hassinger said. "We are 
going to move on AM improvements in 
the technical area," he added. 
Of particular concern, Hassinger 

noted, is "grandfathering" existing sta-
tions immune to new changes. 

"I don't think we are going to get any-
where if we have to follow along that 
path," he said. "It's going to take 50 to 
100 years to get out of the problems (un-
der that policy), and I'm not sure that 
AM is going to survive all that long." 
On another area related to the im-

provements that became part of the FCC 
technical review, the NRSC preempha-
sis and RF emission standard seem to be 
on a fast track moving through the FCC, 
according to Charles Morgan, VP en-
gineering for Susquehanna Radio Corp. 
and chairman of the NRSC. 
The FCC issued a proposed rule mak-

ing to make the NRSC standard manda-
tory, following a NAB petition. Corn-

liassinger Speaks On 
AM Technical Action 
by Alan Carter 

Washington DC ... With several efforts 
underway designed to improve techni-
cal standards for AM, broadcasters at 
Radio '88 were briefed on where ef-
forts stand at the FCC and industry-
wide. 

Bill Hassinger, assistant chief for en-
gineering in the FCC's Mass Media Bu-
reau, wasn't hesitant to say AM doesn't 
sound good and to place the blame 
across the board. 
"We've got too many signals, there's 

perhaps too much power over their air 
at certain times, the signals are over-

processed, the receivers are about as bad 
as you can build one, the service areas 
are irregular—and that's not very con-
ducive to a steady audience he said. 
Broadcasters have succeeded in creat-

ing an AM service, he continued, that 
has lost its attractiveness to the audience. 
But Hassinger said broadcasters must 

ask themselves where do we go from the 
current situation, and what are they go-
ing to do about it. 

Possible solutions 
The FCC will issue proposed rule 

makings "fairly soon" based on the 
agency's notice of inquiry on AM tech-
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ments are due 22 November with reply 
comments due 22 December. 

Help on the way 
Morgan called the NRSC standard for 

preemphasis the "key" to get stations to 
limit out of band emission. 
As for receivers with NRSC capability, 

Morgan said they are "slow in coming." 
He said manufacturers reportedly have 
NRSC capability in some receivers but 
haven't installed the software. He also 
said production models may be out next 
year. 
In another area, consulting engineer 

Wally Johnson briefed broadcasters on 
proposed expanded AM band for 1605 
to 1705 kH for which a proposed rule 
making is expected from the FCC. 
Broadcasters have filed comments on 
how to allocate the band, generally re-
jecting a Commission proposal to create 
national licensees. 

Growth in 
PC Use by 
Engineers 
by Charles Taylor 

Washington DC ... Consultant Karl 
Lahm doesn't enjoy drawing technical 
configurations. 

"If I try to draw with pencil and pa-
per, I end up with lead smeared all over 
the paper. If I try to use ink, I end up 
with the ink all over myself," said the 
president of the consulting firm Karl D. 
Lahm & Associates. 
Lahm's woes have ended now, thanks 

to one of the several two- and three-
dimensional personal computer software 
programs currently available, which he 
said are capable of handling 90% of the 
drawing applicable to a radio station. 

Increasingly, the personal computer is 
becoming a useful tool for broadcasters, 
with applications ranging from illustrat-
ing directional antennas to deriving sta-
tion spreadsheets. 
The Radio '88 session, "PCs for En-

gineering Applications," allowed several 
engineers to demonstrate how they have 
used various computer programs to not 
only hasten certain tasks, but for in-
novating ideas. 
Stan Salek, staff engineer at NAB and 

the session moderator, first demon-
strated a software package, DFDP (Dig-
ital Filter Design Program demo disk), 
available free from Atlanta Signal Proces-
sors, that is capable of designing elec-
tronic filters, both analog and digitak , 
Salek utilized two pieces of software 

to design a seventh-order elliptical low-
pass filter, which corresponds to the 
NRSC standard. 
He also showed Micro-Cap 2 from 

Spectrum Software, which further aids 
filter design. 
Tom Osenkowsky, an engineer at 

WLAD in Danbury, CT and also a con-
sultant, showed in his demonstration 
that "a computer can handle very sim-
ple problems such as calculating reac-
tance or it can get into very complicated 
matters such as array tune-up and net-
work design!' 
He hypothesized, "For a frequency of 

1470 kHz, I have a number of standard 
and nonstandard values of capacitors 
and inductors and their reactance at the 

(continued on page 14) 
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EPA Gets Tough on PCB Violators 
(continued from page 1) 
lectively through a licensed agent. It 
costs them one tenth of what it would 
cost them individually!' 
According to Terry Hollenberg, a radio 

field service supervisor with Harris 
Corp., a lot of PCB-laced broadcast 
equipment—both primary and standby 
—remains in the marketplace. 

Still, he said, "A lot of stations are 
replacing the PCB-bearing components 
and going through the proper dispo-
sal of them. Some of the capacitors 
cost a couple hundred dollars, and I've 
heard figures of $1500 and up for 
disposal!' 
APTUS, a waste removal company, has 

removed a substantial amount of PCB ca-

pacitor banks and PCB-bearing trans-
formers from radio and TV stations, 
though no rush has surrounded this 
latest EPA deadline, according to com-
pany official John Henschel. 
"This has been a phased-in program 

beginning in 1978, and in a lot of cases, 
radio and TV stations are caught under 
earlier phasing programs, so a majority 
of it has already been taken care of," 
Henschel said. 
Glynn Walden, engineering group 

manager for Group W Radio AM sta-
tions, said all of the company's 13 AM 
and FM stations have had PCBs removed 
from equipment at a cost of about $5000 
per outlet. 
"We just didn't want to be bothered 

with record keeping and all that stuff," 
he said. "We wanted the PCBs out of the 
workplace because the consequences of 
failing to do so are too high. They add 
up too quickly. 
"Even so, 'I'm willing to bet that 90 per-

cent of the stations haven't done a thing 
about PCBs," Walden said. "There are a 
lot of stations that just can't afford 
to (have them removed); these little ra-
dio stations that don't even have en-
gineers!' 
Walden added that despite a recent 

policy of deregulation in government 
agencies, stations seem to be facing more 
regulatory burdens in areas such as RER 
and hazardous waste. 
"Stations are cutting back their 
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budgets for engineering, and yet they are 
faced with new government agencies 
looking over our shoulders. We're all of 
a sudden having to learn these names 
like Dykanol and Pyranol that we've 
never had to learn before," said Walden. 
Such a fact is of little consequence to 

the EPA, however. According to the 
NAB's Justus, eventually all PCB equip-
ment will have to be disposed of, so 
"it's better taken care of sooner than 
later from the continued liability ques-
tion caused by a fire or a leak or a 
transformer blowup. Then they're faced 
with the extraordinary clean-up ex-
penses!' 
The next step from the EPA will come 
a year from now, when transformers 
containing PCBs will be prohibited— 
unless a station installs specific electri-
cal protection equipment designed to 
prevent a blowup. 
The NAB Science & Technology 

department offers a free packet about 
PCB regulations. For more information, 
call 429-5341. 

Engineering 
Goes to PCs 
(continued from page 12) 
particular frequency. It's a lot simpler us-
ing a hard-printed version of this in the 
field if you're out at an ATU (Antenna 
Tuning Unit), and you want to know if 
a particular coil will work. If you're 
redesigning an ATU or a phaser, some-
thing like this is a lot simpler than us-
ing a hand calculator!' 
Lahm also demonstated a sample sta-

tion budget analysis, which included a 
history of expenses on local telephone 
use and an FCC news release service 
subscription. He used the program to 
demonstrate how spending can be 
traced month by month. 
He also described the use of a PC for 

wiring documentation. 
"I hate to draw all of my wiring 

documentation. With the data base sys-
tem, you can key in a minimal amount 
of information, you can key what the ul-
timate source of a signal is, you can cal-
culate where the wire is connected to, 
what wire number, where it goes, what 
it's connected to and what the ultimate 
load is," Lahm said. 
John Reiser of the FCC described ap-

plications of a PC for spreadsheet capa-
bilities. He also discussed its use for var-
ious filter designs, matching networks, 
and line losses and transmission line 
problems. 

Finally, he observed, "I feel like I'm 
preaching to the choir here because I'm 
sure a lot of you are familiar with com-
puter applications at the station." 
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Sequerra Radio Reactions Mixed 
by Charles Taylor 

Washington DC ... Some radio en-
gineers remain optimistic about the fu-
ture of the "ultimate" Sequerra-designed 
radio, despite a lackluster unveiling at 
NAB's Radio '88 convention. 
The incomplete radio also violated the 

NAB's contract with Richard Sequerra 
Associates. 
The contract called for completion of 

three prototypes by August. The single 
model that debuted at Radio '88 was 
missing several anticipated technical fea-
tures, leaving the NAB waving a balloon 
that hadn't yet been fully inflated. 
Michael Rau, VP of NAB Science and 

technology said the organization hasn't 
decided how to handle the violation. 
When completed, the radio is in-

tended to introduce to the marketplace 
a number of technical features not avail-
able in one receiver, including AM ste-
reo, continuous tuning, FMX noise 
reduction, NRSC deemphasis, AM noise 
blanking and the AM expanded band. 
One prototype will employ decoding 

for C-QUAM AM stereo, one for Kahn 
stereo and one for both. 

Potential still looks good 
Engineers who attended the Radio '88 

conference generally felt that while the 
unveiling was disappointing, it will not 
affect the receiver's potential in the mar-
ketplace. 

"It's unfortunate that the debut 

worked out the way it did, but that's just 
fate. It's common knowledge that proto-
types sometimes have their infant mor-
tality problems;' said John Marino, VP 
of engineering for NewCity Communi-
cations. 
Added Glynn Walden, engineering 

group manager for Group W AM sta-
tions, "I feel bad that the radio wasn't 
ready. I especially feel sorry for the peo-
ple at NAB in Science & Technology who 
were worried crazy about the thing for 
the whole convention. But I think that 
in the long run (Sequerra) is going to de-
liver a great radio. He's a very bright 

guy." 
Marino also maintained faith in Se-

querra. "If there's anyone out there who 
can do a good job on the thing, Se-
querra's the one he said. "I don't think 
there will be any problem with the in-
troduction of the radio or the eventual 
licensing of the circuitry to other con-
sumer manufacturers!' 
One of the NAB's main purposes in 

sponsoring the design of the radio is to 
offer its circuitry to receiver makers in 
hopes that they will employ the technol-
ogy into their systems, thus sophisticat-
ing the industry. 

Not convinced 
Still, not all are convinced that the "ul-

timate" radio is enough to entice 
manufacturers. According to Eb Tingley, 
VP of engineering for the Electronic In-
dustries Association, there first must be 

some changes in broadcasting. 
"If manufacturers see an opportunity 

to market a product, you can bet that 
they'll be there. The real basic problem 
is that manufacturers don't have the in-
centive to market a receiver of this qual-
ity;' he said. "It would take a real radi-

Sequerra's unfinished "ultimate" radio 

cal change in .AM broadcasting. There 
are still very few stations that are broad-
casting in stereo, for instance. That's 
probably the biggest problem!' 
For the NAB, however, the first priority 

is getting a working model of the Se-
querra radio, which still has bugs left to 
work out, according to Rau. 

"I think that there were some prob-
lems with the circuit board that Sequerra 
had designed and built for the receiver 
itself," Rau explained, adding "there 
were no problems when it was in bread-
board form and was in a much larger 
physical construction, but when he at-
tempted to shrink it into the box of the 
receiver, a number of problems reared 
their ugly heads!' 
As far as the malfuntioning continu-

ous tuning feature, Rau. noted, "There 

was a decision point in August where he 
knew he would not be able to come up 
with any receiver had he tried to do the 
continous tuning feature by Radio '88, so 
he took a short cut and put a more com-
monly available tuning chip into the re-
ceiver!' 

Still, "the chips work, the circuits 
work, the AM blanker—all that stuff is 
operational," Rau said. 

Might be penalized 
But because the system was not com-

plete in August as stated in the contract, 
the NAB might penalize Sequerra. 
NAB already has paid Sequerra 

$3Z500 of a total $50,000—$25,000 for the 
completed design and $12,500 for the 
three receiver prototypes. The remaining 
$12,500 was to be due upon completion 
of the receivers in August. 
"We haven't decided how we're going 

to handle the situation. There might be 
some penalty to compensate us for the 
difficulty we experienced in the last cou-
ple weeks trying to get the receivers 
built," Rau said. "But assuming we get 
all three receivers built in an operational 
format, I'm sure Sequerra is going to be 
paid." 
Rau had no estimate of a new comple-

tion date, but said that NAB hopes to 
show the receiver at the CES show in Las 
Vegas in January and to make it availa-
ble for state meetings. 
For more information, contact Michael 

Rau at 202-429-5346. 

Splatter matters. 
Splatter is a form of radio interference that 

can drive listeners away from AM radio. It creates 
distortion in your signal, wastes transmitter power 
on undesired sidebands and interferes with other stations. 
Even with an NRSC audio filter, misadjustment of the 
transmitter or audio processing equipment can still 
produce an RF spectrum that can exceed NRSC or 
FCC limitations. 

That's why routine monitoring of your station's RF 
spectrum is a must. But it doesn't mean you'll have to 
bust your budget on a spectrum analyzer. It just means 
you need the rugged SM-1 AM Splatter Monitor from 
Delta Electronics. 

For just $2,150 you can now accurately measure 
your transmitter's spectral output, monitor transmitter 
IPM levels and make adjustments to improve clarity. 
An external audio input helps identify splatter sources. 

The Splatter Monitor's unique offset feature tunes 
spectral segments for closer examination 10 kHz to 

100 kHz away from the carrier. Unlike a spectrum 
analyzer, you can listen to the front panel speaker or 
your own headphones as you measure splatter levels 
on the front panel meter. The Splatter Monitor also 
has an alarm output to drive your remote control. 

In this day and age where splatter matters, 
monitoring it doesn't have to cost you a fortune. 

To find out more about the new Delta Splatter 
Monitor, call ( 703) 354-3350, or write Delta Electronics, 
Inc., 5730 General Washington Drive, RO. Box 11268, 
Alexandria, VA 22312. 

The Above Standard 
Industry Standard. 

DELTA ELECTRONICS  4& 

1988 Delta Electronics. Inc. 
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liSTE1111.5 INC 

Dear Broadcaster, 

Beginning October 15, 1988, Radio Systems, Inc. w ill offer all of its manufactured products, 
We're making a big change in the way we do business. 

Without dealers, we can offer lotver, factory-dired prices on all of our products: dcast DAT 

The next page 
s directly to 

studio furniture and installation service the end-use 

straws some the dramatic savings that result All of our new prodrices.n every purchase 

ucts (like our broa 

machine and RS Series consoles) wil can't be sold 

l reflect these low, factory-direct p 

This change also lets our engineers work directly with your station personnel o 
and system design. We believe strongly that you should be able to work with the manufacturer 

in selecting equipment and designing your broadcast facility. Great studios just 

That's why we manufacture our own iment, employ factory-trained sales enginers, have 

a staff of eight full-time installation technicians and house a complete cabinetry shop. And 
in "boxes" from catalog houses. equp 

there's a toll-free 800 number for you to talk directly to any of our broadcast professionals. 

So while the catalog companies keep getting bigger, we've decided to fight the trend and cut 
out the middleman. We think it's a better way to do business. We invite you to benefit from our 

lower prices and factory direct services. 

Daniel Braverman 
President 

Buy DiTect. 
9028 s 215/3564700 

5113 West Chester Fhke Edger FA 
t, PA 1 

800 523-2133 PA 800 423-2133) X 215/356-6744 



Announcement. 
"While other companies are merging ana' moving, 
Radio Systems is getting better dir 

NEW! RsDAT 
Shipping December 88 

Phono Pre-Amplifier 
Model PA-1 Stereo Phono Pre-Amp 

LISt $ Direct S 225. 

Installation 
Turnkey Services for Broadcast Stations 

Woodshop 
Custom Furniture for the Studio 

Studio Timers 
Model TM-2 6.Digit Timer 

List $ Direct S 145. 
Model TM-2 6 Digit Timer w/Remote 

List $ Direct $ 165. 

DCX Products 
Circuit Car%ro 

List $  Direct $ 

Power Supplies 
DC-PS18i Internal Supply 

List $ *Direct S 

DC-PS36x External Supply 

List $ Direct $ 

Cabinets 
DC-CBU Universal Box 

List $ 41)10C Direct 

DC,-RK1 Single Rack Mount 

List $ )(Direct S 

DC-RK2 Dual Rack Mount 

List $ A liK le Direct s 

Pre-Assembled Mic Pre-Amp 
DC-5M4 Five Mic Pre-Amp 

List $ elli<Direct $ 260. 

55. 

69. 

79. 

31. 

31. 

39. 

CALL TOLL-FREE TODAY 

800/523-2133 
Rank, SYSTEMS INC. 

FM-SCA Receiver 
Model RF-42 

List $ Direct $ 

Distribution Amplifiers 
Model DA-8 Mono 8 Output 
Distribution Amplifier 

List $ >O. Direct $ 

Model DA-16 Stereo 8 Output 

Distr$ibution tribution Amplifier 

L .  Direct  325. 

95. 
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NAB FM Panels Stress 
Transmission Quality 
by Charles Taylor 

Washington DC ... Today's radio 
listeners are sophisticated, demanding 
and selective in choosing a medium for 
news, information and entertainment. 
Because of this, it is necessary for 

broadcasters to pay more attention than 
ever to improving the technical quality 
of transmission. That was the message 
at two Radio '88 sessions on FM im-
provement. 
In panels on "FM Technical Improve-

ment" and "FM Directional Antennae 
methods of avoiding potential pitfalls of 
technology and best utilizing that knowl-
edge were discussed. 
Don Lockett with National Public Ra-

dio, moderator of the technical improve-
ment session, qualified the scope of dis-
cussions by noting that in the near fu-
ture many of the days relevent issues 
will be altered by digital transmission. 

But, he added, "Until we see im-
plementation of a fully digitized form of 
FM transmission, the sonic advantages 
of FM will be challenged by the tradi-
tional rumblings associated with trans-
mitting, propogating and receiving an 
FM signal with minimal degradation." 
Some of the specific issues covered in 

the first session were receiver reception, 
the implementation of FM boosters and 
multipath problems. 

Receiver reception foes 
Receiver designer Richard Sequerra of 

Richard Sequerra Associates, addressed 

problems with receiver reception, saying 
that some of their biggest foes aren't 
broadcasting-related, but instead relate 
to high-level signal handling capability, 
such as those from computers, garage 
door openers and telephone answering 
machines. 
"The garbage is so great that it inter-

feres with all radio reception at all fre-
quencies;' he said. "The amount of RF 
pollution has grown geometrically." 
As a result, he said, consumers expect 

less, prompting engineers to put in less 
effort. 
"Consumers don't expect (radio) to 

sound as great as a record at home, or 
a DAT machine. They expect it to sound 
like a radio. And this is one of the prob-
lems we have; engineers who are 
designing this say, 'Look, it's good 
enough. You can't hear any better.' 
"Given these things, the engineer isn't 

going to do the best job." 

FM boosters 
Ed Anthony, FM exciter project en-

gineer with Broadcast Electronics Inc., in 
Qunicy, IL, centered discussion around 
practical considerations for the im-
plementation of reliable synchronous 
FM boosters. 
With recent changes in FCC rules al-

lowing an increase in booster power 
from 10 watts to 20% of the maximum 
permissible ERP for the class of station, 
a surge of interest has been created in the 
broadcast medium, he said. 

It also, however, has led to new 

 MX_ 

If= 

High performance 
FM transmitters from 
30 to 50,000 Watts. 
Value and performance combined. 

Powerful FM transmitters from TTC give 
you the most Watts per dollar without 
sacrificing performance or reliability. Clean, 
uncomplicated design is the key. 

Quality built to last. TTC gives you 
reliability that is virtually maintenance free, 
featuring conservatively rated components, 
relay logic and full VSWR protection. 
The acclaimed Model X Exciter. Each 

TTC FM transmitter features the revolu-
tionary Model X Exciter for smoother bass, 
cleaner highs, and greater loudness. 

Television Technology Corporation 
P.O. Box 1385 
Broomfield, CO 80020 (303) 685-8000 

Television Technology Corporation 

The quality is TTC. 

Field proven design 

• Vacuum variable tuning 

• Rugged quality construction 

• Unequaled stereo performance 

• Total customer support 

• Two year warranty available 

challenges for broadcasters, such as wi-
dened interference zones over traditional 
boosters, adequate signal ratios and the 
need to synchronize carrier frequencies. 
One problem that now can occur with 

modulated carriers is time delay equali-
zation, Anthony said. Any two signals 
with time delay between them can be 
completely cancelled at any modulation 
frequency where the time delay fre-
quency is equal to 180° or multiples of 
180°. 
"This is immediatèly alarming because 

it only takes 7.5 µseconds of delay to can-
cel a 67 kHz subcarrier; or 26.3 µseconds 
delay will cancel your stereo pilot light 
completely and a 38 kHz subcarrier." 

"Consumers don't 
expect (radio) to 

sound as great as a 
record at home, or a 

DAT machine." 

A delay of this magnitude often is 
produced by low pass filters as found in 
SIL receivers, he said. 

Deviation calibration 
Interference from boosters also can be 

related to deviation calibration. If both 
modulators are not carefully aligned, in-
terference will occur, said Anthony. 
Multipath reception problems were 

addressed by Tom Rucktenwald with 
Broadcast Technology Partners in Green-
wich, CT. The problem often is provoked 
by the quality of receiver with which one 
is tuning in a station, he said. 

IF filtering, which influences receiver 
selectivity and distortion factors, is one 
element that can affect multipath. Ruck-
tenwald also discussed AGC, which con-
trols the level and limiting of the signal 
in the W to composite signal conversion. 
One way to maximize receiver recep-

tion, he said, involves quality input to 
the exciter. 
"The program source should be as 

clean as possible from noise and rum-
ble, and you may want to provide some 
sort of band limiting and filtering on 

there he said. "Unwanted signals often 
waste power and they provide another 
signal source for intermodulation under 
multipath conditions." 
Transmitter optimization for inciden-

tal carrier amplitude modulation and 
FMX are other ways to improve recep-
tion, according to Rucktenwald, who is 
working toward marketing of the system 
through 13TP. 
Rucktenwald said FMX offers quieter 

stereo, better stereo separation in car ra-
dios and reduced multipath distortion at 
a cost of about $1800. 

FM directional antennas 
Included in the Radio '88 session on 

FM technical improvement was a discus-
sion by Charles Morgan, VP of engineer-
ing for Susquehanna Radio Corp., on 
the pros and cons of the installation of 
directional antennas for FM. 
The use of DAs for short-spaced FMs 

is the subject of a current FCC rule mak-
ing. 
Morgan, who favors limited-use direc-

tional antennas, noted that "the main 
problem concerning their widespread 
use is that proper safeguards in the de-
sign of these systems be put into place, 
and the fact that we do not get into us-
ing them for allocation;' he said. 
One of the best safeguards is installa-

tion of a panel antenna with total shield-
ing, he said, which will make the tower 
transparent. 
"You can design it and build it upon 

your tower at (a manufacturer's) test 
range, and at that point you should be 
able to totally alter the structure—put in 
more cross beams, put in more transmis-
sion lines, do anything you want to elec-
trically remove the structure from the de-
sign of the pattern—and have nothing 
happen;' Morgan said. 
Morgan also recommended site in-

spections once tower transparency has 
allegedly been established. 
The directional antenna seminar also 

included a discussion of the FCC's cur-
rent proposed rule making on directional 
antennas by Robert du Triel of du Triel, 
Lundin & Rackley; and comments from 
antenna manufacturers Tennaplex, ER! 
and Shively. 

PRECIOUS METAL 
Has a whole new ring! 

DYNAMAX Cobalt— 
a new generation of tape cartridge 
loaded with broadcasting's first cobalt 
tape. 

DYNAMAX Cobalt cartridges 
give you more than 2dB of additional 
headroom where you need it most. 
So; CD's sound like CD's and your 
spots and jingles sizzle! 

DYNAMAX 
Cobalt Cartridges from Fidelipac 

For a great price and the world's fastest delivery, call 

11141111," 
5700 E. Loop 820 South 

Ft. Worth, TX 76119-7050 

800-433-7668 

FAX 817-483-9952 
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IEEE Targets Radio Topics 
(continued from page 3) 
also be present. 
The most flexible interconnec-

tion is the use of a radio link, 
such as a composite SIL be-
tween the main transmitter and 
the booster, Anthony said. 
"This method has several ad-

vantages, induding high-quality 
transmission, reliability, total sig-
nal control and economy," he 
noted. "It is also capable of 
transmitting the frequency refer-
ence signal with the composite 
stereo via subcarrier." 
Anthony offered dedicated 

phone lines as perhaps the only 
option when frequency alloca-
tions for a radio link are not 
available. They are, however, ex-
pensive and beyond the techni-
cal control of an engineer, he 
said. 
They also are difficult to equal-

ize adequately, and maintaining 
good phase relationship be-
tween both lines in stereo can be 
burdensome, he said. "How-
ever, it is a viable alternative, and 
in fact a good percentage of AM 
stereo stations are currently usi-
ing equalized phone lines for 
discrete left and right channel 
stereo:' 

Short antennas for AM 
Carl Smith, owner of Carl 

Smith Electronics, reviewed 
short antennas and how to im-
prove their performance. Smith's 
own short low-loss AM antenna 
was installed at KVOK in Alaska 
in 1974 and remains in good 
service. 
This type of antenna is most 

useful for stand-by service, 
Smith explained, but with 
modifications using top loading, 
low-loss loading inductances 
and an insulated counterpoise, 
performance can be "quite ac-
ceptable" for general usage. 
Top loading increases radia-

tion resistance and lowers the 
base input capacitive reactance. 
It also raises the current loop on 
the tower and by adding a low-
loss inductance at the top of the 
tower, the current loop is raised 
Still higher on the tower, he said. 
Low-loss inductance at the 

tower's peak can be achieved by 
insulating a suitable conductor 
inside the tower and shorting it 
to the tower to stimulate a short-
circuited coaxial line with the 
open-end inner conductor con-
nected to the top loading hat at 
the top of the tower. 
To minimize ground losses, an 

insulated counterpoise can be 
used, according to Smith. 

FM combiners 
William Cordell of Spectrum 

Engineering Co., spoke on the 
advantages of selecting ap-
propriate high-power FM com-
biners and how to go about it. 

Cordell's association with 
combined stations includes One 
Sheel Plaza, an ERI installation 
built in the early 1970s. It was 
the first eight-station, high-
power FM combined facility and 

includes a bandpass branch-
type system that handled 8 kW 
to 20 kW stations. 
He noted that the primary 

motivation for combiners is to 
save money. 

"If there are three or more FM 
stations wishing to combine to-
gether, the rule of thumb is that 
money will be saved. In this 
combined approach, opera-
tional dollars are also saved;' he 
said. 
Once a station configuration is 

established, which usually is the 

most difficult task in combining, 
simultaneous equations of en-
gineering design, construction 
and cost must be determined. 
Normally, cost should be figured 
at about $50,000 per station mod-
ule, Cordell said. 

After, the positive results of 
such a configuration should be-
come evident. They include: a 
bandpass combiner system with 
good insertion loss, good isola-
tion, excellent group delay and 
excellent group delay band-
width. 

T.R. Garlington with Voice of 
America addressed an auto-
mated broadcast signal 
monitoring system, based on 
the agency's recently con-
structed 12' by 6' horizontal di-
pole curtain array antenna near 
Delano, CA. 
The antenna is to be used for 

operational broadcasting and 
experimental studies and ac-
cording to Garlington is capable 
of broadband operation over 
virtually all shortwave broad-
cast frequencies, beam slewing 
in the horizontal and vertical 
planes and beam forming. 
Garlington presented numer-

ous features of the system as 

well as a detailed description of 
its elements. He also outlined 
future applications, which in-
cluded capabilities extending 
into the real time processing of 
IF, AGC and audio signals, as 
well as for adaptive response to 
external events in the signal en-
vironment. 

Finally, Carlos Pantsios with 
the electrical engineering 
department of University Si-
mon Bolivar in Venezuela, and 
Frederico Pantsios with Radio 
Caracas Television, also in 
Venezuela, presented a paper 
on computer analysis of vertical 
radiation patterns of dipole 
panel array antennas. 

• You told us what you 
wanted, and how much 
you wanted to pay... 

Dear friends, 

A few months ago we called every radio station in 
America. Most likely we talked to you. The most 
important thing we asked you was what you wanted in an 
on-the-air board and how much you wanted to pay. 

Your answers were very consistent. 

We have designed and built the board you asked for. We 
named it AP-100. It has all the features that you asked for 
plus many more. 

It is not too difficult for Harrison to give you the board 
and features that you want. We have more audio console 
building technology than any other console maker. 

It is another matter to deliver that technology in a cost 
effective system. 

You said you wanted to pay between $5,000 and $ 10,000 
for this board. We sharpened our pencil and did it. 

Check it out-1 think you'll find it's just what you wanted. 

Thank You, 

Dave Harrison 

AP- 100 Features 
• Available in 12 input or 16 input versions in 16 input frame. 
• USA list price of $8900 for 12 input version. 
• Level control function uses latest Harrison DCA technology. 
• All switching is done by digitally-controlled solid-state 
switches. 
• All inputs switchable from microphone logic to stereo line 
' logic. 
• All inputs have two stereo sources with separate logic 
interfaces for each. 
• Most complete variety of logic interfaces ever offered are 
available standard. 
• Built in presettable timer with up and down count 
capabilities. 
• Any input can be set to start and/or stop timer from the front 
panel. 
• Any input can be set to mute studio and/or control room. 
• All setups are made without jumpers—settings stored in non-
volatile RAM. 
• Interlocked ON-OFF-AUDITION switch logic system. 
• Outputs include stereo Program, stereo Auxiliary, and mono 
Clean feed (mix minus). 
• Smart cue system automatically switches from momentary to 
latching. 
• Five meters. Two preselectors. Headphone monitor feed. 
Built-in cue speaker. 

We did it! 

Harrison It 

Harrison Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 290157 

Nashville, TN 37229 Phone (615) 834.1184 FAX (615) 834.1365 
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Program Highlights 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18 
9:15 am Introduction and Welcome 
9:30 Back to Basics 

10:15 Towards Greater Potential in Techni-
cal Management 

11:00 An Overview of the Realities of Ana-
log and Digital Audio 
Luncheon—FMX and HDTV Report 
Equipment Exhibits Open 

12:00 pm 
2:00 to 
8:00 
3:00 Talk with the Federal Communica-

tions Commission 
4:30 Reception 
8:00 Let's Talk About Maintaining Your 

Outside Transmitting Facilities 
8:45 An Analysis of Multipath 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19 
8:30 am More About Digital Modulation 
9:15 Radiation Interference Measurements 

Using the Fly-Over Method 

WEDNESDAY (contd.) 
12:00 to Equipment Exhibits Open 
8:80 pm A Discussion of Measured Long 

Term Pattern Characteristics of a 
Critical 4-Tower Array 

3:15 An AM Mega Station Operation 
Utilizing Adjacent 50 kW Transmitters 
with Synchronized Audio Side Bands 

430 Reception 
8.00 Planning and Desigining with Effi-

ciency in Mind 
8 45 Practical Considerations for Im-

plementation of a Reliable Syn-
chronous FM Booster 

9 30 Engineering Forum: An Hour of 
Technical Give and Take 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20 
12:00 p.m. Luncheon—Fiber Optics for Broad-

cast and Codec Applications 
2:00 Adjournment 

We come in like this. We go out like this » 

That's what the Electro-Voice 
unconditional warranty means 
to us broadcast microphones. 

It's tough being a broadcast micro-
phone. You get dropped, smacked into 
walls, rainsoaked, sunbaked, bumped by 
gesturing hands, and flung unceremoniously 
into equipment cases. Bruises, scrapes, and 
contusions are all in the day's work 

The EV Warranty: New life for 
broken microphones: 

Those of us who are Electro-Voice broad-
cast micican at least look forward to some T.L.C. 
applied by the skilled hands of EV service experts — at no cost whatever, 
if we're less than two years old. 

And, whatever our age, EV mks are protected against acoustic system 
malfunctions due to workmanship or material defects — with a few qualifica-
tions, of course. 

But what if you're not an Electro-Voice microphone? Well, tough, pal. 
And better luck in your next recycling. 

The incomparable EV loan-for-trial policy 

Another great thing about being an EV broadcast microphone: we get 
frequent auditions for new, challenging roles. Any qualified user or buyer of 
professional microphones can take us out — from an EV professional dealer — 
to see how we perform. Without charge or obligation. 

Is it any wonder we Electro-Voice broadcast mirs are so popular? 
We give you peace of mind, backed by the industry's strongest warranty. 
Plus risk-free trial. Can you blame us for feeling a bit, ah, superior? 

EV Electro:Voice' 
a MARK IV company 

Engineering Forum 
Set for Madison 
Madison WI ... The 34th annual 
Broadcasting Engineering and Telecom-
munications Seminar will be held here 
18 to 20 October. 
Included will be 22 various sessions or 

panels, and more than 35 equipment ex-
hibits. 
The seminar, ac-

cording to Don Bor-
chert, director of en-
gineering at WHA 
Radio and Televi-
sion in Madison, 
will offer engineers 
a forum to gain new 
information, share 
experiences and ex-
change ideas. 
"While manage-

ment attempts to 
cope with and uti-
lize the new techni-
cal advancements, 
engineers strive to 
establish standards, 
system capability and direction:' he said. 
"These are exciting - and challenging 
times. We are on the threshold of a new 
decade and a new century." 

Specific sessions will include: "Back 
to Basics;' by Donald Markley, a con-
sulting engineer in Peoria, IL; "Toward 
Greater Potential in Technical Manage-
ment:' by Timothy McCartney from 
KBSU from Boise (ID) State University; 
and "Practical Considerations for Im-
plementation of a Reliable Synchronous 
FM Booster," by Ed Anthony with Broad-
, _ 

34th Annual 

University of Wisconsin 

Broadcast Engineering 

& Telecommunications 

Seminar 

A. RF Specialties 
of Washington, Inc. 
11721 15th Ave. N.E. 

Seattle, Washington 98125 
(206) 363-7730 
John Schnelder & Bob Arnold. 

B. RF Specialties 
of California 
3463 State St #229 
Santa Barbara, CA 93105 
(805) 682-9429 Sam Lane 

C. RF Specialties 
of Texas 
P.O. Box 8316 
Amarillo, Texas 79114 
(806) 372-4518 
Don Jones 8 Tim Hawks 

D. RF Specialties 
of Florida 
P.O. Box 397 
Niceville, Florida 32578 
(904) 678-8943 Bill Tumey 

E. RF Specialties 
Pennsylvania, Inc. 
121 Conneaut Drive 
Pittsburgh, Penn 15239 
(412) 733-1994 Tom Monahan 

Each Office is Independently 
Owned and Operated 
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cast Electronics. 
A panel discussion will cover "An 

Overview of the Realities of Analog 
and Digital Audio;' while Thomas Keller, 
co-developer of the FMX system and 
consultant to Broadcast Technology 
Partners is scheduled to present an FMX 

report. FCC repre-
sentatives from Chi-
cago; St. Paul, MN; 
and Kansas City, 
KS, will head up "A 
Talk with the Fed-
eral Communica-
tions Commission." 
Multipath will be 

discussed by James 
Addie of WFMT in 
Chicago; fiber optics 
will be covered by 
Andy McCaskey of 
Grass Valley Group. 
A discussion of 

"Measured Long-
Term Pattern Char-

acteristics of a Critical 4-Tower Array," 
will be led by Vern Killion of KRVN in 
Lexington, NE. 
An engineering forum, "An Hour of 

Technical Give and Take also will be in-
cluded. 
Cost of the seminar is $135, which in-

cludes program materials, meals and 
receptions. 

For more information on the Broadcast 
Engineering and Telecommunications 
Seminar, contact Don Borchert at 
608-263-2157. 

.1•11. 

RF SPECIALTIES 
GROUP 
LEADERS IN RF SYSTEMS 
FROM COAST TO COAST 

FOR ALL YOUR 
RF NEEDS, CALL 
THE SPECIALIST 
NEAR YOU 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

COMPETITIVE 
PRICING 

RF Specioltirm R 
Group 

BROADCAST/PRODUCTION MICROPHONES 
Quality-made in the USA. since 1927 
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Getting the Perfect Vocal Take 
by Ty Ford 

Baltimore MD ... In addition to the 
Producer's File column, voice work, 
copywriting and production, I've re-
cently beeen working on a project which 
teaches people (most of whom are not 
in radio) how to use their voices for com-
mercials and narrations. 
Unlike the many NAB convention 

seminars 1 have given in which program 
directors and a few production directors 
take the information back to the airstaff, 
this project is different because I work 
directly with people and their voices. 
The people who decide to invest their 

time and money in this course do so be-
cause they have been told, or are of the 
opinion that, they have good speaking 
voices. Most of them do. 
Because they haven't been in radio, 

they haven't acquired any of the bad af-
fectations like the uvulan swirl of the. 
CHR "Puker" or female sexual hyperbole 
"Big 0" deliveries. 
The original course, five hours of 

working with 20 to 30 people, makes it 
impossible to work one-on-one with any 
individual long enough to give more 
than a general awareness of the mental 
and physical skills. 
After several classes, the students be-

gan asking for more. We have responded 
with an additional five hour course with 
no more than five students. 
Four pieces of copy ( narration, 

medium sell, hard sell and simple 
donut insert) are recorded by each stu-
dent. At the end of each class the 
students receive a demo of their work as 
well as ideas on how to market their new 
skills. 

Professional quality? 
There are several questions which 

came up at the first sessions. For in-
stance, "How come some radio and TV 
commercials sound so bad? Even I can 
sound that good." 
While some of the commercials in 

question turned out to be those in which 
a client does the voice work, a great num-
ber of them were station produced spots. 
The scariest thing was that after the in-

troductory and second sessions, most of 
the people sounded as good as many of 
the announcer-produced spots in 
Washington DC—a top 20 market! 
Of course the students didn't have to 

do anything as demanding as an airshift, 
but that's not the point. The point is, 
when the average public can do an equal 
or better job of doing commercial voice 
work and narrations it's time to wake up 

and smell the head cleaner. 
The ability to do good (not necessar-

ily great, but good) production used to 
be a prerequisite for getting a job in ra-
dio. Its time has come again. 

rProduceres - 
 File -

Why isn't staff production better than 
it is? Wouldn't better production make a 
better sounding radio station? Wouldn't 
better production cause fewer listeners 
to tune out? Isn't it time the PD got out 
from behind the computer terminal and 
did something about it? 
Instead of being taken out to lunch by 

the record promoters, spend lunch with 
somebody on your airstaff working on 
production. This means you buy the 
lunch. 
Make it a party, don't go in unpre-

pared. Pick up a copy of How To Win 
Friends and Influence People in paperback 
and read it before you start. 
Also know what you're listening for 

and how to verbalize it. Good commu-
nication is the key to success. Be 
reasonable by accepting limitations, but 
be aware that most people need help in 
pushing past their own limitations. 

Only as good as the read 
Remember that good production starts 

with a good read. All the bells and whis-

tles in the world can't disguise a bad read. 
Be aware that a good read is the result 
of mental and physical coordination. 

Physically, the eyes must pick the 
words off of the page in phrases or 
thoughts instead of individual words. 
The concept is similar to that of speed 
reading. 
Getting the eye-to-mouth link working 

properly takes some practice. Once it's 
learned the next step is showing where 
breaths may be taken so they don't in-
terrupt the copy. Most staffers at stations 
should have these basics down, but your 
part timers may need help. 
The mental part is the most difficult to 

work with because the results of control-
ling the mind are not as obvious as those 
of controlling the body. 
Learning to listen is as important as 

learning to speak. Being able to detect 
(continued on page 31) 

Improving On Telco Line Quality 
by Bill Higgs 

Louisville KY ... 1 have never decided 
whether telco is friend or foe. On the-
one hand, the new dedicated loop rates 
place remotes seemingly out of the ques-
tion for many small stations. 
On the other hand, RPU is equally ex-

pensive and therefore prohibitive. The 
choice often comes down to whether or 
not a dial-up line can be made to do the 
job. 

BottomLine-
LBroadcaster-
The purist in me cringes. Do a remote 

on a 3 kHz line? After all, didn't I just 
spend all last night tweaking the fre-
quency response of the exciter? The fi-
delity of a dial-up reminds me of the 
drive-thru at the local burger emporium: 
all the bandwidth of a car horn. 

Actually, standard telephone audio can 
sound better than you think. With a lit-
tle attention to detail, it can sound al-
most decent. 

"Limiting" factors 
Local telephone companies have made 

significant improvements in recent years. 
Electronic switching, fiber optics and 
other gee-whiz gadgetry have become 
standard equipment in most areas. The 
result of this upgrading is that most of 
the classic limiting factors of the tele-
phone system can be circumvented. 
. Two factors within the system must be 
considered. The first of these is line 
length. As a telephone pair becomes 
longer, it begins to act more and more 
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423 WEST 55TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019-4490 
(212) 541-5900 

like a low-pass filter. 
This is due to the series inductance of 

the line and the parallel capacitance. Dry 
loops exhibit the same problem. Com-
pensation is usually made by an active 
or passive line equalizer. 
The other problem is the instrument it-
self, specifically the carbon transmitter 
element. 
(Want a "quick and dirty" telephone 

effect for spots? Use a telephone trans-
mitter in series with a 9 volt battery. Cou-
ple to the board input with a . 1.mfd ca-
pacitor. Sounds as lousy as the regular 
telco system!) 
Several manufacturers offer electronic 

or passive hybrid equipment which pro-
vide excellent performance. These units 
are designed for full two-way mix-minus 

operation and often include limiting and 
equalization as well. 
They work great for two-ways on the 

air or for talk shows, but tend to be more 
expensive than many can justify for the 
occasional remote. Is there a cheaper 
way? 
The capacitor-to-the-pair-phone-off-

the-hook approach has been tried in 
numerous stations, including mine and 
found wanting. As my station carries 
several church remotes over dial-up 
lines, a better but cost-effective way had 
to be found. 
One afternoon ' as I was strolling 

through a local discount store, I spotted 
a small imported speakerphone unit. 
Somewhat smaller than standard telco 

(continued on page 29) 

IMPROVE YOUR FM SIGNAL 
Last year, the F.C.C. created new rules which provide a practical 
means for many FM Broadcasters to dramatically improve their 
signals. 

Now, OMEGA INTERNATIONAL has developed a system which 
allows you to take full advantage ot these new rules. If your FM station 
suffers from multi-path, terrain shielding or other coverage problems 
within your licensed contours, we can help. 

OMEGA INTERNATIONAL's unique solution is a proprietary FM 
Synchronous Repeater system. It's new, it's flexible, it's sensible, and 
it works. 

We don't have to tell you that improving your coverage will probably 
bring new listeners and new sponsors. But, we should tell you that 
OMEGA's complete solutions probably cost less than you think. Let's 
talk about it. Call or write for all the details. 

Call the Original...Call the Leader in Systems Engineering. 

CT) OMEGA INTERNATIONAL 
2691 Richter, Suite 116 
Irvine, CA 92714 USA 

(714) 553-0564 Telex: 678641 CORP HQ 
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Battling Signal Artifacts 
by Thomas Vernon 

Harrisburg PA ... Many stations only 
check their signal for harmonic and spu-
rious radiation when it's proof time. As 
the radio spectrum becomes more 
crowded, however, greater awarness of 
the problem and its 
solution may be Ts 
necessary. 
Spurious signals 

are sometimes cre-
ated by the presence of two (or more) sig-
nals being combined in a non-linear de-
vice. Even if your station is performing 
within specs, the Commission may at 
some point require additional harmonic 
supression if your signal interferes with 

tatiors 

another service. 
The first step in tracking down har-

monic radiation problems is determining 
whether the harmonics originate within 
or outside the transmitter. This is easily 
accomplished by switching the transmit-
ter into a dummy load. 

If the harmonics 
remain, look for 
troubles inside the 
transmitter. A mis-
adjusted output net-

work, or one with components out of 
tolerance is the most likely cause. 

Visually inspect the output network, 
looking for lightning damage and loose 
or corroded contact points. Check the 
tuning chart that came with the transmit-

Sketches— 

ter and make sure that capaci-
tors and inductors are as they 
should be for your frequency. 
Go through the tuning 

procedure .from scratch, ob-
serving harmonics as you go. 
It might be that the transmit-
ter was never input properly. 
Transmitters with harmonic 

resonators may need to have 
2F and 3F traps readjusted 
periodically. Misadjusted traps 
can degrade transmitter efficiency by as 
much as 10%. 
There may be instances where the 

transmitter's harmonics are within specs 
but coincide with another channel being 
used in your area. Additional supression 

RA 10 
What makes a Radio Classic? Timeless design, flaw-

less performance, outstanding value, and above all — 
bullet-proof reliability. Because, in radio, we don't coddle 

our classics. 

The RCA 77DX is one such product. It set new standards in micro-
phone performance. Even now, decades later, its quality still endures. 
Arrakis Systems' SC audio consoles are Radio Classics too. Introduced in 
1980, the SC series set new standards in design, performance and value. 
Today, Arrakis SC consoles are the choice of more radio stations world-
wide than any competitive unit in their class. Shown below is the 2000SC, 
an outstanding value at $ 4695. Like all 
Arrakis audio consoles, the 2000SC is 
ultra-reliable. And it will continue to 
deliver outstanding performance as the 
years go by After all, that's what it takes 
to be a Radio Classic. 

ARRAKIS 2000 Sc AUDIO CONSOLE 

2000SC FEATURES: 
• 12 Stereo Channels, 24 Inputs Total. 

• Program, Audition, and 
Mono Mixdown Balanced Outputs. 
• Telephone Mix-minus Buss. 
• Full Monitoring Facilities. 

• Remote Equipment Start. 

arraids 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

Call (303) 224-2248 

For features, 
performance, 

price and 
reliability, 

RCA 77DX MICROPHONE 

2000SC RELIABILITY: 
• DC Controlled — No Audio On Pots 
Or Switches. 
• Rugged Motherboard Construction 

• Penny & Giles Slide Faders. 
• ITT Schadow Switches. 
• Only 3 IC types employed, all plug-in. 

NOBODY BUILDS CONSOLES LIKE ARRAKIS. 
Arrakis Systems Inc. 2609 Riverbend Court Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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Figure 1. A pi network has been traditionally used in the out-
put of AM transmitters. On many transmitters the inductors are 
fixed, and the capacitors are variable elements. 
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Figure 2. The bandpass filter provides superior harmonic and 
spurious supression, as well as improved sideband performance. 
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may then be necessary. 
Harmonic supression actually begins 

with the PA tank circuit, which is 
designed to pass fundamental fre-
quency, and attenuates all others. 

li the ratio of inductance to capacity in 
the tank circuit is decreased, attenuation 
of unwanted frequencies is improved but 
at the expense of increased power loss 
at the fundamental frequency. 

In older transmitters a pi net usually 
follows the tank circuit, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. It attenuates all frequencies from 
the second harmonic up, but does little 

Figure 3. A graphical comparison of lowpass 
and bandpass filter networks. 

to reduce spurious below the resonant 
frequency. 

In many newer transmitter designs, 
the tried and true pi net has been 
replaced by some form of bandpass net-
work. A four-node network is illustrated 
in Figure 2. 
This network offers the advantages of 

attenuation of unwanted frequencies both 
above and below the resonant frequency, 
along with a broader bandpass for im-
proved sideband performance. The 
characteristics of the pi (lowpass) and 
bandpass network are compared in Fig-
ure 3. 
Since transmitters with a lowpass net-

work are more vulnerable to spurious sig-
nal ingress it's worth looking at reducing 
unwanted signals in these devices al-
though the principals are somewhat 
universal. 
Among the simplest filters that can be 

devised to reduce harmonics or spurious 
signals are shown in Figures 4a and b. 
Adjustment for proper attenuation is 

critical, and is best acomplished with a 
grid dip meter. Attenuation of 25 dB is 
easily obtainable. The mounting should 
be for minimum coupling to other net-
work elements. 

If two frequencies need to be attenu-
ated both of these circuits can be used. 
For signals that are very strong or spaced 
closer than 5% a filter with more than 
one resonant section is usually necessary. 

If you've established that a spurious 
signal is not entering via the antenna, 
check the audio, power and control cir-
cuits. Two often overlooked culprits are 
the frequency and modulation monitor 
connections. If they're matched and 
grounded properly there should be no 
problems here. 
But in the real world we sometimes 

find long, unterminated lengths of coax 
connected to the transmitter's "freq 

(continued on page 29) 



CieQUAIII° AM Stereo ass 
setting the whole standard 

and nothing but 
the standard. 

You be the judge. Here's proof that C-QUAM AM 
Stereo is "Setting the Industry Standard" with more. 

• MORE STATIONS...Almost 700 C-QUAM 
stations worldwide! Nearly 10 times more than 

any other AM Stereo system -- and growing! 

II MORE RECEIVERS...Over 15 Million 
C-QUAM IC's shipped to date! And 
C-QUAM is already in more than 65 

models marketed by over 
30 manufacturers. 

• MORE IC's and NEW FEATURES... 
Automatic band width control, notch 

filtering, low or medium voltage 
operation. Plus, a whole C-QUAM 

family of IC's to offer enhanced 
AM Stereo performance! 

• MORE COUNTRIES...4 Nations 
already have named C-QUAM 

their official AM Stereo standard; 
many more are currently testing. 

II MOTOROLA COMMITMENT... 
From studio to listener, we're totally 

committed to AM Stereo -- IC technology, 
broadcast equipment, receiver design, 

international seminars, technical/marketing support. 

Your verdict? Right. . .even blindfolded. C-QUAM is Setting 
the AM Stereo Standard. So put the Standard to work at your 

station. Call Steve Kravitz (collect) on the Motorola C-QUAM Hotline 
312/576-0554. 

Model 1400 Exciter 

Model 1410 Monitor 

MOTOROLA 
C-QUAM SETTING THE INDUSTRY STANDARD 

C OUAM • IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARN OF MO11111AA NC 
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Introducing Harris HT FM Transmitters... 

WOÍZLD-CLASS POWER AND PERFORMANCE 
FOR ANY SIZE FM MARKET 

Ronald C. Frillman 
Manager — Domestic Radio Sales 

Harris C9rporation. Broadcast Division 

No matter where you are or what 
your FM coverage requirements, Harris' 
new HT FM transmitters will provide the 
outstanding reliability and performance 
you want, at the power level you need. 

HT transmitters come in 3.5, 5, 
10*, 20, 25, 30 and 35 kW models, with 
dual configurations available. A perfect 
blend of rugged construction and proven 
technology, the HT FM transmitter 
family will deliver years of top perfor-
mance and value. 

At the heart of every HT transmitter 
is Harris' new solid-state 55 watt FM exciter, 

THE-1'. With two selectable RF power 
outputs, a low-profile slide-out design, 
ultra-linear voltage controlled oscillator 
and full stand-alone capability, THE-1 
provides a super-clean signal, maximum 
reliability and minimum maintenance. 

For enhanced signal performance 
and low synchronous AM noise, HT 
transmitters use a high-efficiency single 
tube in a standard quarter-wave cavity. 
Other on-air features include RF Emer-
gency Bypass or FlexPatch', automatic 
VSWR foldback, automatic power con-
trol and convenient diagnostic systems. 

For complete information on Harris HT 
FM Transmitters. write: Harris Radio 
Sales, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, IL 
62305-4290, or phone TOLL FREE: 

1-800-4-HARRIS 
Extension 3018 

*Available in three or single phase models. 
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Practical Concerns of 
Audio Router Design 
by Fred Baumgartner 

Part H of II 

Denver CO ... When considering an 
audio switcher it's important to look at 
design approaches. 
The internal structure of a switcher can 

be one of three basic designs, which are 
reflected mostly in cost. The simplest is 
the mono X-Y. 
Signals enter a number of X channels 

and a series of electronic switches on the 
Y busses control which X the Y output 
sees. For stereo an identical X-Y operates 
in step for the other channel. This is re-
ferred to as two level. 
Another approach is the stereo X-Y. 

Here the matrix is one level. A mono oc-
cupies only one X input. A stereo oc-
cupies two X inputs. A stereo connection 
then is made by turning on the switch 
between two separate Xs and two sepa-
rate Ys (X1-Y1, X2-Y2). 
A stereo load on a mono source con-

nects two Ys to one X (X1-Y1, XI-Y2). The 
biggest problem arises when a stereo 
source is needed by a mono load. Either 
the load sees only left or right or a stereo 
output is taken and summed together. 
The infinite matrix does things a bit 

better. Here any load can not only see 
any input, but can see several inputs 
simultaneously. 
Built mostly for intercom type 

switches, these routers can mix any 
number of inputs to one output port. 
Cost, electrical performance and control 
are often not suitable for an on-air 
switcher. 
The desired matrix design depends on 

such factors as the ratio of stereo to mono 
inputs. The two dimensional matrix sim-
plifies control programming but is over-
kill for a large quantity of mono inputs. 
The infinite matrix seems more suited to 
communications. 

Expanding switcher utility 
Most of us can not afford a router with 

the total capacity we may need. But we 
can stretch both the inputs and the out-
puts through two methods. 

In the case of inputs an upstream 
patch bay or selector switch can reduce 
the number of inputs by allowing selec-
tion of rarely used input sources to feed 
the router as needed. 
This assumes that one knows when 

one will need a source and can commu-
nicate what selected inputs are on the 
routers. 

Either printing a series of updated 
router guides or having a system that al-
lows alpha-numeric labels to be pro-
grammed works nicely. If the controllers 
are pushbutton, relabeling the buttons 
gets tedious fast. 

In the case of output ports, a down-
stream selector can work. For example, 
a series of small switchers ahead of a 
tape machine can allow it to select be-
tween several router ports. And the lo-
cal board program, audition, etc., frees 
a port that might have been tied only to 
the tape machine. 
Another approach is to parallel several 

items to each output port. A studio 
might have four ports that it can access. 
Each port goes to a separate pot on the 
board and to a tape machine and a cart 
recorder. 

With some thought the four ports can 
serve the entire needs of the studio with-
out the expense and problems associated 
with a second level of switching. 
Putting several studios on a single out-

put port also works but with the risk that 
there are too few ports available and that 
one may have a port switched away by 
another studio just when it is needed. 
Programming departments have a way 

of applying pressure to expand the inputs 
and outputs if the system is overloaded. 
Directing this pressure to the budgeting 

process sometimes works better than a 
lone engineer saying "we need more." 

Routers on the market 
The majority of routers available for ra-

dio are made for TV but minus the video 
level (these are normally three level 
routers of which you need one or two). 
The controls tend to reflect the perma-

nence of TV station design: a single mas-
ter X-Y with numeric remotes. So it's 
back to publishing router guides every 
time you change an input. They almost 
always reflect TVs "unity" gain structure 
and need amps and pads on the inputs. 
One of the more straightforward is 

made by Di-tech. A 32x24 two-level ste-
reo runs about $22,5000 with simple 
thumbwheel remote controls. 
BTS (a joint company of Phillips and 

Bosch) offers well-built but higher cost 
TV routers in an audio only configura-
tion. 
Image Video sells their 6200 audio ma-

trix alone at about $55,000 for a 60 x 32 
matrix. 
One infinite matrix system is the ROH 

that sells for about $15.25 per cross point. 
Controls are available for the ARMS 7000 
by using a PC type computer. 
Moseley offers a versatile system. Us-

ing a PC and menu driven scheduler, it 
can switch on time or external cues. The 
matrix costs about $8000 for a 16 x16, one 
level. It can be configured in two levels 
if desired. 
Designed to interface with GPIB, 

RS232, etc., it is well suited for automa-
tion or integration into another system 

(continued on page 26) 

Designed. Then priced. 
Not vice-versa. 

ther manufacturers set price goals, then 
commit their designers to create products to fit 

the price. Worse still, their prices must leave room 
for dealer profits. 

Your station works as well as your consoles let it. 
How do you know whether your consoles have been 
built to a price, or designed to perform? If they're 
from Pacific Recorders, you have the assurance that 
a very real difference in priorities is at work. 

The difference: 

ur design engineers are in the happy position 
of being encouraged to choose materials, com-

ponents, techniques and approaches as they see fit. 
Their objective is products with uniquely superior 
attributes: Maximum headroom. Minimum noise and 
distortion. Total RF immunity. Tough, reliable hous-
ings. Massive power supplies. Friendly control 
panels. 

e 1988 PR&E 

When they're finished, we price it. 

And since we don't build in a dealer mark-up, our 
customers always receive the best price on their 

equipment. Our published end-user price would be 
others' "confidential dealer cost". The "negotiation 
discount" you'd properly expect from their dealers, 
we invest in superior components. 

So the next time you have the chance to order new 
consoles, maybe you'd be better off to look beyond 
the price tag and see the value of our approach. 
Excellence first. All else second. 

171ease send me 
a brochure on: 
• Air consoles 
D Production consoles 
• Cart machines 
• Dolby SR® for cart 
O Everything PR&E offers 

Return this coupon to: 
Pacific Recorders & 
Engineering Corporation 
2070 Las Palmas Drive 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 

(619) 438-3911 

NAME 

STATION 

ADDRESS 

RVV 

PACIFIC RECORDERS 

& ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
The number one choice for _I 
more #1 stations 
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Your Station: Under the Lens 
What the FCC Looks for 
When It Comes Calling 

by Lee Freshwater 

Part II of II 

Flat Rock NC ... Last time we looked 
at how a station can prepare for that 
dreaded event: a visit from an FCC field 
inspector. 
Now that the preparations are com-

pleted and the inspector is standing at 
the door, what can a station expect? 

First, inspectors will be looking over 
the transmitting area very carefully. They 
will check on EBS equipment, transmit-
ters and associated wiring, and meter-
ing. They will also check the general 
condition of the station wiring to see if 
any danger exists. 
They will ask about the transmitter in-

terlock and remote control fail-safe sys-
tem, and may even ask you how the fail-

safe is wired. If you do have remote con-
trol, they will check to see how your 
meters at the studio compare with the 
transmitter. 

If you have an AM directional array, 
you may not be required to take field 
measurements on a regular basis. How-
ever you must insure that monitor points 
are within tolerance. The inspector will 

r Contract  'Engineering-

want to drive to the points and take 
measurements. Make sure you know 
where they are. 
When the inspector has completed his 

tasks, is the time for you to sit down and 
review every finding. Listen closely and 
start making plans to correct any dis-
crepancies. 
The FOB employs a tiered enforce-

ment sanction program for the violation 
of rules contained in Parts 73 and 74. 

Consultants 

R.L. HOOVER 
Consulting Telecommunications 

Engineer 

11704 Seven Locks Road 
Potomac MD 20854 

301-983-0054 

Member AFCCE 

R. Sequerra 
Associates 
Ltd. 

RF & audio 
instrument & product 
design uniquely for 

broadcasting 

718-225-4159 

FM Study 
Program 

FM Searches Within 
The Budget Of 

Anyone Who Owns 
An IBM-PO 

6021293-2374 

W. LEE SIMMONS 
& ASSOC., INC. 

BROADCAST 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

CONSULTANTS 

5 Gracefield Road 
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928 

(803) 785-4445 

Stephen Raleigh 

Broadcast Services 
i. Service Technical Consulting 

Specialists in Audio & RF Systems 

Facility Design & Installation 

PO. Box 3403 
Princeton, NJ 08540 

(609) 799-4357 

Rl and Audio Coast to Coast 

STEVE VANNI ASSOCIATES, INC. 
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONL,LLTANTS 

Equipment Installations Facility Planning 
Project Management 

P.O. Box 422 
Auburn, NH 03032 (603) 483-5365 

SPENCER 
BROADCAST 
The Radio Station 

Specialists 

Chuck Spencer 
Phoenix, AZ 
602-242-2211 

Contact 
Radio World 
Newspaper 

P.O. Box 1214, 

Falls Church VA 22041 

for availabilities. 
Phone 

800-336-3045 

Moffet, 
Larson & 

Johnson, Inc. 
Consulting Telecommunications 

Engineers 

Two Skyline Place 
5203 Leesburg Pike #800 
Falls Church VA 22041 

703-824-5660 
800-523-3117 

MArnber AFCCE 

SOFTWARE 

FM CHANNEL SEARCH 

FM Database pool 

MSDOS 
EGA Graphics-Color 
Broadcast Technical 

Consulting 

-V Doug Vernier Broadcast Consultant 
1600 Picturesque Drive 
Cedar Falls IA 50613 
119-266-7435 

R.J. GRANDMAISON, P.E. 
CONSULTING ENGINEER 

Applications and Rulemakings 
11213 Split Rail Lane 

Fairfax Station VA 22039 
i703) 764-0513 

Member AFCCE 

EVANS ASSOCIATES 
Corimihing Conununitanons I.npneers 

FCC Applications, Design 
& Field Engineering 

Broadcast Engineering Software 

216 N. Green Bay Rd. 
Thiensville. WI 53092 

(414) 242-6000 
,1cinhcr Si I (.! 

MIRKWOOD 

ENGINEERING 

Remote Sue 
F:e. L.:•Icnneeruig 

50 Pu:k 
CIL:lerncL 

603/542-6784 

R.L. Kennedy 
4% Associates 

Telecommunications 
Engineering Con›ultant 

Radio-TV-17TS-,ilii.novave 

P.O. Box 141 

Waynesville, NC 28786 

(704) 648-3283 

A Notice of Radio Station Conditions 
(FCC Form 790) may be issued for tech-
nical matters which at the time of the in-
spection were not violations, but have a 
high probability of becoming violations 
if left uncorrected. 
A good example would be if your 

tower needed painting but is not to the 
point of being a violation. You may also 
receive a 790 for very minor violations 
that have little potential for adverse ef-
fects upon others or upon signal quality. 
Form 790 is like a "warning ticket!' You 

need not reply to the Commission but 
it expects you to remedy these problems. 
An Official Notice of Violation (FCC Form 

793) will be issued for technical rule vio-
lations considered more serious than 
those for which a 790 would be issued. 
In my experience with inspectors, the 
more impressed they are with your oper-
ation, the more likely they are to issue 
a 790 than a 793. 

If your logs are neat, all entries are 

made properly and you have made a 
concerted effort to maintain a clean oper-
ation, the odds are that an inspector will 
overlook the minor things. Anyone can 
forget to log an EBS test once in their life. 
But if everything's a mess, and the in-

spector gets the feeling that you haven't 
"levelled;' watch out. 
I once knew an engineer who asked 

the inspector to issue a 790. It seems he 
had been trying to get the towers painted 
for years, but the owners didn't see the 
need for the expense. 
The inspector said that everything else 

looked so good, he wouldn't issue a ci-
tation for the towers. The engineer ex-
plained the situation to the inspector. He 
issued the "warning ticket"—and I fi-
nally got the towers painted. 
The FOB inspects several areas of sta-

tion operations and has prepared several 
memorandums on the subject. They 
deal with areas of safety, interference-
harm (actual/potential), service quality, 
administrative and non-technical. 
The Commission considers many fac-

tors in its rules which relate to safety, and 
(continued on page 32) 

Routers' Role in Radio 
(continued from page 25) 
for audio follow video, dubbing, control 
of transmission audio blocks, machine 
control or whatever. 

Designed for radio 
ITC offers a radio only version. This 

single level router is heavy on internal 
control. A system with 48 inputs (each 
stereo input uses two) and 32 outputs 
(each stereo uses two) and four con-
trollers runs about $26,000. 
The normal controller reads out in 

alpha-numerics, includes a scroll feature 
to scan the available inputs and time 
programable "salvos" of commands to 
semi automate regular switching. 
ITC introduced two new items for this 

family at the NAB show. First is machine 
control where a single rack panel con-
tains 16 dry contacts with status LEDs. 
A 16-button controller was also in-
troduced. The 16 backlit buttons are soft-

ware assigned to switch output ports or 
facilitate machine control. 
Gentner, Adrienne, Logitek, AVA all 

make audio only mini-routers. These are 
eight to ten inputs to one output. Most 
are not remotable, some are switches or 
relays and entirely passive. 
Tiny routers can expand the utility of 

larger routers or the number of inputs 
available to tape machines or board pots. 

Five years ago it would have been dif-
ficult to find a router for a radio station. 
I predict that economics will dictate that 
any station running more than two stu-
dios and straight music will have a router 
in five years. 

Fred Baumgartner is engineering manager 
at Legacy Broadcasting's Denver stations 
KHOW/KSYY. He was formerly CE at 
WIBA, Madison, WI, and ACE at KWGN-
TV, Denver. He can be reached at 303-
694-6300. 

THE DAYS ARE 
GETTING SHORTER! 

LPB low power AM 
transmitters are the an-
swer for any daytime 
broadcaster with a low 
power authorization, or 
the need for a backup. 
Ask any user. 

• Cost Effective 
* Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

• One Year Warranty 
" Leasing Available 
• Direct From Factory 
Only 

• 10 Day Typical 
Deliver}, 

For information on how 
LPB can put a 

transmitter to work for you 
call JOHN TIEDECK today 

LPB 

AM-30P 
2 to 30 watts TPO 

$825.00 

:i1 i 

AM-60P 

10 to 60 watts TPO 
$1,995.00 

. 1 1 

AM-100P II 
25 to 100 watts TPO .• 

° LPB Inc. $3495.00 

28 Becton Hill Road, Frazer, PA 19355 
(215) 644-1123 
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Considering Component Safety 
by Tom Osenkowsky 

Brookfield CT ... The actual values of 
required voltage and current component 
rating for a typical ATU or phasor net-
work can be surprising. 
Mica transmitting capacitors are cur-

rent rated in terms of amperes at 1 MHz. 
In order to convert the maximum rating 
to your frequency, Equation 1 must be 
used. 
This month, we will examine how and 

why components must be overrated in 
order to maintain a safety factor. 
Figure 1 shows a typical Tee network, 

in this case connected to a 225' tower 
operating at 1490 kHz. The voltages and 
currents are unmodulated values. 
Once we calculate the quiescent volt-

age and current values, the task of de-
termining the actual operating values be-
gins. 

In choosing the practical value of a 
component, we must first consider that 
the carrier is usually modulated. With 

Equation 1. 
Cu-rent Rating @ Pc = 

CR(a 1 MHz *•/----F MHz 

Figure 1. 
Za = 42 - j253 
P = 1000 W 
la = 4.88A 

100% sine wave modulation, an addi-
tional 50% of power is added to the car-
rier. 
Remember that question on your old 

FCC First Ticket test . 7. the antenna 
current w:11 rise 22.5% under 100% 
rrodulation? 
That is a first consideration, a correc-

tion factor of 1.225 times the unmodu-
lated current rating. 

Additiona: factor 
A closer iook at the actual modulation 

envelope of a typical AM installation will 
usually reveal 125% positive peak modu-
latiun ano clipped audio ( i.e. square 

waw modulation). 
Since th2. duty cycle of a square wave 

is greater than that of a sine wave, addi-
tional overrating is necessary. 

ZH-1 

• 

ZERO-HYSTERESIS CLIPPER 
• Precise peak control for AM & FM 
Adds 2ce of discrete loudness without composite 
clipping 
•i NRSC overshoot protection for AM 

Unique circuitry, low cost, many applications 

Contact your dealer or call us direct 

ClutcOétti_nd_eDs inc 

Table 1 

Phase Shift 
— 50 
— 90 
— 120 

Note A 

El 
80 
205 
366 

11 
4.47 
4.47 
4.47 

E2 
1355 
1458 
1611 

12 
4.88 
4.88 
4.88 

E3 13 
610 397 
1110 6.62 
1302 8.1 

001 uf shunt capacitor was employed in each design. 

A Fourier analysis of a square wave 
taken out to the 10th harmonic, plus 
125% square wave modulation reveals a 
practical rating current factor of 1.60. 
That is up from our 1.225 mentioned 
earlier. 

So an unmodulated 10 amp rating has 
suddenly jumped up to a required 16 
amp rating. But wait, there's more! 
Before we move on, we must now con-

sider the required voltage ratings. If we 
consider 125% positive peak modula-

tion, the quiescent value must have an 
overrating factor of 2.25. 
Now, we must bear in mind that we 

are dealing with peak values, not RMS 
values. So, another 1414 gets thrown in. 
Our actual overrating for voltage is now 
3.19. 

Beyond modulation 
Up to now, we have compensated for 

modulation only. Considerable differ-
ence has been shown between 125% 
square wave modulation and zero 
modulation. We have also considered 

(continued on page 31) 

INSTANT SIGNAL 
PROCESSING 

JUST ADD TALENT. 

Orban's new digitally-controlled 787A Programmable Mic Processor integrates an 

unprecedented combination of vital signal processing functions into one powerful, 

compact package. It delivers fully programmable mic- or line-level processing with 
access to 99 memory registers through MIDI or RS-232 interfaces, or a console-
mounted remote control. All you do is add the talent. 

The 787A offers a space-saving, elegant solution to many annoying problems (voice 
deficiencies, poor room acoustics, noise, sibilance, wandering levels) in the broadcast con-
trol room, TV newsroom, or in commercial production, video post, audio-for-video, and 
film scoring facilities. The 787A gives you an important competitive edge by enabling you 
to repeat the same optimum sound every day for every voice, quickly and efficiently. 

The 787A is complete audio processing arsenal in a box—a flexible parametric EQ, a 
smooth compressor, noise and compressor gates, and a handy de-esser. The 787A 
can be operated in mono or dual-channel/stereo (with the addition of a second-
channel slave). An optional Jensen transformer mic preamp with 48V phantom power 

adds further flexibility. 

Orban's 787A Programmable Mic Processor will help 
you remember tomorrow the way your talent sounded 
yesterday. 

Orban Associates Inc., 
645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA 

(415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480 FAX: (415) 957-1070 

42 Elaine Street.R.R 1 Thompson. Connecticut 06277 
  j203) 935-9066. (203) 935-9242  
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BASE 
UNIT 

Base unit measures 
289/H," x 22" x 12 3/4 ". 

Stand alone or stack-on. 

MODULUX' by arrakis 

STACKING 
UNIT 

by ups® 

Fed X° 
BASE 
UNIT Base + stacking unit. 

Stacking unit measures 
273/4 " x 22" x 12 3/4 ". 

Modules stack and sit side-by-side to accommodate your entire library. Each 
module holds approximately 200 LPs. Cream laminate with natural oak trim. 
Matches Modulux'" furniture exactly. Compact dimensions allow shipping via 
Fed X or UPS . . . even overnight delivery, if desired. Shipping weight is 52 lbs. 
per module. How many do you need? 

Need it quick? Need it right? You can have it! 

ABSOLUTELY! 
1-800-622-0022 

ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES RICHMOND 

FAX 317-962-8961 BULLETIN BOARD MODEM 317-935-0531 

ALLIED  
Broadcast Equipment 

CANADA 416-731-3697 SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 317-962-8596 

USED EQUIPMENT 317-962-1471 SYSTEMS DIVISION 714-752-6664 

EMERGENCY (After Hours, Weekends, Holidays) 317-935-0455 The FULL SERVICE Broadcast People 
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Tweaking Telco Lines 
(coatinued from page 21) 
units, it had a volume control, on/off and 
muting buttons, jacks for both line and 
phone and best of all was self-powered. 
A quick glance at the rather sketchy in-

structions (written in Taiwan-English) 
suggested that with a few modifications 
might well do the job. The price was 

$14.95 each, a figure after the GM's 
heart. I bought two. 
Figure 1 shows the hookup. The 

speaker was removed, and the audio 
was fed to the 16 ohm tap of an inexpen-
sive PA line transformer. The other side 
of the transformer at the 10 W tap is then 
approximately 600 ohms. Note that this 
isolation is necessary as the entire 
speakerphone board floats along with 
:he telco line. 
I routed the output of this transformer 

Attacking 
Artifacts 
eontinued from page 22) 
mon" jack (remember frequency moni-
tors?)—strange relay circuits with no real 
concern for impedance matching—de-
signed to switch monitors to the auxiliary 
transmitter, along with other odd things. 
The RF feedback path is sometimes 

identified as the entry point for an in-

Figure 4. simple LC circuits added to the out-
put network to reduce harmonics or spurious 
signals. 

terfering spurious signal, particularly if 
the frequency is not too distant from the 
operating frequency of the transmitter. 

Installing traps made from small 
receiving components, such as those 
shown in Figure 4, will usually take care 
of the problem. 
Spurious signals can be generated out-

side the transmitter when two or more 
emissions are combined in a non-linear 
device. Often the source is located some 
distance from the transmitter involved. 

Non-linear devices include corroded 
guy wires, ground radials or antenna sec-
tions, large metallic objects such as 
barbed wire fences, corroded metal roofs 
or old plumbing. A tube or transistor in 
the receiver where the interference is ob-
served can also act as a non-linear device. 
To track down this type of problem, 

you'll need the right test equipment. 
This includes a grip dip meter, field 
strength meter, and a spectrum analyzer. 

Tom Vernon, a regular RW columnist, di-
vides his time among broadcast consulting, 
computers and instructional technology. He 
can be reached at 717-249-1230. 

through one side of a consumer-type 
graphic equalizer and then through a 
600/600 repeat coil into the console. It 
may look like a Rube Goldberg arrange-
ment, but the little gadget works like a 
charm. 

Fidelity and distortion levels look good 
and equalization can provide surpris-
ingly flat response on local calls. For 
those worried about durability, the 
speakerphone has been in use daily for 
over two years now without a failure. 

The other half 
It is also necessary to consider the 

other end of the system. Figure 2 shows 
a circuit we have also used for a couple 
of years. The unit is built up in a small 

ver 
Wonder 
Why We 

Paint (f vci FM 
Transmitter 
Cabinets 
Red? 

plastic box with a double telephone jack 
mounted on the panel. 
Make sure that the capacitor is paper 

rather than electrolytic. If you wish, 
there is no reason why the circuit can-
not be built up of miniature components 
within a standard telephone. 
A small line amp or remote mixer pro-

vides the input, as about 0 dBm is re-
quired. Operation is simple: flip the 
switch to "phone" to talk on the phone 
or to call the station; flip to "mixer" to 
use the microphone. One helpful hint: 
A noise-cancelling or amplified handset 
is invaluable in noisy locations such as 
fairs or celebrations. 
As usual, a brief caveat is required. In 

many areas, calls between different cen-
tral offices are carrièd via a carrier 
system. When this is done, the audio 
bandwidth is artifically limited in order 
to accommodate a larger number of 

callers. 
Attempts to equalize this type of call 

either hits a brick wall at just above voice 
frequencies or results in cross talk. If the 
first two digits of both telephone num-
bers are the same, this will probably not 
be a problem. 
One correction needs to be made to 

last month's column. Due to a typo, the 
NF-5534 was listed as a dual op-amp. The 
NE5534 is a single version. The NE5532 
should have been listed as the dual 
replacement. Also of note, Signetics 
manufactures a quad high-performance 
op-amp, the NE5514. 

Bill Higgs has been CE forWXLN/WFIA 
for six years and has also done station con-
sulting work. He has a PhD. in Theology 
which helps explain his patience with small 
market radio. He can be reached at 
502-583-4811. 

It's Simple, 
QEI 

transmitters 
are so reliable, if 
we didn't paint 
the cabinet red, 
you might forget 

it was there ! 

Case in point: Our new 
20/30KW FM Transmitter. 
One of the OEI New 
Reliables." Everything 
about it is designed for 
maximum efficiency and 
ultra-dependability. Its 
single tube design uses a 
grounded grid triode for 
greater stability. 

0E1 FM transmitters 
employ no troublesome 
sliding contacts. And to 
go a step further toward 
perfect reliability, we 
found a way to eliminate 
the conventional plate 
blocker, along with all the 
problems it can cause. 

The OEI 20/30KW units 
back you up in another 
important way. too. Their 
drivers can be operated 
as self-contained 
transmitters, and can go 
directly to air in minutes 

One Airport Drive P.O. Box D 
Williamstown, NI 08094 

Phone: 609-728-2020 
Toll Free: 800-334-9154 

OF 

0E1 includes the 
directional coupler and a 
100% semi-conductor 
spares kit with every 
transmitter. And our 
ARC-27 Automatic 
Remote Control system 
(including studio control 
unit( is the envy of the 
industry. 

Corporation 

The New Reliables 

Our 15.000 hour tube 
warranty is enviable too. 
No one else offers 
anything like it. 

Whether your station's 
power level is I KW or 
60 KW — or anywhere in 
between — C)EI has a 
"New Reliable" FM 
transmitter you can 
count on. 
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VRC-1000 user 

"If my transmitter ever over-indulges and 
becomes unable to drive, I know I'll 
get a phone call." 

"My transmitter is young but well-adjusted . . . good head 
on its shoulders! But, you know how it is. . . boys will 
be boys, and 
every now and 
then he has to 
let off a little 
steam. 

That's when 
my Gentner 
VRC saves 
me from lots of sleepless nights. When my transmitter 
gets past the "driving" stage, I get a call. No foolin' around. 
I know. The VRC tells me everything." 

GENTNER'S VRC-1000 
watches out for you. 

If you're close to a TouchTone* phone, you're close to your transmitter. 

GENTNER "e0A,!3i"ALLIED  
Broadcast Equipment 

1-800-622-0022 
RF PRODUCTS DIVISION 

*AT&T trademark 
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Good Ads Start with Good Reads 
(ccncinued from page 21) 
liftoff is essential in telling the differ-
ence between a fair read and a good one. 

It happens when as intently as you try 
to listen, your mind does a liftoff and 
starts thinking about your last vacation, 
your next appointment or nothing at all. 
Sometimes the lapse lasts for a few se-
conds, sometimes for the entire script. 
Usually you write it off to boring copy, 

low blood sugar or the need for a good 
night's rest. 
As mundane as some copy may be, 

when liftoff occurs in your own mind it 
is also likely to occur in the mind of the 
listener. 

Listening for liftoff 
Because I spend equal amounts of time 

doing voice work and recording others, 
I have developed a few listening tricks 
that should help you identify liftoff and 
prevent it. 
The strength of any copy depends on 

the script and the reader's ability to ren-
der the writer's words and thoughts into 
cogent speech. 
Hope,Puny the writer you chose is com-

fortable writing for the spoken word. 
The spoken word differs from the writ-
ten word in many ways, but there is one 
major difference. Unlike written words, 
spoken words have to come out of some-
one's mouth. 

If you don't think about how the 

words will sound when spoken, you can 
end up with an ad full of ungainly 
phrases and word junctures that become 
an obstacle course for the talent. 
To prevent ugly scripts from com-

promising your production, read the 
lines out loud. When you hit a pothole 
simply rearrange the words or make 
substitutions to improve the flow. 
Also know that each person usually 

has a few of his or her own unique prob-
lem sounds. Working around these 
problems will make it easier on both you 
and them. 

Once more, with feeling 
One of the main causes of liftoff is cold 

reading or seeing the copy for the first 
time as it is read. The result is a profes-
sionally modulated read which superfi-
cially sounds good, but may lack intent. 
Explaining the thought behind the copy 
can greatly increase the quality of the 
performance. 
Even if you're not an experienced 

director, there are a few things you can 
do to make the session more successful. 

First explain by whom the final piece 
will be seen or heard. Discuss tone and 
attitude. Be open to questions. 
As a performer, if there are parts that 

don't make sense when I preread the 
script, I ask for clarification. Word proces-
sor glitches, overlooked syntax and gram-
mar errors and specialized trade language 

Overrating Co 
(continued from page 27) 
our fre-luency when choosing a micaca-
pacitor. 
Thus far two assumptions have been 

made. First, no additional safety factor 
has been added. Second, we assume the 
quiescent values to be correct. These 
values were based on a design value of 
phase shift for our network. 

Let's look at Figure 2. Here are three 
different values of phase shift for the 
same ATU. 
An engineer armed with just an OIB 

has al almost infinite number of coil 
combinations with which to produce 
50+j0 at carrier, thus disregarding the 
network phase shift. 
Can this happen in a DA? After all, we 

know the phases because we have an an-
tenna monitor, right? Yes, but those 
phases are all referenced to one of the 
towers. Consider a two tower DA. 
One ATU has a design phase shift of 

—60°, the other, tower #2, —72°. If tower 
#1 were misadjusted to —90°, we could 
compensate by cranking the difference 
into tower #2. Our antenna monitor 
would read the same; the net system 
phasing would remain the same. 
But consider what has happened to 

the network voltages and currents. They 
have all changed! Excessive losses in the 
network could lead to a lower pattern 
RMS and the temptation to crank the 
phasor to bring up the MPs. 
Now the drive point impedances 

change and line mismatch sets in. A vis-
ciouis circle sets in. The point to be made 
is that a safety factor must also be 
thrown in to compensate for VSWR, drift 
due to icing, lightning, etc. 
A point to consider about mica ca-

pacitors. While some might quote an 
old rule of thumb, a Cl is good up 
to l kW, a G2 up to 5 kW, etc. it is 
important to realize that for differing 

mponents 
amounts of capacity, a G1 is not always 
a Gl. 
The capacitor's physical size does not 

mean the same voltage and current rat-
ing. If you sub a cap value, look at the 
ratings. They are different. 
Next time, we'll consider some of the 

math behind the networks. 

Tom Osenkowsky is a radio engineering 
consultant and president of MASTER Soft-
ware, and a regular RW columnist. He can 
be reached at 203-775-3060. 

are the most common problems. 
If you're using music, let the talent 

hear it. There are a lot of timing, energy 
and projection level cues contained in 
the music. In fact, recording the voice 
with the music is the best way to get a 
solid integral soundtrack. 
Don't expect a talent to read your 

mind. While it's a mark of professional 
courtesy to allow a certain amount of in-
terpretation, be prepared to direct the 
read. If you have trouble explaining 
what you want, try reading the line to 
communicate your thoughts. 

Before you ask for a different read, let 
the talent hear the playback. As strange 
as it may seem, their attention is more fo-
cused on speaking than listening during 
recording. Playback also lets you point 
out specific areas you want changed. 

If you're in a session with clients on 
one side and the talent on the other, 
keep the intercom open as you discuss 
the work with others in the control room 
so they can hear the comments. (It's a 
good idea to tell everyone in the control 
room you're going to do this to prevent 
unnecessary comments from being 
made). 

Avoiding disaster 
Nightmare sessions occur when your 

acceptability window for the read is un-
reasonably small, when you have cho-
sen the wrong talent or when you are ex-
periencing deadline stress. Nightmare 
sessions can also occur when too many 
people become directors. 
Most of the time nightmare sessions 

can be avoided by planning. The best 
cure for a session which appears to be 
turning into a nightmare is a sense of hu-
mor and a five minute break. 
The last, and most important thing to 

remember (other than keeping your 
sense of humor) is how to listen. Start by 
closing your eyes as you listen. The elimi-
nation of visual input to the brain allows 
you to concentrate more on the aural 
As the reader's focus wanes, either be-

cause the intent is drifting or the script 
is unclear, you can actually feel a lifting 

AM BROADCASTING - HIGH FIDELITY 
Are these terms mutually exclusive? 

C7YES ENO E DON'T KNOW 

Suprisingly, many broadcasters may not know that the correct 
answer to this question is no. Large sums of money are spent each 
year to purchase new transmitters, new studio equipment, new 
audio processing equipment and to modify antenna systems for 
improved AM sound. Unfortunately, until now, there has been no 
such thing as a professional quality AM monitor receiver. As a 
result, the perceived fidelity of an AM signal has been severely 
restricted by receiver performance. 

Potomac has developed the SMR-1 I Synthesized Monitor 
Receiver which will let you hear and measure the quality of your 
transmitted AM signal ... perhaps for the first time. Features 
include: Crystal Stability; 60 dB Signal to Noise Ratio; Audio 
Frequency Response ± 0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 8 kHz; Total Harmonic 
Distortion less than 0.2% (95% Modulation) at audio frequencies 

above 40 Hz ... please write for complete descriptive 
•6, 0 1Drochure. •.> 

-8 
-9 
"0 THIS DIAL WILL TUNE YOU IN TO THE 

NEW SOUND OF AM BROADCASTING 

PTOMAC INSTRUMEIVTS 932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910 

(301) 589 2662 

sensation. 
Some visualize the phenomenon as 

the feeling that occurs just as an airplane 
lifts off the runway. Picture the talent as 
the airplane and the runway as the 
script. When the two separate the read 
may sound superficially correct, but the 
talent has lost contact with the script. 
Before you condemn any part of the 

read because of suspected liftoff, listen 
to it several times with your eyes closed. 
A bad pepperoni pizza for lunch can 
make you think you hear a liftoff on the 
first listen that disappears on subsequent 
listens. 

If you have any questions, or better yet 
any ideas you'd like to pass along, I'm 
as close as your phone or MCI mailbox. 

Ty Ford, audio production consultant and 
voice talent can be reached at 301-889-6201 
or by MCI mail #347-6635. 

EA aaràn 
%eel I LI II-  el Imdie 

ANTENNAS, INC 

For 
Excellence 
In Antennas 

•A complete 
line of TV and 
FM Broadcast 
Antennas 

•Modern 7,000 
ft. test range 
facilities 

•Innovative 
Engineering 
Careful con-
struction 

•Two Year 
Warranty on 
Product and 
Workmanship 

With over 1500 
delivered, we've 
helped more 
stations 
penetrate their 
market. 

FCC Directionals 
Pattern Studies 

Multi- Station Arrays 
Full Scale Measurement 

JAMPRO ANTENNAS, Inc. 
6939 Power Inn Road 

Sacramento, CA 95828 

(916) 383-1177 TELEX 377321 
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Getting Through an FCC Visit 
(continued from page 26) 
the fines vary on the violation. If all the 
tower lights are out and the FAA not 
notified within 30 minutes as required 
there is a $2000 fine. 

If a majority of tower lights are out 
and/or there is the loss of top flashing 
beacon and you did not notify the FAA 
within 30 minutes, the fine is $1000. 
For tower lights not observed at least 

least once every 24 hours the penalty is 
$500, and for temporary warning lights 
not present/operational during construc-
tion it is $1000. 
For a tower not properly painted, for 

example, not the required color bands 
there is a $750 fine. 

If there is high RF voltage at antenna 
base, if the hot base at the antenna tower 
is not enclosed or there is a damaged 
fence allowing entry the fine is $1000. 
You would be fined $750 for high volt-

age equipment not protected as to pre-
vent injury to operating personel or for 
damaged interlock and exposed wiring. 
A failure to conduct EBS tests would 

get a $300 fine and if the EBS monitor 
receiver and/or tone generator was not 
operating or not installed it would be a 
$1000 fine. 

Interference-Harm Actual/Potential 
There are several things the inspector 

will be looking for in the way of inter-
ference. Overpower operation, fre-
quency tolerance, excessive modulation 
resulting in interference and spurious 
and/or harmonic emission might result 
in a $1000-2000 fine. 
And even with the advances in remote 

equipment, failure to cease operation by 
remote control when a malfunction oc-
curs in the remote control system would 
net at $300 penalty. 

It could cost you $300 for failing to en-
sure correct calibration of remote an-
tenna base, common point and exten-
sion meters, for instance if meter read-
ings are grossly out of tolerance from 
licensed parameters. 

If the base and sample currents of your 

FCC 
Database 

FM SERVICES 
• Directory — Updated weekly 

• Channel studies/searches 

• ALS (Area-to-Locate Study) show-
ing allowable transmitter site 

• Terrain Retrieval, FAA & FCC 
Towers, Population Counts 

• FCC Research, contact name, 
phone, address 

• By mail or online 24-hr access 

• Educational FM interference 
studies 

• NCE-FM/TV ch. 6 interference 
a ea & population analysis 

(1311ml:wit, 
(.4.) 

A Service of DVV, Inc. 

P.O. Box 30730 

4827 Rugby Avenue, Suite 200 

Bethesda, Maryland 20814 

(800) 368-5754 (301) 652-8822 

AM directional system are grossly out of 
tolerance from licensed parameters you 
could be fined as much as $600-1500. 

If you operate non-directional when a 
directional is required or fail to change 
power at sunset or sunrise for extended 
periods of time there is a $1000 fine. 
And for stations operating under PSA 

the penalties are $1000 for operating 50% 
over licensed power or for operating one 
half hour or longer after the station was 
required to sign off. 
As far as the quality of service, the 

ner and at the times specified—$500. 
• Failure to have available the EBS 

checklist and/or authenticator list—$300. 
• Defective meters or improper scale/ 

range, all powers—$300. 
• Failure to have available a copy of 

the most recent antenna resistance or 
common point impedance measure-
ments—$500. 
• Station and/or operator licenses not 

posted—$200. 
• Failure to designate a chief opera-

tor—$500. 

Overpower operation, 
frequency tolerance, excessive modulation 

resulting in interference and spurious 
and/or harmonic emission might 

result in a $1000-2000 fine. 

FCC will fine a station $550 for violations 
concenring FM stereo parameters; SCA 
parameters; AM performance measure-
ments and excessive AM or FM modu-
lation. 

Administrative and non-technical 
Finally, the Commission looks at many 

non-technical areas to determine compli-
ance. Here is a list of violations and fines 
in this area: 
• Failure to have or maintain a com-

plete public inspection file—$300. 
• Failure to have a licensed operator 

on duty—$200. 
• Willful or repeatedly incorrect log 

entries, such as tower lights logged as on 
when they were not functioning—$1000. 
• Failure to properly log tower light 

information—$300. 
• AM stations operating without a 

Commission approved sample system 
—$600. 
• Failure to perform weekly EBS tests 

as required—$300. 
• Repeated failure to reply with assur-

ance of correction/repair for violations 
listed on Notices of Apparent Liability 
—$1000. 
• Failure to identify station in a man-

SX-87 

TELEPHONE HYBRID 
Unmatched Performance 

r Guaranteed 7 Db More 
Rejection Than Any 
Other Hybrid Device! 

DYNAMIC 
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION 
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DA2-12 
DOES IT ALL FOR 
A LOT LESS! 

ChnatilhincleD inc 
42 ELAINE STREET • R.R. 

THOMPSON, CONNECTICUT 06277 
[2031 935-9066 

Information required for the public file 
would make a good article on its own. 
The NAB, NRBA and FCC have issued 
various reports and articles on this sub-
ject. In addition, many small market ra-
dio publications can keep you abreast on 
these areas. 

When the judgement comes 
If you receive an FCC Violation Notice 

now is the time to act. You only have ten 
days to respond. Hopefully, you have al-
ready corrected all the problems. Unless 
they were serious you should be OK. 
When you respond to the notice ex-

plain why the violation occurred and the 
steps taken not only to correct it but to 
insure that it doesn't happen again. 
Above all, be honest with your reply, just 
like you were with the inspector. 
During the many inspections at vari-

ous stations, we have had a chance to 
view management's reaction to an in-
spection. Managers should remember 
that an FCC inspector is an engineer and 
speaks the engineer's language. 
The inspector doesn't want to be im-

pressed with sales figures and how your 
company is doing. My best advice for 

the manager is to let the engineer han-
dle the bulk of the inspection. 
Your engineer is nervous enough and 

needs to concentrate on talking to the in-
spector. A CE really doesn't need the 
boss looking over the shoulder during 
the inspection. 
Remember, this is what you pay your 

engineer for. If he or she can't be trusted 
to handle the situation, get another en-
gineer. 
Following the inspection managers 

should sit in on the review meeting with 
the inspector. After the inspector leaves, 
sit down with your engineer and listen. 
Learn what should be done before any 

violation arrives, then authorize the en-
gineer to make the repairs or changes. 
Your station may not be fined—if every-
thing is taken care of immediately. 

Never too cautious 
We are asked many times if you can 

"over-do" rules and regulations. Our an-
swer is always NO. 
Deregulation does not mean less rules 

and regulations but more responsibility 
to the licensees to maintain their own 
operations. 
We suggest to stations that they con-

tinue to observe many of the old rules 
pertaining to transmitter/maintenance 
logs, proofs of performance and opera-
tor tests. It gives us an indication of how 
the equipment is operating. 

If the operators are properly trained to 
recognize potential problems, they can 
either be corrected or shut down before 
major damage is done. 
Many times a problem and solution 

can be diagnosed over the phone. With 
an experienced and properly trained 
operator this can save the engineers a 
trip to the station and save the owner a 
large emergency repair bill. 

In addition, a properly maintained 
operation will impress an inspector, thus 
making life easier for all of us. 

Lee Freshwater is a partner in Blue Ridge 
Consultants and can be reached at 704-
693-1642. 

Allied-Radio World 
BBS Function Block 

CALL THE BULLETIN BOARD 
317-935-0531 

Your 
Call 

L. 

[ Our 
Answer 

[ Jownload 
[U]pload 
[ L bsung 
(Catalog 
[ S jig change 
(M (am menu 

18 1e 

Log off system 

Your Name/ 
Password 

Other Info if 
New Caller 

General 
Info 

Main Menu 
VVIelcome messagE. 
informat[on 
N lews 
Oluest[onna[re 
F pe transfer 
M jessages 
S [ 1g change 
E Idit. grofm 

L last calltRive 

Here's How Our 
Bulletin Board 
Works ... 

---- Repeat Our Answer 
---- The only Ad 
---- Something News-ey 
---- Opinion poll 

- — 1, 2, 3, 5, & 8 
---- Change password 
---- Last 100 callers 

[ S Jcan mail 
[RJead mail 
[L (cave mail 
[ N lew mad 
[ M Ian menu 

Modem Specs: 8 Bit • No Parity • 1 Stop • 300-1200 Baud 
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UP II 

COMMUN IC- ATIONb 

TECHNICS TURNTABLES AND 
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS NOW IN STOCK! 

We doubled our volume with TECHNICS in 1987. 
Now we are receiving larger allocations 
to serve you better. 

All Technics Turntable 
Models available for immedi-
ate delivery, call for com-
petitive prices. 
SLP-1300 Compact Disc 
Players on order! Call To-
day to Reserve Yours! 

••-• 

QUARTZ SYNTHESIZER 
CONTROLLED DIRECT DRIVE 
TURNTABLE 
SP-25 

Micro-Trak Sport I V Console 
List ... $799.50, your price $699! 

Audio DA's, Balanced in and out, 2 by 6 
Sale only 399.00 

Call Today! Ask for Chris Kidd 

916-961-6411 
8:30 AM to 5:30 PM Pacific Daylight Time 

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED 
Late Model AM Tranmsitters: 

2 needed, one 5 kW, one 10 kW; 3 or 5 kW FM Needed. 

Inventory and USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Ampex Model 350 Reel $350.00 
Ampex Reel Duplicating System  $2,000.00 
Audi-Cord TDS-6 Twin Play Stereo (2)  $1,050.00 ea 
UMC Splice Finder/Eraser New (3)  550.00 ea 
ITC FB-1 Phone Interface New, list $ 160.00 . .  . 75.00 ea 
Studer-Revox PR-99MK2 new, one only at $1,995.00 
Orban 464A, Co-Operator special sale price  795.00 

At the above prices, terms are full payment with order plus UPS charges. 
Higher prices are available for open account terms. 

JAMPRO FM ANTENNAS 
All power and gains available. Your antenna is tuned on 
a tower structure similar to yours for best performance 
results! 

Deicers and radoms available 

Vitakinsee -

_  

TTC/Wilkinson Model X FM Exciter $5,395.00 
Available for Demo. 

STILL THE BEST ORBAN AM OPTIMOD 
Call for the right model to suit your present requirements. 

All models upgradeable. 

AUDIOPAK 
BROADCASTERS FAVORITE CARTRIDGE 

20 Second 
40 Second 
70 Second 
100 Second 

2.5 Minute 
3.5 Minute 
4.5 Minute 

5.5 Minute 
7.5 Minute 

10.5 Minute 

All Factory Wound 

A-2 AA-4 

3.40 4.85 

3.75 5.35 

4.25 6.45 

4096 Bridge Street, Suite 4 • Fair Oaks, California 95628 l 
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  Radio World Marketplace   
If your company has a new product you wish us to consider in Radio World Marketplace, please send a press release and black and white photograph to 

Radio World Marketplace, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 
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Yst!mib,, 
Stereo polarity tracer 

The SPT-1 Stereo Polarity Tracer from FM Sys-
tems allows signal polarity to be tracked with-
out a reference channel. 

Polarity can be traced through transformers, 
amplifiers and microwave subcarriers. 

For information, call Frank McClatchie at FM 
Systems: 714-979-3355, or circle Reader Service 
68. 

Insulation tester 
RE Instruments Corp. is representing the 

Danbridge JP15 portable hi-pot insulation tester. 
The JP15 is suitable for testing coaxial cable of 
TV and nradio broadcast antennas. 

Features of the JP15 include a built-in speaker 
for audible indication of breakdown, in addition 
to meters. The current meter has three voltage 
ranges: 1 µA, 10 µA and 100 µA. 
For information, call Steve Watts at RE Instru-

ments: 216-871-7617, or circle Reader Service 65. 

AM/FM signal generator 
Leader Instruments Corp. has announced the 

Model 3220 AM/FM synthesized RF signal 
generator. The unit has a frequency range from 
100 kHz to 1.3 GHZ with ±1 ppm accuracy. 
RF output units are selectable between d13µ, 

or dBm with a range of + 13 to — 133 dBm and 
0.1 dB resolution. Four preset levels can be set 
for commonly used test levels. 
A user-friendly program/data entry keypad 

facilitates programming for semi-automatic 
operation. 

For information, call Joseph Fisher at Leader: 
516-231-6900, or circle Reader Service 61. 

cm1101.111fflaidDilL 

Coaxial cable 
Cablewave Systems has introduced the HCC 

Flexwell air dielectric 5011 coaxial cable with a 
tubular center conductor. The Flexwell cable has 
been designed for medium-power applications 
up to 5 GHz. 
The continuous copper tubular center con-

ductor makes the Flexwell cable lighter than ca-
ble with solid copper or copper clad aluminum 
center. 
For information, call Al Criscuolo at Cable-

wave: 203-239-3311, or circle Reader Service 64. 

Emphasize it! 

entKa i3eti AUDIO PROCESSOR 
• DJ Personality Processor 

• Production Tape Processor 
• Phone Line EQ and Noise Suppressor 

• Room Equalizer and Gated Mike Control 

• Gated Recovery Compressor 
• Four Parametric Equalizers 

• Unobtrusive Background Noise Gate 

re Mike and Line Level Inputs and Outputs 

Free Detailed Brochure Available 

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED 
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham PA 19044 • (215) 443-0330 

DAT recorder/player 
The new Harris Model XD-001UH DAT 

recorder/playback unit is available with optional 
wired remote control. The remote allows access 
to any cut on a cassette. 
High speed music search is accessible from 

the front panel, and the unit also offers a tape 
scan which enables preview of the first eight se-
conds of each cut on a tape. High speed cue/re-
view and timer recording and playback are also 
included. 
For information, contact Martha Rapp at 

Harris: 217-222-8200, or circle Reader Service 63. 

Rotary phase converter 
Kay Industries' new T-Series Phasemaster ro-

tary phase converter is designed for use with 
broadcast transmitters. 
The Phasemaster features a load range con-

trol to match the converter output to actual 
transmitter load. It converts a single-phase sup-
ply to an output similar to utility provided 
3-phase service. 
The unit also 

provides im-
mediate power 
availability, and 
short-term ride-
through during 
voltage dips. 
For informa-

tion, call Larry 
Katz at Kay In-
dustries: 
800-348-5257, or 
circle Reader 
Service 67. 

Subscription/Reader Service Forms 

RacJiWctrld 
October 15, 1988 Issue Use until Jonuoni 15, 1989 

FREE Subscription/Renewal Form 
I would like to receive or continue receiving Ramp World 

FREE each month. H YES NC 

Signature   Date 

Please print and include all information: 

Name Title 

Company/Station   

Address   

City  State   ZIP   

Business Telephone ( 

Please circle only one entry for each category: 
I. Type of Firm 

A. Commercial AM station F. Recording studio 
B. Commercial FM station G. TV station/teleprod facility 
C. Educational FM station H. Consultant/ici engineer 
D. Combination AM/FM station I. Mfg, distributor or dea.er 
E. Network/group owner J. Other 

II. Job Function 
A. Ownership D. Programming/production 
B. General management E. News operations 
C. Engineering F. Other (specify) 

Ill. Purchasing Authority 
1. Recommend 2. Specify 3. Approve 

Reader Service 
Please first fill out contact information at 
left. Then check each advertisement for 
corresponding number and circle below. 
NOTE: Circle no more than 10 numbers, 
otherwise card will not be processed. 
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BUYERS GUIDE 
STL Remote & Telco Equipment 

WASK Remotes with Comrex PLX 
by George H. Williamson, CE 
WASK-AM/FM 

Lafayette IN ... At WASK/K105 we are 
now using the Comrex PLX micro with 
a cellular telephone for many of our 
broadcast remotes. 

For many years, our station used re-
mote transmitters in the VHF band. For 
tistance remotes such as sports, we used 
telephone lines. 
As time went on, problems came up 

in our area. The VHF 
band was getting con-
gested, and we were 
beginning to ex-
perience a lot of inter-
ference. We were also 
starting to do more re-
motes which went be-
yond our remote trans-
mitter range. 
Because of the esca-

lation of the installation 
fees, we were doing 
away with our dedi-
cated lines and 
using more dial-up 
lines, sacrificing qual-
ity. 

Clearly we needed an alternative for 
our remote broadcasting. 

Cellular phones 
With the cellular telephone system be-

ginning to make its way into the indus-
try, we thought it might be a good alter-

r User  
 Report 

Figure 2. 

CD-1 INTERFACE AMPLIFIER 
On everyone's list of the ten worst nuisances is interfacing semi-pro, 

IMF (- 10dBV) to your professional ( + 4dBm) equipment. Now Bradley 
and Excalibur ease the pain with the CD-1. Input is via phono jack and 
the barrier strip output may be adjusted to levels up to + 22dBm. Audio 
perfomance matches your best digital sources. Frequency response is 
10Hz to 25kHz ± 0.25dB; THD is 0.006% and noise is 90dB below 
+ 4dBm. Guaranteed to work in the strongest RF fields or your money 
back. 
When you only need to go "one-way," there really is only one choice 

. . . the Excalibur CD- 1. 

Call Toll Free 800-732-7665 

BRADLEY 
BROADCAST 
SALES 

Where Service and Engineering Make the Difference 

8101 Cessna Avenue • Gaithersburg. Maryland 20879-4177 
MD & DC: 301-948-0650 • FAX: 301-330-7198 

native. As we analyzed the cellular sys-
tem, we asked ours-elves: How could we 
obtain better quality from it? This is 
where the Comrex system came into the 
picture. 
Since 1976 when Comrex equipment 

was introduced, stations across the 
country have been using it on their tele-
phone lines. In the past we've had the 
opportunity to use Comrex equipment 
and were impressed with it. We began 
to wonder, could we interface the Corn-

cally to the Mitsubishi by using velcro 
material, shown in Figure 4. The com-
plete system can be carried in the Com-
rex PLX road case (shown in Figure 
5). 
We have purchased two complete 

Comrex systems. At the studio, we 
are using the TH-X Model. The TH-X is 
a complete telephone line manage-
ment system containing all of the cir-
cuitry needed to interface a telephone 
line with your broadcast audio facili-

ties. 

rex system through the cellular phone 
system? 
We contacted Comrex Corporation. 

They informed us that they had been do-
ing research and had just come out with 
the Comrex PLX micro for the cellular 
phone. 
Our goal was to interface the PLX 

micro with our cellular phones as sim-
ply as possible and with the least 
amount of equipment. 

Interfacing the PLX 
The cellular phones we purchased 

were Mitsubishi 555Ts, shown in Figure 
1. Through the combined efforts of John 
Cheney of Comrex, Jim Miller of Access 
Communications and WASK, we started 
our project. 
Since we were not using the hands-

free module on the 555Ts, shown in Fig-
ure 2, John Cheney said that Comrex 
was willing to design a replacement 
module that would enable the Comrex 
PLX micro to plug directly into the cel-
lular phone. 
With this module design, shown in 

Figure 3, we were able to interface the 
two units beautifully without another ex-
ternal interface box. 
Our main objective of simplicity 

seemed to have been met. We were able 
to attach the Comrex PLX micro physi-

Line management 
The TH-X includes a 

telephone coupler 
which will connect to 
any PABX, an excel-
lent hybrid, an auto-
answer system which 
may be programmed to 
automatically pick up 
the telephone line only 
if the proper number 
of rings is received, 
an AGC that is de-
signed to set levels 
only when the caller 
audio is present, a fre-
quency extension en-
coder and decoder, 
and dual isolated "cart 
start" circuits which 
provide contact clo-
sures whenever the 
auto-answer system 
picks up the line. 
A send limiter pre-

vents excessive levels 
from getting to the line 

and band pass filters reject the extrane-
ous noises often encountered on tele-
phone lines. A tone generator and bal-

(continued on page 46) 
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Gentner Simplifies Auto-Logging 
by Lloyd Berg, CE 
WDAE-AM/WUSA-FM 

Tampa FL ... I believe that automatic 
logging is one of the most important 
uses of computer technology in the 
broadcast station. 
Automatic logging guarantees accurate 

readings— made on time—with no 
"fudged" entries. Many automatic log-
gers will also alarm and print any out-
of-tolerance conditions whenever they 
occur. 

Unfortunately, few AMs have installed 
automatic logging because of one small 
but previously insurmountable technical 

problem: the good, simple and relatively 
inexpensive remote controls aren't 
"smart" enough to "push" the correct 
buttons on a directional antenna moni-
tor a second or two before it takes and 
logs each directional parameter. 
At WDAE I wanted to replace an ex-

isting and unreliable $10,000-plus goliath 
of a remote control, retaining automatic 
logging with a simple Moseley 1600 that 
I already had on the shelf. 

Interfaces to any remote control 
It was at about this time that an ob-

scure little advertisement for a new 
product from the Gentner RF Products 

company caught my eye. 
The ad was for a new device called an 

Antenna Monitor Interface (AMI). Gent-
ner was introducing it as an accessory to 
its remote control equipment. 
While it was sold as an interface unit 

designed to allow a Potomac or Delta 
directional antenna monitor to be inter-
faced to the Gentner VRC-1000 remote 
control, a quick call to the factory rev-
ealed that it should work with any brand 
of remote control. 

It sounded like the perfect solution to 
my problem, so I purchased one. 
After looking it over and reading 

the instruction book, it seemed that the 

Rigid Coaxial 
Transmission Lines Deliver 
Low Losses...High Gains. 

Cablewave Systems delivers everything you need and 

expect frcm Rigid Coaxial Transmission Line per-
formance...superior quality, plus optimum mechanical 

and electrical specifications. 

To achieve this, Cablewave Systems fabricates high 

conductivity, hard-drawn copper tubing with precision 

machined, pin-type Teflon dielectric insulators. Standard 

50 ohm transmission line is offered in sizes from 1/4 " thru 

93/16 "; 75 ohm in 61/4 " and 9/1 6" . All utilize EIA bolt type 

flanges and inner connectors compatible with EIA 

1:1ZI Member of the 
Radio Frequency 

Systems Group 

MINIM 

standards, MIL specs and international IEC recommen-

dations. Aluminum outer conductor 50 and 75 ohm 

transmission lines are available on special order. 

To complement our full line of Rigid Coaxial Trans-
mission Lines and accessories, Cablewave Systems 

also manufactures a complete line of semi-flexible air 
and foam dielectric coaxial cables and connectors. 

For a copy of our 48 page Rigid Coaxial Transmission 

Line catalog and information on other broadcast and RF 
communication products, contact Cablewave Systems. 

Cablewave Systems 

DIVISION OF RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS. INC. 
60 Dodge Ave., North Haven, CT 064739(203) 239-3311 

one rack unit black box could be in-
stalled in a single day. And, making life 
even easier, it came with an interface ca-
ble already made up for the Potomac 
AM-91. 
But if you have a Delta AMM-1 it will 

come with the appropriate cable and 
edge connector. 
The AMI is transparent, so there is no 

calibration! The sample voltage that 
comes in is the sample voltage that is 
held and output. There really is no in-
telligence to the box; no "brain" is there 
to get scrambled. 
The box itself is simple and contains 

four things: 24 separate sample-hold cir-
cuits (enough for a 12 tower array); 
switches to allow day, critical hours (if 
used) and night tower configurations; a 
timer circuit that sequentially triggers 
(electrically pushes the appropriate 
tower button and takes the reading) ev-
ery four seconds to 64 minutes—user 
programmable by DIP switches; and a 
power supply. 

Outside world interfacing 
Outside world interfacing is straight-

forward. Just connect the supplied inter-
connect cable to the "remote" connector 
on your AM antenna monitor. 

r User  
 Report 
Fan out and connect the raw end of the 

interconnect cable wires to the metering 
inputs of your remote control. 
Find a point in your phasor, time clock 

or remote control that will supply a 
momentary or continuous "ground" on 
one of three appropriate wires for 
switching between day, critical hours 
and night operation. 
Then set DIP switches for each tower 

used in each of your patterns, set DIP 
switches for Potomac or Delta, and set 
DIP switches for frequency of updating 
(four minutes to 124 minutes). 

All the outputs are always present, 
so the actual remote control that you 
use can read and log any and all values 
at any time. Finally, set DIP switches 
for delay between tower selection and 
sample (two seconds to 31 seconds). 
Although most directional AMs have 

between two and six towers, the Gent-
ner AMI can handle up to 12 towers. The 
unused positions can either be ignored 
or used to interface to a relay activated 
Delta RF sample-detector for non-DA 
base current or other RF current 
monitoring purposes. 
The performance of Gentner's AMI 

was exactly what I had hoped for. It 
worked right out of the box once the re-
mote switch was pushed on our Potomac 
AM-19. The new remote control system 
with auto logging performs flawless-
ly. 

For WDAE, mating Gentner's new An-
tenna Monitor Interface to a simple, in-
expensive, compact and high quality re-
mote control gives us improved reliabil-
ity, improved transmitter logging and 
improved technical information—all at 
reduced maintenance time and expense. 
I only wish it had been available five 

years ago. 

Editor's note: Lloyd Berg serves on the 
NAB Advisory Board and is chairman of the 
Tampa chapter of the SBE. He is also an am-
ateur radio shortwave operator. He may be 
reached at 813-289-0455. 

For more information on the Gentner AMI, 
contact Gary Crowder at Gentner Electronics 
Corporation: 801-268-1117. 
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WHY DIDN'T SOMEONE THINK OF 
THIS BEFORE? 

A FAST-PACED PRODUCTION CONSOLE 

THE WHEATSTONE SP-6 AUDIO CONSOLE 
le's production people quickly accomplish 

8 arc 16-track work, yet easily handle routine 
transfers and dubbing operations. With its 
unique tack monitor section it can facilitate 
sTuulitaneous stereo mixdown during the multi-
flicck bed session — almost halving typical pro-
cuction •ime cycles. Input channels are laid out 
just Ilike an air console, with machine starts 
below the channel fader, so staff familiar with 
on-a r consoles can quickly become comfort-
able in the production environment. 

Fcr those interested in more advanced tech-
n quas, the SP-6 employs a powerful talent 
moniiloa section designed to rapidly call up live 
"IlliC and track combinations, making difficult 
Diunch- ns a breeze. Standard SP-6 input chan-
nel equalizers are more comprehensive than 

fl t>0 

those supplied as optional items on compet-
ing products, allowing much greater creative 
freedom. Input channel auxiliary send sections 
are designed to be the most versatile iin the 
industry, providing 4 different auxiliary buses to 
allow digital delay, reverb, talent foldback, and 
mix-minus feeds. Stereo input channels can 
provide either mono or stereo effects sends. 
Even more, the SP-6 has 4 auxiliary Dffects 

return inputs that allow effects to be recorded 
onto the multitrack or sent to the monitor buses. 

le° 
" 

SVVheotrtone> Corporation 
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY 13211 

— 

The SP-6 provides independent headphone, 
control room and studio monitor feeds, as well 
as stereo cue solo. Control room and studio 
mute and tally functions are independently 
dipswitch selectable on individual input .-2,han-
nels. Additional studio modules may be opdered 
to accommodate larger, multi- studio installa-
tions. The SP-6 may be configured with any 
combination of mono and stereo input mod-
ules, in mainframe sizes ranging from 16 to 
32 or more inputs. The console is available 
in either an 8-track production format or a 4 
stereo subgroup TV master control conlgura-
tion. So why not profit from Wheatstone's 
experience and reputation? Call us today and 
learn more. 
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CPU Passes Voyager Group Tests 
by Carl W. Davis, VP Eng 
The Voyager Group 

Raleigh NC ... Several months ago, the 
Voyager Group began looking for alter-
natives to using conventional 450 MHz 
RPU equipment. Our search was moti-
vated by the desire to avoid the high costs 
associated with putting standard RPU 
service into effect at two of our stations. 
Because of their locations, WWMG-

FM in Charlotte, NC and WRDU-FM in 
Raleigh, NC would have required the 
additional expense of tower space and 
a repeater system in order to provide ac-
ceptable coverage. 
We were inclined to believe that one 

answer would be to use or adapt exist-
ing cellular telephone service to our 
needs, so we began to experiment with 
that concept. 

We initially used a basic cellular phone 
for remotes, with mixed results. A home-
made interface to allow the use of a 
broadcast mic was an improvement, but 
getting to the proper point within the 
cellular phone circuitry was a problem. 
Schematics for the phone are difficult 

to come by, and there are physical prob-
lems with trying to get external audio 
into some models. Results were mixed 
with this configuration. It was an im-
provement, but low frequency response 
was still poor. 

On the phone 
As a result, I called Neal Davis (no re-

lation) of Broadcast Services and asked 
if anyone offered an interface for a cel-
lular phone so that we didn't have to 
reinvent the wheel. 

It just so happened that his company 

 1.1411r1-14->-1.1-14-11,--11-.3  

Advanced Micro-Dynamics' ARC-16 
16-channel transmitter remote control 
allows control of one or more trans-
mitters from the studio, by telephone 
or a combination of both. 
The transmitter unit includes: a 32-

character display, values displayed 
with user-selected labels and units 
and an option to add a dedicated stu-
dio control unit, dial-up telephone 
control or both. 
The controller also contains a 

32-character LCD which gives clear-
text prompts to guide the opera-
tor. 

A Digital Speech Unit allows con-
trol by telephone and may be used in 
addition to the studio controller, or as 
the only control. Readings are an-
nounced by a digitally recorded hu-
man voice. 
Other ARC-16 features include a 

modular design for control of multi-
ple transmitter sites from a single lo-
cation, use of multiple control loca-
tions, or the addition of a redundant 
control/metering link. 

For more information, contact Peter 
Burk at Advanced Micro-Dynamics: 
508-433-8877. 

was completing plans for marketing its 
Cellular Production Unit (CPU) package. 
He asked if the Voyager stations would 
test the package and of course I said yes. 
The Voyager Group put the CPU sys-

tem to work in three markets, ex-
perimenting with various configurations 
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and testing the system under typical 
broadcast conditions. We were very 
pleased with the results, so much so that 
we have permanently installed the pack-
age in two of our giant boom boxes. 
At the heart of the Cellular Production 

Unit system is an interface box which 
physically connects between the cellular 
phone handset and the cellular trans-
ceiver. 
The interface cable, which comes with 

the CPU package, varies from phone to 
phone. If your station has three differ-
ent brands of cellular phone, all you 
need are three different cables and a sin-
gle interface unit. 
The CPU system has two other con-

nections. A standard RJ-11 modular 
phone jack is used to feed audio from 
an audio mixer into the interface. This 
scheme is perfect for inserting frequency 
extenders. There is also a miniplug mon-
itor output for connection to a head-
phone amp. 
The list of benefits of the CPU package 

is a long one. Primarily, no FCC licens-
ing is required, and there is no coordi-
nation of frequencies as with an RPU. 
An acceptable cellular signal is availa-

ble in many locations where an RPU will 
not operate. Since everything simply 
plugs together, it is easy to use and easy 
to set up, especially for non-technical 
personnel. You can use the cellular 
phone separately when you are not do-
ing a remote. 

It offers complete mobility with a bat-
tery powered phone; you are not tied to 
AC power or a vehicle. On the bottom 
line, the Cellular Production Unit system 
looks great. The worst case operational 
cost would be about $18 per hour and 
equipment costs are over 30% less than 
comparable RPU equipment. 

Modular system 
The features that impressed me most 

were the system's modularity, which al-
lows you to leave your tools in your tool 
box; easily available headphone 
monitoring; and excellent quality for 
voice work, particularly when used with 
a frequency extender. 
Nothing in this business is perfect and 

the CPU package is no exception. It is 
obviously not suitable for music, stereo 
or any application demanding broad-
band audio. 
I would highly recommend it for 

sports, news, boom boxes and wireless 
interviews. Other applications are under 
development by Broadcast Services, 
which include use with portable fax 
machines and lap-top computers. 
I am sure the list of applications for the 

Cellular Production Unit will grow. Its 
usefulness is limited only by human im-
agination. 

Editor's note: Carl Davis can be reached 
at 919-781-7333. 

For more information on the CPU package, 
contact Neal Davis at Broadcast Services: 
919-934-6869. 

Announcing the Greatest Advance in Remote Production 
Since the Introduction of Conventional RPU Equipment: 

The Davis Communications Group 

Cellular Production Unit' 
System for Broadcast Remote Work 

The CELLULAR PRODUCTION UNIT"' 
system uses a rugged, reliable, top-quality 
NEC cellular telephone which provides a 
full range of cellular features when not 
being used for the CPU' system. A pro-

.. prietary Audio Broadcast Interface unit 

links the cellular phone with your choice of a 
Shure M267 or Electro-Voice ELX-1 portable 
mixer. Basic system prices begin at $1,450, 
and adapter cables are available to match 
the Audio Broadcast Interface to other late 
model cellular phones. 

Our CELLULAR PRODUCTION UNIT 
system offers the ultimate in conven-
ience and quality for voice-grade remote 
work, interfacing the latest cellular 
telephone technology with high-quality, 
professional broadcast equipment. Now, 
any audio source, mic or line, can be 
easily mixed, processed and transmitted 
via any local cellular telephone network. 
The advantages over conventional RPU 
techniques are tremendous: 

No FCC License Required. Use your 
CPU' system anytime, anywhere 
cellular service is available. Avoid 
frequency conflicts and coordination 
headaches. 

Easy Set-Up and Operation. Simply 
plug in the connector cables, dial up and 
go! No antennas or RF path worries. No 
modifications of your cellular phone. 

Instant Availability. Respond to remote 
needs immediately — just grab your 
CPU " system and go! No need to 
arrange for phone loops or engineering 
assistance. 

BROADCAST 
SERVICES CO.  

At. 3, Box 45E. Four Oaks, NC 27524 
(919) 934-6869 FAX (919) 934-1537 

P.O. Box 309. Front Royal, VA 22630 
(703) 635-1413 FAX (703) 635-9762 
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Complete Mobility. Announcers can 
travel as required. on foot or in a ve-
hicle. even during live coverage. 

Economical to Purchase. The CPU " 
system is less than 2/3 the cost of ccm-
parable RPU equipment. Plus, you 
have full-time use of the cellular phone 
when not doing remotes. 

Low Air Time Cost. Below $18 per 
hour — as low as $9 per hour at nights 
and on weekends. 

Excellent Voice Quality. The CPU 
system offers low frequency response 
to 50 Hz using a Comrex - single line 
extender system. 

Applications: 
Sports Events Boom Boxes 
Live News Coverage Roving Interviews 

On- Site Promotions 

For further details, contact the 
broadcast industry's exclusive distribu-
tors of the CPU:' 

Electronic Merchandising Enterprises 

4110 N. Main Street. High Point, NC 27260 
(919) 869-3335 FAX (919) 889-3771 

CPU and Cellular Production Unit are trademarks of The Davis Communications Group. 
Cornrex is a registered trademark of the Comrex Corp. Companies of The Davis Communications Group, Inc. 
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R451 Boosts KIIS Traffic Reports 
by Jeremy R. Burnham, Spec Proj Eng 
KI1S -AM/FM 

Los Angeles CA ... Since switching to 
narrowband FM three years ago, the 
KIIS traffic helicopter radio system has 
changed very little. The transceivers in 
use in the aircraft, on the mountain top 
and at the studio in Hollywood have 
served us adequately. 

r User  
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There has always been a desire, how-

ever, to increase the area served by the 
traffic reporter as well as to improve the 
audio quality of the radio system. 
Complete coverage of the entire Los 

Angeles area with one UHF receiver is 
a virtual impossibility due to the moun-
tainous terrain and the distances in-
vglved, even with a receiver located on 
Mt_ Wilson, Southern California's prime 
communication complex. 
The KIIS traffic reporter has compen-

sated for this problem by flying to 
known good transmission areas to report 
on freeway conditions, sometimes at the 
expense of remaining over the traffic 
congestion. 

A search for improved coverage 
A solution often discussed was the use 

of several receivers scattered over the 

metropolitan area with an electronic 
"voting system" to choose the one with 
the best reception. 
But this would involve investment in 

a considerable amount of new equip-
ment, the leasing of space on prime 
mountain top locations and the on-
going monthly expense of telco audio 
circuits from each location to the stu-
dio. 
A more practical solution to increased 

coverage came with the -purchase of the 
Hamtronics R451 UHF FM Receiver. This 

Wow! The 
helicopter was 

in the next county and 
was coming in, inside 

our semi-RF-proof 

building, as clearly as 

if it were overhead. 

unit comes highly recommended by 
professionals in the field of two-way 
radio systems and amateur radio opera-
tors involved in maintaining repea-
ters. 
The price of the receiver was tempt-

ingly low. But the feeling was that, if 
nothing else, our engineering staff could 
experiment with the various inter-
nal filters and possibly increase the au-

dio quality of the helicopter recep-
tion. 
We determined that the audio band-

width was restricted more in the receiver 
than in the transmitter. 

The R451 package 
KIIS purchased the R451 Receiver 

package, which includes the HRA-460 
Helical Resonator Amplifier and the 
crystal—all wired, tuned and tested for 
$248. The optional OV-1 crystal oven sells 
for $25 and comes installed when or-
dered with the receiver. 
We also ordered the A16 RF Tight Box 

for an additional $20 because of the ex-

treme fields encountered at our transmit-
ter site. 
After assembling the receiver system 

in the shop, 1 started 
listening for the traf-
fic reports, not actu-
ally expecting to 
hear much. The an-
tenna I was using 
consisted of a 6" 
piece of copper wire 
sticking out of the 
rear connector. 
Wow! The heli-

copter was in the 
next county and 
was coming in, in-
side our semi-RF-
proof building, as 
clearly as if it were 
overhead. The per-
formance was far 
superior to that of 

our current receiver which enjoyed a 
connection to an antenna on the roof. 
After the initial shock of the almost 

unbelievable sensitivity of the R451, I 
made recordings to compare the audio 
quality of the Hamtronics versus the on-
line receiver. 
The Hamtronics exhibited a fuller low 

end, a crisper upper range and far bet-
ter overall clarity. Also, an annoying 
buzz which I had attributed to TV sync 
energy picked up by the previous re-

(continued on page 46) 

On time. On budget On air. 
The Tascam 42B makes other 2-track 

recorders seem downright slow. 
That's due in part to an ingeniously accurate 

tape handling system, and in part to Tascam's 
unique head technology. (Its heads provide sync 
response fully equal to repro, so you don't waste 
time rewinding to make audio decisions.) 
And because the 42B probably offers more 

features per dollar than any equivalent 
machine, it makes everything else seem down-
right expensive, too. (+4 dBm balanced inputs 
and outputs, plus easy-access calibration are 
just a few of its standard features.) 

For more information, call or write about the 
Tascam 42B today. It's a new and vastly 
improved way to keep meeting your deadlines. 
And your budgets. 

TAS CAM I 
©1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. (213) 726-0303. 
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Marti Dual STL Allows Backup 
by Dennis J. Martin, CE 
KOLA-FM/KMET-AM 

Los Angeles CA ... High-cost, low-
reliability telephone lines used to con-
vey programming from the studio to the 
transmitter are continuing to decline in 
number across the country. Increases in 
line costs, coupled with poor—or 
unavailable—repair service, have forced 
many broadcasters to abandon leased 
lines in favor of studio-to-transmitter 
(STL) microwave links. 

r User  
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Owned by the station and maintained 

by station personnel, STLs by nature cir-
cumvent many of the problems as-
sociated with public utilities. 
When selecting a stereo STL, though, 

the buyer is confronted with one key 
question that greatly affects performance 
and reliability: "composite" or "dual-
channel?" 

Composite vs. dual-channel 
In a composite system, the stereo 

generator is located at the studio, which 
feeds a single STL transmitter. At the 
transmitter site, the output of á single 
STL receiver connects to the input of the 
transmitter (exciter). 
A dual-channel STL system is differ-

ent in that the stereo generator is located 
. at the transmitter. Thus, two STL trans-
mitters feed separate left and right chan-
nel signals to two STL receivers at the 
transmitter site. 
Importantly, a dual system offers this 

inherent backup provision: if one trans-
mitter or receiver fails, you're still on the 
air (in mono), while you'd be off the air 
using a composite system. 

In addition, dual-channel systems 
typically offer better selectivity, and 
readily accept lower received signal 
strengths than their composite counter-
parts for corresponding SNR. Better sen-

sitivity allows longer path lengths or the 
use of smaller, less costly antennas. 

Better fidelity 
Fidelity-oriented broadcasters are also 

looking to dual-channel systems to meet 
the rigorous demands of the digital 
era. 
Dual STLs excel in their ability to min-

imize audio degradation and deliver the 
full 80 dB separation of compact discs to 
the input terminals of the stereo gener-
ator. And to obtain truly outstand-
ing performance, a compander form of 
noise reduction can be added to a dual 
STL. 
Although both systems offer advan-

tages and disadvantages, we at KOLA 

The multimeter can be switched to 
read modulation level, subcarrier in-
jection level, DC power supply voltage. 
PA current, RF Drive 1 and RF Drive 
2. 

The R-10 receiver 
The Marti R-10 is the companion re-

ceiver to the STL-10 transmitter. Housed 
in the same 31/2  " high rack mount chas-
sis, the receiver requires only 14 µV for 
a 60 dB SNR which is achieved by using 
a GaAsFET LNA. 
Since the receiver relies on a 200 kHz 

phase linear IF filter, rejection of adjacent 
channel interference is excellent while 
assuring impressive demodulated sub-
carrier results. 

The Marti R-10 STL Receiver 

felt that a dual-channel STL would best 
meet our objectives and budget con-
straints. After a survey of the market-
place, we selected the Marti STL-10/R-10 
STL system. 

Description 

The STL-10 is a 10 W transmitter that 
uses a low distortion, direct FM modu-
lator to achieve its excellent performance 
characteristics. 
Carrier deviation at 100% modulation 

is +50 kHz. Nominal audio input is +8 
dBni into a 600 ohm differential ampli-
fier. An unbalanced input is also availa-
ble on a BNC connector. Each transmit-
ter is designed to accept two subcarriers, 
allowing a dual system to handle a total 
of four subcarriers. 
The STL-10 provides two front panel 

meters for diagnostics: a switchable for-
ward/reflected power meter, calibrated in 
watts; and a multimeter. 

Audio out-
put is adjusta-
ble to + 10 dBm 
and is user se-
lectable as a 
600 ohm trans-
former or elec-
tronically bal-

phasis, we have found 25 tts to be a good 
choice. 

Specifications 
STL system specifications are an im-

pressive ±0.25 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz, less 
than 0.25% THD+N, and an SNR of 78 
dB or more. 

Crosstalk between channels is virtually 
unmeasurable but separation is conser-
-vatively specified as being the noise 
floor. Left-to-right differential phase is no 
more than 0.5°, 20 Hz to 15 kHz and 
differential amplitude between channels 
is 0.1 dB, maximum. 
Excellent square wave response is en-

sured since the low pass filters were 
designed not to overshoot on complex 
audio waveforms. 
To simplify repair in the field, most 

components are mounted on PC boards 
that can be disconnected by unplugging 
a single connector. 
This type of construction means that 

troubleshooting can often be done 
over the phone with factory assistance. 
And since a replacement PC board 
can usually be supplied in about. a 
day, downtime is minimized and return-
ing the unit for factory repair is sel-

anced source. 
An unbalanced 
output is availa-
ble on a BNC 
connector. And 
like the trans-
mitter, two BNC 
connectors are   
provided for subcarrier outputs. 
On the front panel of the receiver, a 10 

dB RF attenuate switch helps prevent re-
ceiver overload from extremely strong 
signals. A switchable meter reads RF sig-
nal level, audio output level, subcarrier 
output level, DC power supply voltage, 
LO (local oscillator) level and mixer level. 
Two LEDs display power on and squelch 
status. 
In the transmitter and receiver, the 

user can select 0, 25, 50 or 75 As pre-
/deemphasis. Since our STL system is 
preceded by a wideband limiter that 
does not anticipate the effects of preem-

a 

• 

.. and its companion, the Marti STL-10 STL Transmitter 

Take Me Out To The Ball Game 

e•• 

Or just take me out. The STL( extender/ 
console puts you on the air when you're on 
the road. 
With the STLX, when you leave the studio 

you don't leave studio quality behind. The 
built-in Comrex Dual-Line frequency 
extender with multiband noise reduction will 
deliver full program audio on two dial tele-
phone lines—anywhere in the world. 
And everything you need is all together in 

one professional package. This is a studio-
quality console that's rugged enough for the 
road, with a four-input mixer (Penny & Gilese 
faders are standard), complete telephone 
interface, full monitor system with talkback, 
AGC, PA feed and more. An optional battery 
pack is available as well as a custom shipping 
case that will stand up to the airlines. 

For more information on how Comrex can 
help-your road games, call or write Comrex 
Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 
(508) 263-1800. TWX 710-347-1049. FAX 
(508) 635-0401. 1-800-237-1776. 

/gilt WIVta »WY ® 

dom neccesary. 
The two channels are normally offset 

by + 125 kHz from the nominal channel 
frequency, still occupying a single STL 
channel like a composite system. 

Narrowband operation 
But unlike a composite link, the Marti 

STL-10/R-10 can be configured for the 
new FCC narrowband operation. By off-
setting the carriers ±50 kHz instead of 
+125 kHz, four channels can be trans-
mitted in the 500 kHz bandwidth of a 
single STL frequency channel. 

In a typical installation, two STL-10 
transmitters feed a Marti HRC-10 trans-
mitter combiner. The HRC-10 in effect 
"mixes" the output of the two transmit-
ters so that a single coax cable and an-
tenna may be used. 
At the receive end, a single antenna 

and coax cable feed a Marti MTS-1 split-
ter. The M1S-1 "splits" the single output 
of the antenna to two outputs, one for 
each receiver. 
For a fully redundant system, two an-

tennas and separate coax cables can be 
installed at each end. 
Both the Marti STL-10 transmitter and 

R-10 receiver can be operated from a 12 
V battery, allowing continuous operation 
during the start-up period of a standby 
generator. 
For this application, you may want to 

consider the Marti UPS-12 Uninterrupt-
ible Power Supply. Besides sensing AC 
power failure and switching to the bat-
tery, the UPS12 recharges the battery af-
ter return of AC power, then provides a 
"keep-alive" trickle charge. 

Editor's note: Dennis J. Martin is DE for 
House of Music in Costa Mesa, CA, a con-
sulting engineer and a freelance writer. He 
is a member of the SBE and AES, and may 
be reached at 714-684,9992. 

For more information about the STL-10 and 
R-10, contact Selene Nix at Marti: 
817-645-9163. 
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TFT a Sound Value 
by Doug Irwin, CE 
KJAZ-FM 

San Francisco CA ... When I began 
performing engineering duties at KJAZ 
in October of 198Z one of the first things 
I noticed was that the station had an Su 
that suffered from fading, co-channel in-
terference and sound quality inferior to 
that of our competition. 
The system was composed of a TFT 

7700 composite transmitter and an older 
receiver made by another manufacturer 
in the mid 1970s. I attributed the sound 
quality problems to the receiver. 
The fading was caused by, and the co-

channel interference worsened by, the 
actual path, which literally looks be-
tween two buildings in the financial dis-
trict of San Francisco. 

Dual mono STL 
I felt that a dual mono (or discrete) su. 

system would solve most of the prob-
lems. 
The co-channel interference would be 

diminished or eliminated because we 
would no longer be on the frequency of 
the offending transmitter; the sound 
quality would be improved because of 
the modern design of comtemporary 
STL systems and the fading problem 
would be lessened because narrowband 
receivers need much less signal for 
reasonable quieting. 

Also, with a dual mono system one 
has a 100% backup system, albeit mono, 
that is under 24-hour test. If I opted to 

simply replace the composite receiver 
with a new one, I would have had to use 
the old one as my backup. I deemed this 
to be undesirable. 
I contacted TFT and requested a loaner 

system for 951.375 MHz (125 kHz below 
the original composite frequency of 951.5 
MHz) which would become the left 
channel in my dual mono scheme. The 
system arrived in about three weeks. 

Putting it to the test 
My first test of the system was to make 

sure that there was no interference from 
the other local 951.5 MHz composite 

rUser  
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transmitter. Early one morning I took 
KJAZ off the air and replaced the com-
posite system with the mono system. 
I added a 6 dB coaxial attenuator to 

simulate the loss of both the transmitter 
combiner and receive power divider that 
would be experienced in the complete 
dual mono installation. 
To my relief, I heard no interference 

from the output of the receiver. I noted 
the received signal level and put the 
composite system back on the air. 
The next step was to set the system up 

on the bench for a series of other tests. 
Unfortunately, I do not have a calib-

rated RF attenuator, so I ran the transmit-
ter into a dummy load and placed the re-
ceiver antenna at the appropriate location 

for KJAZ 
near the dummy load so that the receive 
level indication matched what I had 
measured over the sn, path. 
Figure 1 shows THD+N versus fre-

quency. The TFT spec is simply 0.2% 
1 kHz. Figure 2 shows deviation versus 
THD+N at 400 Hz. Figure 3 shows a test 
run through the built-in 39 kHz mux 
channel (at the 150 IN level). 
The sound quality of the TFT 8600 sys-

tem is very good. I used a Studer A725 
for my listening test source material and 
performed an A/B comparison test be-
tween the CD output and the 8600 re-
ceiver output. 

The only difference that I could per-
ceive was a higher noise floor in the out-
put of the receiver (as expected) and a 
slight decrease in the clarity of the very 
high frequencies in the source material. 
The latter might be attributed to the 
slightly higher noise floor. 
Square wave tests showed that the sys-

tem does not suffer from ringing of un-

acceptable tilt. I also tested the system 
with dbx noise reduction on line and the 
results were excellent. (I plan on testing 
the Dolby SR system next—these kinds 
of noise reduction schemes are not prac-
tical over composite systems). 

A sound value 
I am a believer in the old adage: "You 

get what you pay for!' The TFT 8600 sys-
tem is inexpensive and I had my doubts 
that a high quality dual mono system 
could be sold for around $8000. 
However, the system is well built. An 

inspection of the interior of the units 
showed that the quality of the PC board 
construction was high, the assembly and 
internal cabling done carefully. 
I noted a few minor problems. The 

particular transmitter that I had could 
not be mounted in the rack—the hole 
spacing was just slightly off. 
The transmitter output meter read 7.0 

W continually, although actual power 
was 6.0 W, which sagged to 5.6 W as the 
unit heated up. The mux deviation me-
ter did not indicate while I used the mux 
channel. 
The bottom line, though, is this: I or-

dered the entire system. The TFT 8600 
system turned out to be the solution to 
the KJAZ STL problem and with this 
system in place I can get on to my next 
project. 

Editor's note: Doug Irwin is Assistant 
Chief Engineer of ,KSAN/KNEW, San Fran-
cisco, and moonlights (literally) as CE of 
KJAZ. He can be reached at 415-254-7628. 

For more information on the TFT 8600, 
contact Jesse Maxenchs at TFT: 408-727-
5942. 

Put the Tascam CD-501 next to any other broadcast 
compact disc player, and you'll find there's no 
comparison. 

Nothing can compare to the purity, clarity, and accu-
racy of its sound, thanks to breakthroughs like Tascam's 
proprietary ZD Digital Circuit and double oversampling. 
And in the split-second, high-speed, high-pressure 

world of the broadcast professional, it's the only machine 
you can depend on, 100% of the time. 

Which figures, since the CD-501 is not an adapted 
consumer deck, but a highly-engineered system that's 
built for broadcast. Nothing else offers its combination 
of professional features, including 19" rack-mountability, 
balanced outputs, and a hard-wired remote that lets 
• you completely control and program either of two 
decks in any mode. 

Call or write for more information on the CD-501. 
Find out about a new, higher level of digital quality. 
And digital toughness. 

TASCAM 

Digital 
defined. 

©1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, 
Montebello, CA 90640. (213) 726-0303. 

REMOTE CONTROL UNIT 
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Moseley 1600 Setups 
Are a Plus with WCUZ 
by Tom Bosscher, ACE 
WCUZ-AM/FM 

Grand Rapids MI ... Reliability is the 
most important consideration when you 
are looking for a remote control for a sta-
tion. If the remote control fails, the trans-
mitter fails and it's usually a long drive 
to correct the problem. 
So when we decided to replace an 

older remote control at our FM station, 
we looked at the alternatives and 
decided on the Moseley 1600. 
The flexibility of use of different links 

was an important factor in our choice. At 

WCUZ-FM, the remote control signal is 
sent to the transmitter via a 140 kHz sub-
carrier on the composite STL (a Moseley 
606C). 
The return data is fed to a Moseley 

TRL-1 telemetry link, which requires au-
dio frequency information. At a contract 
station, we send the data to the trans-
mitter the same way; the backhaul is on 
a 92 kHz subcarrier on the station's car-
rier, which is simply plugged into the ex-
citer. 
The Moseley allows your choice of all 

of these options just by plugging in the 
right module or jumper. Field changing 

of the subcarrier card's frequency is also 
available. 

Analog telemetry channels 
The 1600 has 16 analog telemetry chan-

nels. These are all referenced chassis 
ground and you are not limited to a 
straight linear readout of the sample. 
Choices are given: the standard linear, 

direct mV, linear 
with a reference 
point, power (log) 
or indirect. 
The indirect 

choice is clever, as it multiplies the sam-
ple you are on by the one just in front 
of it, and then, by a fixed factor, comes 
up with, say, 100%. 

If you put your plate sample on posi-
tion #2 and your plate current on #3, put 
your plate sample on #4 again and set 
up the indirect power reading. The 1600 

Introducing 
The most innovative 

pair of STLs on the market 

• Frequency Agile • Comprehensive Metering 

• Excellent Selectivity • Built-in Receiver Transfer Circuitry 

• Switchable Monaural/Composite Operation 

The PCL 6020 and 6030 Studio-
Transmitter Links blend technology and 
innovative design to provide a reliable, 
high-performance alternative to leased 
telephone lines. 

The PCL 6000 Series STLs feature 
transparent audio, excellent selectivity. 
built-in receiver transfer circuitry, extensive 

front-panel metering, and frequency agility. 
Now, you can select monaural or 

composite operation from a single system 
in the field. Receiver IF bandwidth can be 

set in the field or in the factory for 100 to 
500 kHz channel spacing. 

PCL 6010 Transmitter 
The 6010 Transmitter is common to 

the 6020 and 6030 systems, and uses 
direct modulation techniques. FM 
frequency modulation is converted to final 

output through an up converter mixer. 
For long STL paths, a 15-watt transmitter 

power output is available as an option. 

PCL 6020 System 
The dual conversion PCL 6020 Receiver 

uses an FM quadrature detector to provide 

maximum fidelity. Use the PCL 6020 to 
replace an older STL, such as the PCL-505 
for a 10 dB improvement in SNR and stereo 
separation. 

PCL 6030 System 

The PCL 6030 system offers the highest 
performance in hostile RF environments. 

The triple conversion PCL 6030 Receiver 
uses a digital pulse counting discriminator 
to provide the transparent audio necessary 
with aggressive processing techniques. 

Call Moseley Marketing for more 
information, and for all your STL needs. 

Circle Reader Service 31 on Page 34 

111 Castilian Drive 
Santa Barbara, CA 93117 
805 968 9621 
FAX: 805 685 9638 
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will track the two samples and give you 
a solid indication of what's going on. 
At WCUZ-FM we then run the trans-

mitter reflectometer sample to another 
position to act as a reference point. It 
sure does beat the slide rule! 
One special note should be made: You 

can set up any analog channel to give an 
alarm condition if the sample is too high 

or too low. 
Next are the 16 

channels of status. I 
believe that status 
monitoring helps 

the non-engineer board announcer keep 
a closer eye on the transmitter, because 
it's very easy to notice a status light be-
tween meter readings as opposed to 
catching something on the next go 
around. 
On our FM installation we have the 

status lights configured to come on only 
when there is an abnormal situation. 
Conditions such as generator on line, 
aux tx fils on, antenna switch on aux, 
power utility not here, etc. will light the 
proper lamp. 
So when there are problems, it is now 

very easy to ask the announcer what 

The CRT is handy when 

there is a problem and 

the board operator is, 

perhaps, a little thin on 

smarts. 

light is on. The status lamps can be set 
up to light with normal or inverted logic. 
You can set up the alarm to be used for 
rising, falling, high or low logic condi-
tions. 

An optional CRT 
One very useful option for the 1600 is 

the CRT. This gives you a monitor and 
keyboard to view and control the 1600. 
Displayed are the 16 analog channels un-
der whatever labels you wish to call 
them, and the 16 status channels with 
labels for both on and off conditions. 
The CRT is handy when there is a 

problem and the board operator is, per-
haps, a little thin on smarts. Just have 
him read down the columns of data and 
status. 
At our station, I have programmed the 

1600 CRT display to show any status po-
sition that is not normal. So with one 
look at the status channels we can see 
what needs to be checked. 
But the best part of the 1600 and its 

CM' option is that there are no EPROMs 
that need to be configured for your site. 
All setup data is stored by both the trans-
mitter and the studio unit. In the event 
of a power failure both units will be back 
within a short bit of time, with all the 
custom configuration for your site. 
We do not have the printer option in-

stalled at our locations, but all the printer 
headers and column words can be set up 
by you at your location. We went ahead 
and plugged a printer into the 1600 and 
the printout looks impressive. 

In addition, you can have an analog 
channel's upper and lower limits ena-
bled and disabled by any channel's sta-
tus. This allows you to ignore the lower 
power limit for the aux transmitter when 
it is not on line. 

Wiring 
One perplexing situation in which you 

might find yourself with 16 analog in-
puts, 16 status, 16 raise and 16 lower re-

(continued on page 46) 
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tor up to 99 remote sites via a stan 
dard dial-up telephone line and the use 
of high-speed DTMF. 

Its software permits control from the 
keyboard, formatted storage, display and 
printing of status information and ver-
satile sorting of files by site. 
User-configurable screens present 

plain English displays of status informa-
tion. Analog information generated by 
analog card-equipped remote units is au-
tomatically converted into desired en-
gineering units. 

This, in conjunction with a Model 6005 
Remote Control system (which has eight 
control relays, eight digital inputs, a 60-
event timer, alarm callback on input sta-
tus change and an optional analog card 
with eight differential inputs) gives the 
engineer control of the remote transmit-
ter. 
Control relays can be configured to 

Monroe: Control at Your Fingers 
by Roland L. Phillips, App Eng 
Monroe Electronics 

Lyndonville NY ... With the increasing 
use of dial-up units for remote control 
broadcast transmitters, continued man-
ual operation has become cumbersome. 
Today's dial-up remotes are very 
sophisticated, requiring the operator to 
look up or remember command codes. 
A Monroe Model 6006 Central Con-

troller, with an IBM PC-compatible com-
puter, gives an engineer the option 
of manual or automatic control of 
remote sites. Technology 
The 6006 can control and moni  Update 

control the transmitter's main power; the 
antenna load: main or dummy; preset 
power levels: high, post sunset and 
nighttime as well as increasing or 
decreasing power levels via an external 
motor drive. 

Digital and analog inputs 
Digital and analog inputs on the model 

6005 are used to monitor control points 
and voltages at the remote transmitter 
site. If an input is enabled to callback on 

a change of status 
and a change of 
state takes place, 
the 6005 will auto-
dial the first tele-
phone number 
stored in memory. 
This callback can 

then be answered by personnel or auto-
matically by the Central Controller. If the 
Central Controller answers the incoming 
call it can automatically acknowledge the 
call-in, log it on a hard copy and return 
the remote control to its normal non-
alarm condition. 
This mode of monitoring, having the 

remote unit and the Central Controller 
work automatically may be very useful 
to engineers. 
They could, for example, have present 

power levels controlled by the remote's 

real time clock and the callbacks for 
power level change automatically ac-
knowledged and logged by the Central 
Controller. 
The advantages to using a Central 

Controller over manual operation in-
clude: the ability to generate plain Eng-
lish labels for control and monitor points 
at a remote site; station data files created 
for each remote site; station normals de-
termined for controls and monitor points 
at each remote site; station programming 

created, viewed or modified; and printer 
phrasing creation or modification. 
Plain English labelling permits the 

programmer to label points that cor-
respond to the actual points on the re-
mote site. An example would be "Main 
Transmitter Power ON." 
The programmer would label the ap-

propriate relay with "Main Transmitter 
Power" and "On" for the response when 
the remote's relay is energized. 
Responses can be labelled for the four 

conditions of each relay output or input. 
Station data files contain the remote 

site's address, telephone number, access 
code and whether polling, access code 
or auto acknowledgement of callback are 
enabled or disabled. Also contained in 
the station data file are screens generated 
for plain English labels and responses. 

Alarm conditions 
Within the station data files, station 

normals are set to the conditions which 
can be recognized as normal by the Cen-
tral Controller for a station's outputs and 
inputs when the remote calls in with a 
status report. 
These conditions are used by the Cen-

tral Controller to determine whether an 
input is in an alarm condition. With this 
type of setup the remote unit can be ena-
bled for callback on any change of state, 
but the Central Controller determines if 
the change is really an alarm condition. 
To view a remote's stored program 

parameters, you use the Central Con-
troller to call out and request a program 
dump. This will present all program 
parameters along with time commands. 
Usually engineers must call out to the 

remote site and send touch-tone com-
mands to operate and monitor the re-
mote. 
And with the need for more and more 

dial-up units in the broadcasting field 
the Central Controller becomes very cost 
effective, giving engineers more time for 
things other than going to the telephone 
and accessing the remote unit, waiting 
for it to speak English or beep. 

Editor's note: For more information, con-
tact the author at 716-765-2254. 

Raise your standards. 
.J .J 

• 

1111L ; 

To understand the superiority of the Tascam 
ATR-60/2N, begin with the heads: no other 
2-track production recorder has heads that can 
provide sync response fully equal to repro 
response—an advantage that allows you to save 
time by making critical audio decisions without 
rewinding. 

Next, look at its direct-drive reel motors, its 
PLL servo capstan, and its 3-motor servo con-
trolled tape handling system—all factors that 
lead to the ultimate in fast, accurate, and stress-
free tape handling. 

Finally, consider that the ATR-60/2N gives 
you all this and more, hour after hour, year 
after year. 

Then call or write today about the Tascam 
ATR-60/2N. And take your broadcasting to a 
higher level. 

TASCAM 
©1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. ( 213) 726-0303. 
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u TUNED IN LI 
New Directions ... As you probably 

already have heard, Gentner Electronics 
has acquired Texar, Inc. All Texar oper-
ations have been moved to Gentner's 
Salt Lake City facility; the Texar Mon-
roeville, PA office will be permanently 
closed. 
According to Gary Crowder, Gent-

ner's director of marketing and sales, 
Broadcast Audio Division, former Texar 
owner and president Glen Clark will be 
working as advisor/consultant with 
Gentner "for a few months!' 
President Russ Gentner says that the 

recent purchase "establishes Gentner as 
an important force in the audio process-
ing domain," and adds that the com-
pany will be introducing several new 
Texar products in the near future. By the 
way, Gentner's new address is 1825 Re-
search Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84119. 
The phone number is 801-975-7200. 

People ... Of course, the industry is 
abuzz with Harris' acquisition of Allied 
Broadcast. In the midst of all that, Al-
lied has announced that Cal Vandegrift, 
who recently began his ninth year with 
the company, is moving to its Los An-
geles office. Incidentally, Allied's new 
toll-free number to reach its offices any-
where in the US is 800-622-0022. 
And a familiar name has surfaced at 

Studer Revox America. Tore Nordahl, 
formerly of Mitsubishi Pro Audio has 
been named VP and general manager 
in charge of operations as of 1 October. 

Of Special Note ... At Radio '88, In-
tegrated Media Systems was busy mar-
keting its Dyaxis digital audio system 
and new MacMix software. The Dyaxis 
allows you to record, retrieve, edit, mix 
and process sound with the mere touch 
of a finger. With the addition of Mac-
Mix (using a Macintosh computer) you 
can do precise sound edits with the 
click of a mouse. VP of Marketing Gerry 
Kearby says the relatively low cost of the 
system makes it affordable to even small 
sized operations. 
Those of you interested in the status 

of the elusive recordable CD may be in-
terested in knowing that the introduc-
tion of Tandy Corp.'s THOR (randy, 
High-Density Optical Recording) Sys-
tem is planned in the next 18-24 
months. Tandy's director of marketing, 
Michael Grubbs, says that THOR is the 
only system which will be fully compat-
ible with existing CD players. Planned 
price for the erasable CD will be $500. 

If you have industry/equipment news to 
report, send it to Radio World Buyers 
Guide, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 
22041. 

HOW MUCH OF YOUR 
CD MUSIC REACHES 
YOUR AUDIENCE? 

If your STL is "composite," you could be 
losing 30 db of stereo separàtjon and one-

I third the dynamic range of CD before your 
signal reaches your FM tr smitter! 

• 

If the weak link in your audio chain is 
"composite" STL, then take a look at t 
benefits of the MARTI STL-10 scpc stereo 
syàlem. This system achieves a noise floor of 
near -80 dB at a fraction of the receiver signal 
strength required by "composite" SoTet's, and 
the stereo separation is the noise floor! Also 
you receive the extradibildend of the inherent 
interference rejection and backup reliability of 
an scpc system. 

Shouldn't your audience enjoy all the CD 
quality that originates at the studio? 

MARTI The performance-value leader in Broadcast Equipment.  

Marti Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 661, Cleburne, Texas 76031-0661 
(817) 645-9163 Telex *794835 "Marti CLBN" Fax (817) 641-3869 

Continental Monitors 
WETAS OnarAir Signal 
by Joe Davis, CE 
WETA-FM 

Washington DC ... All chief engineers 
have been through some variation of the 
following scenario. 
You're driving along, casually listening 

to your station when suddenly, static fills 
the radio and your heart jumps as you 
realize the station is off the air. 
Seconds pass as you hope it is a 

momentary overload or power failure, 
but the station stays off. Finally, three or 
four minutes after the station went 
down, it comes back on. 
When you finally find a phone and call 

the announcer, your eyes bulge as he 
explains: "Well gee, we went off when 
I was out of the studio, and when I got 
in there I couldn't remember the proce-
dure to turn on the standby and then I 
kept pressing buttons until it came 
on." 

Emergency control 
Enter the Continental 377D-2 transmit-

ter controller. The 377D-2 monitors an 
on-air transmitter. In the event the trans-

r User  
 Report 
mitter fails and does not return to the air 
within a preset time delay, it will switch 
a standby transmitter to the antenna and 
turn it on. 

All this can take place before the an-
nouncer perks up and says "Holy head-
phones, we're off the air!" 
Please understand, I have always 

taken a great deal of time to educate the 
air staff about emergency procedures. 
Simple, step-by-step instructions are 
prominently posted at the remote con-
trol. 

Still, announcers are famous for 
panicking or freezing when the transmit-
ter drops off. The better maintained sta-
tions generally do not have many trans-
mitter failures to begin with. Subse-
quently, the air staff is not always famil-
iar with the act of actually switching on 
an auxiliary transmitter. 
The 377D-2 is a complete interface be-

tween the control circuits of two trans-
mitters, a coaxial switch, dummy load 
and remote control system. It also takes 
an RF sample from each transmitter to 
sense RF power output. It can be used 
in either main/auxiliary or main/alternate 
main setups. 

How it works 
The controller switches one of two 

transmitters to the antenna. The trans-
mitter not selected to the antenna typi-
cally feeds a dummy load. There is logic 
for the dummy load's cooling interlock 
to satisfy the standby transmitter's exter-
nal interlock input. 
AM or FM transmitters can be con-

trolled by the 377D-2. Included with it 
is a coaxial switch interface panel. A 
different version of the interface panel is 
used for AM solenoid type switches as 
opposed to the FM motor-driven coax-
ial switch. 
There are only six buttons on the con-

troller, so operation is very simple. The 
buttons are arranged in pairs. 
One pair is the Plate On/Plate Off but-

tons. Plate On turns on whichever trans-
mitter is currently selected to the an-
tenna; Plate Off will turn off both trans-
mitters. 
The Xmtr 1/Xmtr 2 buttons enable 

manual selection of the alternate trans-
mitter by turning off the on-air transmit-
ter, changing the coaxial switch and 
turning on the selected transmitter. 
An auto button switches the standby 

transmitter to the antenna and turns it 
on in the event of a failure of the main, 
while its companion manual mode 
defeats this automatic changeover. ( In-
ternal jumpers allow the Plate On com-
mand to simultaneously set the unit in 
Auto, and the Plate Off command can 
also select Manual.) 

Transmitter status 
Status LEDs and lamps on the front 

show the coax switch position, plate 
on/off status of each transmitter, and 
auto or manual condition. In addition, 
the transmitter select button lamps will 
flash if there is an interlock problem 
preventing safe turn on. All controls and 
indicators are easily connected to a re-
mote control system. 
There is no microprocessor to lock up. 

Inside the 377D-2 you will find a PC 
board with TTI, logic and hefty driver 

The (Continental) 

controller switches one 
of two transmitters to 

the antenna. 

transistors. Relays connect to transmit-
ter control inputs. Internal Ni-Cad bat-
teries keep the circuit board on line dur-
ing a power failure. 

Installation can take awhile, as the 
377D-2 is connected to both transmitters, 
a coax switch, dummy load and remote 
control. 
When installed, the next step is to set 

the time delays and RF levels to your 
needs. The RF samples not only let the 
automatic switch take place, they also 
keep the coaxial switch from changing 
until the RF output has actually decayed. 

If you install a 377D-2 to work with a 
newer Continental FM transmitter, here 
is a hint: The transmitter's front panel ex-
ternal interlock LED can indicate that in-
terlock is OK, when actually it is not and 
the transmitter will not come on. 

It seems that there is enough current 
available through the unlit Plate On 
lamp of the 377D-2 to feed into the con-
trol circuits of the transmitter and il-
luminate the interlock LED. Adding a di-
ode in the transmitter will eliminate this 
problem, however. 
The 377D-2 has been around for a 

number of years, but it is not familiar to 
many engineers. I expect Continental 
could sell many more if they marketed 
more aggressively. Continental also 
makes automatic exciter switchers and a 
switcher for combined transmitter oper-
ation. 

Editor's note: foe Davis may be reached at 
703-998-2790. 

For more information on the 377D-2, con-
tact Walt Rice at Continental: 214-381-7161. 
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show was added to 
our weekend sched-

Media PA ... For years our air studio 
had little need for a telephone inter-
face—until, that is, 
an all-request oldies r User  

WKSZ Takes Requests with Telos 
by Douglas W. Fearn, CE 
WKSZ-FM 

gle line or an electronic phone system 
providing a single line output. 
We chose the Model 100 for use with 

our AT&T Merlin telephone system. The 
100 also had somewhat better specs than 

the older Model 10. 

 Report 
tile. During this pro-
gram virtually all of the audio was done 
live while the disc jockey was on the tel-
ephone with a caller. 
At first we used a standard telephone 

interface unit, but it soon became appar-
ent that something better was needed. 
The amount of DJ audio appearing in the 
telephone output was intolerably high 
and the adjustment of the hybrid null 
was a com?romise, especially with the 
800 lines we used for the show. 
To minimize the leakage in the hybrid, 

the level sent to the caller had to be kept 
quite low, which hindered communica-
tion because some callers could not hear 
the DJ clearly. Some calls were good, but 
others we unusable. 

After a little research, I concluded that 
stations using lelos' digital hybrids were 
all pleased with the results. We arranged 
to have a Telos 100 delivered to us for 
evaluation 
Telos makes two digital hybrids: the 

Model 10, designed for multiline use, 
particularly with key sets; and the Model 
100,. for applications that had either a sin-

True digital audio 
Many electronic 

devices boast of be-
ing "digital" these days, even home ap-
pliances. But the Telos 100 Digital Hybrid 
is truly a digital device. 
The caller audio is converted to digi-

tal and processed as a digital signal be-
fore being converted back to analog. Au-
tomatic gain control, noise gating, 
equalization and the hybrid functions 
are all done in the digital domain. The 
audio is sampled at a 16 kHz rate, with 
a full 16 bits of resolution. 
And, as in most better digital audio 

devices, 2x oversampling is used in the 
D-to-A conversion to make the filtering 
side effects less obvious. 
As each call is picked up, a 400 msec 

burst of white noise is sent down the 
phone line. The burst is used by the 
Telos circuitry to analyze the impedance 
of the phone line in use and to null the 
hybrid for that line. 
During this time, the audio output to 

the studio equipment is muted, which 
will also mute any pops or clicks gener-
ated by phone system switching. 
This burst of noise is not very obvious 

to the caller, and when I listened to 
it I didn't find it at all distracting or 
annoying. In addition, the unit ana-
lyzes the line during the conversa-
tion and continues to fine-tune the hy-
brid. 
The results are amazing. With a decent 

telephone, a caller can sound nearly 
"studio-mic" in quality, while the an-
nouncer's microphone feed to the caller 
is quite loud and easy for them to hear. 

. . . as in most better 
digital audio devices, 
2x oversampling is 
used in the D-to-A 

conversion to make the 
filtering side effects 

less obvious. 

The amount of DJ feedthrough in the 
caller's audio is also very low—over 40 
dB down, according to the Telos specs. 

Installation was fairly simple. The ba-
sic connections are easy: XLR connectors 
are provided for the send and caller au-
dio. Two caller audio outputs are 
provided, each with a level control. 
The telephone line connects to a stan-

dard modular jack (with another jack for 
a telephone instrument loop-through, if 
desired). We use one output to feed a 

reel-to-reel machine; the other goes to a 
console input. 

Remote switching 
Remote on/off switching was more 

complicated, however. The Telos re-
quires a momentary closure at the begin-
ning of each call to tell the unit to re-
adapt. In our situation, all phone calls 
are taped, so a console on/off button isn't 
necessary. 
I have tried to find a reliable pulse in 

the Merlin telephone (or in the AT&T 
General Purpose Adapter we use to ex-
tract an output of the phone line 
selected), but have had no luck so far. 
So for the time being, a small push-

button in a box next to the telephone 
must be pressed at the beginning of each 
call, an inconvenience that I hope to 
remedy soon. 
But even when a call is picked up 

without the noise pulse being sent, the 
Telos adapts to the new line adequately 
within a few words. 
Since only a portion of most of the 

calls are actually aired, this works out 
pretty well. In counterpoint, however, 
when no line is selected, the Telos 
"hunts" for an adjustment and is way off 
by the time a line is finally present. 
Setup adjustments are few and simple. 

A coarse null, the desired amount of 
caller expansion (which reduces the 
caller level when he or she is not talk-

(continued on page 46) 

10 years from now, it'll still be the standard. 
The undisputed standard for broadcast cassette decks has always been the Tascam 122B. 
But that standard has just been surpassed. 
Presenting the 3-head %cam 122MKII. Its leadership is founded upon features such as Tascam's Cobalt 

Amorphous tape head technology. Plus a choice of built-in Dolby systems: not just B and C, but also 
HX-Pro, for virtually perfect high-end frequency response. 
More than any comparable deck, it maintains constant tape speed and tension, thanks to a tape handling 

system that includes Tascam's Hysteresis Tension Servo Control. 
And when it comes to handling, the 122MKII is the complete professional tool, with cue and review 

functions (manual cue), balanced XLR +4dBm inputs and outputs, and rack-mountability. 
Call or write for more information about the 122MKII. Get it now, and use it for decades. 

ÇI)1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. (213) 726-0303. 
Dolby HX-Pro, Dolby B, and Dolby C are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. 
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MIS Helicopter Goes ilamtronic 
(continued from page 39) 
ceiver was no longer evident. 

Next, I installed the receiver at our FM 
transmitter site on Mt. Wilson where it 
feeds a 5 kHz telco line to the studio. 
Upon running program tests with the 
helicopter "pushing the envelope," I was 
again extremely pleased with the cover-
age area, which now includes Los An-
geles, Orange, San Bernardino and 
Riverside counties. 
Complete circuit documentation is in-

cluded with the Hamtronics unit, while 
a phone call to the company brings full 
technical support. 
The receiver, despite its open construc-

tion and small size (4" x 5" circuit 
board) is very rugged. The quality of the 
construction is first-rate and the circuit 
design is practical and straightforward. 

It is intended for use in repeaters 
where a strong transmit signal is nor-
mally 600 kHz away and the output of 
nearby reverse-split repeater transmitters 

Moseley 's 
Remote Unit 
(continued from page 42) 
lays, however, is what to do with all of 
the wiring. 
We solved that problem by taking 25-

pair telephone extension cables, cutting 
them in half and wiring them to the back 
panel of the 1600. 
To this end, a very nice thought by 

somebody at Moseley is the "capture"-
type barrier strips; you just slide the wire 
under and tighten down the screw. 
What could possibly need improving 

with the 1600? Not much, but the LED 
readout display is rather small and the 
alarm buzzer goes off too quickly when 
a diagnostic check of the A-to-D con-
verters momentarily doesn't line up. 
These matters aside, however, the 

Moseley 1600 Remote Control proves to 
be a strong controller for a station's re-
mote transmitter. With its many setup 
options, decided by the engineer, it is a 
very flexible device. 

Editor's note: Tom Bosscher has been in the ' 
radio broadcast business for 12 years, the last 
5 years at WCUZ-FM, and is vice chairman 
of the Grand Rapids Chapter of the SBE. He 
may be reached at 616-451-2551. 

For more information on the Moseley 1600, 
contact Maryanne Wasielewski at Moseley 
Associates: 805-968-9621. 

can be a mere 15 kHz removed. 
The sensitivity is specified at 0.25 µV. 

With the addition of the optional HRA-
460 Helical Resonator/Amplifier the sen-
sitivity can be increased to 0.15 V. 
By itself, the receiver has a selectivity 

of slightly more than ±6 kHz and is 
down 100 dB at ±12 kHz. The addition 
of the HRA-460 makes the skirts even 
steeper and provides additional protec-
tion from intermod and cross-band in-
terference. 
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R451 l-F Selectivity 

Two IF filters are included, an eight-
pole crystal filter at 10.7 MHz and a wide-
band ceramic filter in the second IF cen-
tered at 455 kHz. The AFC operates over 
a range of ± 10 kHz and may be defeated 
if desired. 

The on-board LM-380 audio power 
amplifier will provide up to 2 W into an 
8-ohm speaker. It will loaf into a trans-
former driving a 600-ohm balanced line. 
Power from an external supply, 13.6 VDC 
at 150 inA, is specified. Our circuit is 
driven with a stiff 12 V source. 
The Hamtronics receiver may not be 

ideal where time, a work bench and 
some technical know-how are unavaila-
ble. Some additional construction is 
necessary—mounting it in a suitable en-
closure, supplying power and interfac-
ing the output to something such as a 
speaker, phone line or console. 
Numerous options are available from 

the company, however. For good signal 
situations, the helical resonator may be 
ordered without the amplifier. 

If the receiver is not located near other 
transmitters, the resonator may not be 
needed at all. For $50 less, the receiver 
comes as a kit. For $100 more, it can be 
ordered fully mounted in an RF-proof 
enclosure. 

It is a pleasure to acquire a piece of 
equipment which is well built, well 
designed and works right out of the box. 
The Hamtronics receiver did just that 
and it exceeded all of my expectations for 
performance. 

Editor's note: Jeremy R. Burnham has been 
with KIIS since 1975. He can be reached at 
213-466-8381. 

For more information on the R451 UHF 
FM Receiver, contact Hamtronics Inc. at 
716-392-9430. 

WASK Puts Comrex PIX 
to Work on Remotes 
(continued from page 35) 
ance indicator will let you balance the 
hybrid without having to bring along 
anything more than a screwdriver. 
Anytime we at WASK/K105 install new 

equipment, we first check to see if the 
equipment is free of RF interference. Our 
FM ERP is 50 kW, and a 20 kW transmit-
ter is only a few feet from our control 
rooms. We were subsequently pleased to 

Telos Hybrid Wows WKSZ 
(continued from page 45) 
ing) and the degree of override (caller 
ducking) are all set. 
These last two adjustments are made 

with front panel knobs and are so easy 
to understand and use that we have en-
couraged the operators to experiment 
with the settings. 
Three LED meters on the front panel 

EBS EQUIPMENT 
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Price 
Model CEB Encoder-Decoder   $475 
Model CE Encoder Only   $330 
Model CE With Stereo Option   $360 

$280 
Receiver can be supplied to drive Decoder $100 
Model CD Decoder Only (REQUIRED FOR LPTV) 

• Encoder FCC Type Accepted • Decoder FCC Certified 
• Exceeds FCC Specifications • 

All interconnections to the EBS equipment are made through a barrier terminal block. 
No special connectors necessary. In stock—available for immediate delivery. 

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO 
257 W. Union St. • Athens OH 45701 • 614-593-3150 

indicate the audio input level, the 
amount of gain reduction on input or 
output and the audio output levels 
(switchable between the two outputs). 

Clear instructions 
The Telos manual is excellent. In these 

days, when "unscrew when remove 
cover" is typical of the language used 
even in manuals for professional equip-
ment, it is refreshing to find a book that 
is not only written in standard English 
but is also entertaining and highly in-
formative. 
A very comprehensive section on tel-

ephone systems theory is included in the 
manual, which is the first such explana-
tion that I have ever read that actually 
made sense. 
The Telos 100 has vastly improved the 

sound of our all-request oldies show— 
not only on the air but also in the callers' 
minds, since they can now hear the DJ 
on the phone much better. 

Editor's mite: Doug Fearn is a frequent 
contributor to RW. He may be reached at 
215-565-8900. 

For more information on the Telos 100, con-
tact Steve Church at Telos: 216-241-7225. 

find the Comrex equipment completely 
free of any RE 

Repeated success 
We are presently putting our Com-

rex/Cellular system to heavy use. We 
have already broadcast the Indiana and 
Kentucky Basketball High School All-
stars and although we feared we might 
have some dropouts, everything was a 
success. 
Our farm director broadcasts farm 

reports from all of the surrounding 4-H 
county fairs and the Indiana State Fair. 
And we are broadcasting high school 
football through the system. In all cases 
we have obtained excellent results. 
We can also see a great expense reduc-

tion on remotes by the cellular system, 
especially when we are broadcasting a 
one-time event. 
We can see many more possibilities in 

the future, and are planning to interface 
our news department computers to our 
farm director's computer via the cellu-
lar. 
This way, the latest farm markets can 

then be fed to his computer before he 
goes on the air from his remote location, 
regardless of what city he will be in, as 
long as a cellular system is located in that 
city. 
We are pleased to be using the Cellu-

lar/Comrex as an alternative in remote 
broadcasting. There is a great future for 
this method. 

Editor's note: George H. Williamson has 
been in broadcasting for 33 years-28 years 
with WASK as CE. He may be reached at 
317-447-2186. 

For more information on the Cornrex PLX 
micro, contact Lynn Distler at Contra: 
617-263-1800. 
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WHEN YOU'RE READY FOR REAL . . . 
TEST US FOR THE BEST 

DYNAMAX® 
Cobalt Tape Cartridges by Rdelipac® 

Recommended Test Procedures 
1. Carefullly clean & degauss cartridge 
machine heads & drive surfaces. 

2. Set recorder head azimuth, 
bias & equalization to 
optimize the perfor-
mance of the car-
tridge under test. 

3.10mpare various 
I ngths of the 
sOme cartridge 
type for stereo 
phase, level uniformity, 
noise & distortion 
performance. 

4. Starting with Step No. 1 
above, test other brands 
of cartridges. 

5. Compare results. 

ALLIED 

FREE OFFER  
A sample kit of Dynamax Cobalt Car-
tridges consisting of 1 each of 70 

seconds, 1 each of 3.5 minutes, 
1 each of 5.5 minutes is 
available for the asking. 

Your request should 
be submitted on 

your station 
letterhead, signed 

by the Chief 
Engineer, the 

General Marager, 
or Program/ 
Production 

Director. 
Send request 

to: 
DYNAMAX 

P.O. Box 1487 
Richmond, IN 

47375 

1-800-622-0022 
ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES RICHMOND 

CANADA 416-731-3697 SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 317-962-8596 

USED EQUIPMENT 317-962-1471 SYSTEMS DIJISION 714-752-6664 

EMERGENCY (After Hours, Weekends, Holidays) 317-935-0455 

• 

Broadcast Equipment 
The FULL SERVICE Broadcast People 

FAX 317-962-8961 

BULLETIN BOARD MODEM 317-935-0531 



4. 

The DYNAMAX® family 
of carhidge machines 

New models, good looking, great listening 

rr hirty years of experience is work-
' ing for you. In 1954, Fidelipac 
invented the endless loop tape car-
tridge, and we've been in the business 
ever since. We've focused our 
experience to develop a complete 
line of innovative, state-of-the-art 
cartridge machines. 

CTR100 Series 

The ultimate cartridge machine. You 
can intermix standard, high output, 
mono, stereo, matrix and discrete 
format cartridges using our Cartscan-
system. Even warn a jock to read 
live tags or automatically turn on 
external functions. Create special 
effects with Vary Speed. Time carts 
with ease, even in fast forward, with 
our real time digital clock Other 
features include DC servo motor. 
Blackout status display. Splice finder. 
On-board diagnostics. SMPTE time 
code compatibility. Phase correcting 

matrix system. Optional Maxtrax® 
format And audio you'd never 
expect from a cart machine. 

CTR10 Series 

Our idea of basic utility. 3 cue tones. 
Automatic fast forward. Audio search. 
Audio switcher and mixer. 1 kHz 
defeat. Constant current recording. 
Low voltage 2-inch air damped sole-
noid. Ball-bearing self aligning pres-
sure roller. Azimuth independent 
head bridge assembly. Superb audio. 

CTR30 Series 

A 3-Deck that records. The recording 
system is standard, and the complete 
unit is priced below most play-only 
3-decks. The CTR30 Series offers 3 
cue tones, audio switcher and mixer, 
and a constant current recording 
system for the cleanest audio you'll 
ever put on a cartridge. 

ESD10 Eraser/Splice Detector 

Cleanest erasure ever! Dual constant 
current precision erase heads. No 
heat generating, tape stretching 
degaussing coils. Continuous duty 
operation. Reliable, adjustment-free, 
patented splice finding. 

All you'll ever need 

The inventor of the tape cartridge 
has invented a complete family of 
cartridge machines. Let our experi-
ence work for you. For more 
information, contact Fidelipac or your 
authorized DYNAMAX distributor. 

Fidelipac Corporation E P.O. Box 808 E Moorestown, NJ 08057 USA 17 609-235-3900 E TELEX: 710-897-0254 E Toll Free 800- HOT TAPE 

DYNAMAX products are designed and manufactured in the US.A. 
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